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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Cape York and Torres Strait are places of extraordinary wild landscapes, stunning unique 
wildlife and authentic Indigenous culture.  The area holds great promise for tourism broadly, 
but to date the main type of tourism is 4x4 drive and camping, a sector that is growing and 
having some unintended negative side effects as a result.  An entry fee to Cape York and Torres 
Strait might be one way that the region could generate funds to pay for some of the costs 
associated with the growing numbers of 4x4 drive/camping tourists. 

Luxury tourism is currently not offered in the region, other than at two Great Barrier Reef 
islands, and is an area that should be explored for its considerable socio-economic and 
environmental benefits.  This study investigated the potential for applying the Namibian 
approach to the region, focusing on luxury, Indigenous joint venture tourism development, 
exemplified by the Damaraland Camp model. 

Ten areas in Cape York and Torres Strait were considered in terms of their potential for 
premium, joint venture tourism.  All areas showed great promise, but five ranked highly as 
having potential to move to the next stage of discussions.  These were: Hope Vale, 
Kowanyama, Cook, Northern Peninsula and Torres Strait.  Key criteria for success were: (1) 
features and marketability of place, (2) accessibility (town, airport, roads), (3) security of land 
tenure and ownership, (4) environmental significance/importance for conservation, (5) 
community openness to tourism, (6) existing tourism/attractions, (7) community capacity, (8) 
support/enabling environment, and (9) governance structure. 

There are challenges to developing premium tourism in the region, including remoteness, low 
levels of economic independence and high costs of building and operations.  There is a clear 
lack of understanding of what luxury tourism is and the benefits it could bring to the region, 
with most people seeing tourism as simply what is there at the moment (largely camping) which 
has created a negative perception of tourism in some areas.  The highly complex nature of land 
tenure, land security and multiple layers of decision making for an enterprising community or 
individual to undertake a tourism business in Cape York and Torres Strait or entice partners is 
a huge disincentive for people and a large part of the reason why enterprises fail or do not even 
get off the ground.   

Approximately half of Cape York and Torres Strait has not had native title determination as 
yet and this makes it more difficult for projects to be approved and have long term security. 
The process of obtaining an ILUA (Indigenous Land Use Agreement) is a long and expensive 
process, costing up to $100,000 for the proponent, taking in the realm of a year, and with no 
guarantee of an outcome for business, it is hard to imagine any companies being willing to go 
down this path.  This is a huge obstacle in encouraging businesses to partner with Indigenous 
communities in Cape York and even for Indigenous entrepreneurs to move forward with 
tourism enterprises at scale.  The process of obtaining Native Title consent through an ILUA 
needs to be simplified and less expensive to encourage enterprise. 

It has been recognised that there is a great need to increase the capacity of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people to own and manage commercially-viable tourism businesses. 
Two known previous attempts have failed to avoid falling over (Pajinka and Poruma) and some 
possible reasons for this are discussed.  Focused, in-house training is a fundamental inclusion 
in any tourism development at scale in Cape York and Torres Strait, just as important as any 
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funding grant in terms of providing for success.  Previous failures suggest that funding 
infrastructure alone is not sufficient to have a successful tourism business in the region. 
Investment in the capacity of people to work in and manage these operations and the presence 
of strong marketing/bookings systems is just as crucial.  The most obvious way to do this is 
through a joint venture partnership, applying an international sustainable development 
approach to the region. 

To get the first luxury, joint venture Indigenous tourism lodge off the ground in Cape York 
and/or Torres Strait, we recommend that further efforts be made to find tourism partners that 
has extensive experience in premium, joint venture tourism and shares the values of the 
Indigenous community, with a focus on ensuring maximum socio-economic and employment 
benefits to the local people and conservation of the natural environment through caring for 
Country.  There are a number of African providers who could bring their expertise to the table 
in a joint venture arrangement, providing in-house training, access to international and national 
markets, marketing and booking services. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This project was commissioned by the Torres Cape Indigenous Councils Alliance in August 
2020 with a grant from the Queensland Government’s Remote Area Board Program.  The 
project was developed to support tourism recovery and a comprehensive, future tourism 
strategy for Cape York and Torres Strait.  It is considered a preliminary and reconnaissance 
study intended to deliver recommendations as to next steps, as opposed to a comprehensive 
and detailed analysis for any specific areas at this stage.   

The scope included: 

● Mapping and cataloguing tourism in the Cape and Torres Strait region, that can be used
as a basis for an online local tourism directory.

● Investigating desire for and opportunities to establish a local tourism organisation
(LTO), tourism task force or similar arrangement.

● Assessing existing tourism products with a view to understanding the current standard
and making recommendations around opportunities for improvement.

● Considering the potential for future Indigenous tourism opportunities focused on
attracting visitors from high-end markets who are looking for culturally sensitive and
authentic experiences of a high standard.  This included exploring opportunities to
partner communities with experienced tour operations to develop new mutually-
beneficial, joint venture tourism products.

The communities assessed against key criteria for luxury, joint venture tourism as part of this 
project were: 

Mapoon 
Weipa 
Lockhart River 
Pormpuraaw 
Kowanyama 
Northern Penninsula 
Torres Strait 
Cook 
Hope Vale 
Wujal Wujal  

Photo: A remote island in the Torres Strait 
(credit: John Rainbird) 
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OVERVIEW OF CAPE YORK, TORRES STRAIT & THE TCICA 
REGION 

The map above is a stylised representation of Cape York and Torres Strait for illustrative purposes. 
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Cape York 
 
Cape York region encompasses 137,000 square kilometres of mainland north-eastern Australia 
including 16 complete river basins (most largely unmodified), 30 vegetation types including 
72 types of rainforest, comprising 20% of the nation’s rainforest.  The central highland of Cape 
York tends to be drier, while the norther region is wetter and the eastern region has more 
continuous rainfall.  The highest altitude region is in the east around Iron Range National Park 
and Coen, but most of the region is flat savannah and woodlands.  Cape York has 45 distinct 
Aboriginal languages and several hundred dialects (CYNRM, 2013). 
 
In Cape York, less than 1% of land is freehold land.  Just over half of the land is Deed of Grant 
in Trust (DOGIT) or Land Trust (53%), 14% is national park and 23% is Aboriginal Shire 
Lease (CYNRM, 2016). 
 
Cape York has not been systematically surveyed for biodiversity, but the region is known to 
have 3338 terrestrial plant species (379 of which are listed as rare and threatened and 264 of 
which are endemic to Cape York).  The region has 60% of Australia’s butterflies, 25% of its 
frog species, 50% of its bird species, 33% of the mammals and the richest freshwater fauna in 
Australia (of which almost half are endemic species) (CYNRM, 2016). 
 

 
Photo: Brolgas on the beach at Pormpuraaw 
 

The Torres Strait 
 
The Torres Strait stretches over 150km from the tip of Cape York Peninsula to the south west 
coast of Papua New Guinea and is primarily a seascape, with 91% of the area being open seas 
(TSRA, 2016).  There are 300 islands in the Torres Strait, of which only 17 are inhabited by 
people (TSRA, 2016) and the area has one of the highest relative proportions of Indigenous 
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people in Australia.  The population of just under 10,000 people is dispersed across the islands, 
with just over a third living on Thursday Island and the inner islands (TSRA, 2016).   

The Torres Strait is thought to be a coral reef biodiversity hotspot and has some of the most 
extensive, pristine sea grass habitats in the world, home to the largest population of dugongs 
found anywhere and providing important habitat for endangered marine turtles (TSRA, 2016). 

TCICA Region 

TCICA Region comprises the 14 local government areas of Aurukun, Cook, Hope Vale, 
Kowanyama, Lockhart River, Mapoon, Mornington, Napranum, Northern Peninsula Area, 
Pormpuraaw, Torres, Torres Strait Island, Weipa and Wujal Wujal.  As of 30 June 2019, the 
estimated resident population for the TCICA Region was 29,158 people, with the largest 
populations (more than 3000 people) living in Cook, Northern Peninsula, Weipa and the Torres 
Straits.   

Just over two-thirds of the TCICA region’s people (65.7%) are Indigenous (Aboriginal or 
Torres Strait Islander), however this number is skewed heavily by Weipa and Cook shire whose 
populations are predominantly non-Indigenous.  Approximately 44% of people in the TCICA 
region speak a language other than English at home, of which 35.7% speak an Australian 
Indigenous language.  Approximately two-thirds of people in the region are Christian (65.3%). 

Income is low compared with the rest of the state, with the median total personal income in the 
region being $25,023 per year in 2016 and the total median family income per year $61,296. 
Most employment in the region is in the mining sector (11.6%), public administration and 
safety (18.1%), education and training (12.4%), health care and social assistance (13.4%). 
Tourism provides very little employment currently and has great potential for growth.  A total 
of 25,680.1 square kilometres are under protected areas, the vast majority of which is in Cook 
shire.  Protected areas were not considered in this study, except where they are closely linked 
to potential tourism in the Aboriginal Shire Councils considered (e.g. Iron Ridge National Park 
in Cook Shire, closely linked to Lockhart River). 
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Photo: An undeveloped island in the Torres Strait (credit: John Rainbird, TSRA) 
 

Cape York Peninsula and Torres Strait Tourism Development Plan 
 
The Queensland Government’s Cape York Peninsula and Torres Strait Tourism Development 
Plan (2008-2011) states its vision as “long term sustainable development of tourism on Cape 
York and the Torres Strait that respects and celebrates the culture, traditions and lifestyle of 
the Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, enhances environmental integrity and creates 
economic and social growth.”   
 
The plan recognises the current main activities that visitors seek while in Cape York as 4WD, 
camping, exploring, fishing, swimming, relaxing and sightseeing, with a number of niche 
markets such as bird watching, hunting and diving.  For the Torres Strait, it recognises potential 
new traveller markets such as fishing, luxury travel, bird watching, diving, cruise and super 
yachts and family war memory tours.  To date, most of the tourism in Cape York takes the 
form of 4x4 camping style travel and luxury tourism forms only a tiny part of the offering.  The 
Torres Strait relies on the 4x4 drivers/campers coming across to their islands after they reach 
the tip of Cape York.   
 
In this report, we looked at a potential new approach towards tourism in the region, expanding 
the current budget and mid-range offerings to provide for luxury, joint venture tourism products 
as exemplified by community-based, luxury lodges in Namibia such as Damaraland Camp.  
We compared 10 areas in Cape York and Torres Strait and assessed them against key criteria 
for successful joint venture tourism development, with a focus on the premium end of the 
market.  Each criterion was scored 1 (emerging), 2 (good) or 3 (very good). 
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Damaraland Camp & the Namibian Approach to Community- and 
Conservation-Focused Tourism 
 
Damaraland Camp is a luxury tented camp in north-west Namibia in southern Africa that has 
been used as a model for community-based ecotourism and poverty alleviation across Africa 
and the world.  The camp began in 1996 with a partnership forged between Wilderness Safaris 
and the Torra Conservancy community.  It was the first joint venture ecotourism model of its 
kind in Namibia and proved to be hugely successful. Prior to the establishment of the camp, 
the Damara people in this area had almost 100% unemployment and wildlife numbers were 
plummeting.  Wildlife is now thriving, including species like lion, elephant and black rhino 
which were seen as ‘problem animals’ previously, showing that wildlife is a resource that can 
bring funds and employment via ecotourism.  The partnership involved an initial ten-year lease 
by Wilderness Safaris and contractual payments to the Torra Conservancy, but the local 
employment in the camp has driven other opportunities in the area for local households.  
 

 
Photo: Generating employment for the local Indigenous people was a priority from the beginning and 
Damaraland Camp has also been particularly successful in empowering women across all jobs in camp.  
Wilderness Safaris’ in-house training program was core to developing the capacity of the local people and 
continues to drive skills development. 
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Photo: The main lounge area at Damaraland Camp, where guests relax under a cool thatched roof out of the 
harsh Namibian sun.  Summer temperatures can reach over 40 degrees Celsius in north-west Namibia and there 
are few trees for shade in the desert, but the camp is built to maximise cooling. 

Photo: Damaraland is very remote, a journey of at least 5 hours driving from the capital of Windhoek, so many 
guests fly in and this is sold as a scenic flight over the stunning landscape and very much a part of the experience, 
as opposed to just a transfer.  The camp is run on solar energy as it is off-grid.  Everything about the camp has 
been designed to minimise the aesthetic impact, so blending it into the environment as much as possible with 
natural, earthy colours from the area. 
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Photo: All of Wilderness Safaris’ camps’ rooms have en suite bathrooms and they are designed to mimimise water 
use as this is a very dry, desert environment and water is scarce and valuable. 
   

 
Photo: Mosquito nets are not necessary in this dry area, but they add atmosphere under the canvas roof.  The 
rooms typically have two king-single beds which are pushed together for couples or separated for singles.  
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Photo: The Damara people use a ‘boma’ or enclosure made of wood to keep their goats safe at night.  
Damaraland Camp uses this facet of local culture to create an intimate dining experience for guests inside a 
traditional boma.  This is typically combined with a traditional song and dance performance by staff to welcome 
guests to the ‘boma dinner’. 

During this project, the story of Damaraland Camp was shared with councils and Traditional 
Owners in Cape York and Torres Strait using a short video.  The concept was largely 
completely new to people, but was received extremely well. 

There is much that can be learned from over 25 years of experience in Namibia as the 
Damaraland Camp model has now been applied in other countries and adapted to suit many 
communities’ joint venture desires.  Snyman (2012) found that the direct benefit of income 
from ecotourism jobs and linked to economic diversification opportunities in households in 
Torra Conservancy shows how important permanent employment has been in this rural 
community.  The joint venture of Damaraland Camp has led to a direct reduction in poverty, 
significant improvements in socio-economic development and changes in attitudes towards 
tourism and wildlife.  The majority of staff employed at Damaraland Camp are women (70%). 

The communal conservancy program in Namibia, which provides legal ownership of the land 
by a community, has generated millions of dollars since its inception (NACSO, 2010).  The 
conservancy shares out a dividend annually to each member, roughly equivalent to a month’s 
wages or a year’s worth of income from sale of goats, and most people spend this on school 
expenses (Snyman, 2012).  Across Africa, a safari camp staff member’s salary tends to support 
an average of 7 people.  Snyman (2012) also found that there is a need for education and 
awareness among community members about the role of conservancies and the potential 
benefits of ecotourism towards sustainability.   

Learnings from Damaraland Camp and other joint ventures in Africa highlight the importance 
of considering an area’s accessibility for tourists, attractions (culture, fauna, scenery), 
community cohesion and stability, commitment of the community to learning new skills and 
developing the tourism sector, commitment to wildlife conservation in order to facilitate 
photographic tourism (Snyman, 2012).  In addition, in neighbouring Botswana, Snyman (2014) 
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found that the establishment of structured, appropriate benefit distribution plans with strong 
measures of accountability and transparency were essential in ensuring that community 
benefits from ecotourism partnerships were fairly shared.  One way to demonstrate the benefits 
of ecotourism is a public handover of the income from ecotourism to community members 
annually.   
 
Could such an approach be successful in Cape York and Torres Strait?  This project 
investigated ten local government areas in the region to consider their potential for a joint 
venture luxury tourism venture along the lines of Damaraland Camp.  We assessed each council 
against nine key criteria for success.  These were: (1) features and marketability of place, (2) 
accessibility (town, airport, roads), (3) security of land tenure and ownership, (4) 
environmental significance/importance for conservation, (5) community openness to tourism, 
(6) existing tourism/attractions, (7) community capacity, (8) support/enabling environment, 
and (9) governance structure. 
 
Each shire was assessed based on a short site visit, discussions with council and Traditional 
Owner representatives and online desktop research.  International and Australian experts in 
community-based tourism were also engaged to discuss the lessons from past attempts at joint 
ventures and the potential for this in Cape York and Torres Strait.  This study was limited by 
the very quick nature of the site visits and could only provide a glimpse of what might be 
possible.  We recognise that much more time is needed to fully investigate these areas. The site 
visits were intended to start the conversation and awareness raising in communities about this 
type of tourism and its potential in the region.  There is great scope to explore all areas in more 
detail and it is entirely possible that important potential sites for joint ventures have been 
overlooked, however we hope that further explorations and conversations will occur at the next 
stage. 
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COUNCIL AREAS IN DETAIL  
 
Mapoon 
 
The Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council is encouraging of tourism and stated that overall the 
sentiment towards developing tourism in the area was positive.  Current tourism in Mapoon 
township consists of one built lodge which is used primarily for visiting government workers 
rather than tourists, Pannja Lodge.  Pannja Lodge has eight cabins including 6 one-bedroom 
units from $175/night and 2 two-bedroom units from $275-325/night.  Four more two-bedroom 
cabins are being built. 
 

 
Photo: Pannja Lodge, Mapoon 
 
A cultural centre is currently being built which will include elements of dance, art and a library.   
 
Cullen Point is located within 10 minutes drive of Mapoon township.  It has basic beach 
campsites and day visitor facilities for tourists with some infrastructure for ablutions. The area 
has attractive beaches, although the extensive vehicle tracks on the beaches tend to detract from 
the sense of wilderness. 
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Photo: Cullen Point Beach, Mapoon, which has campsites near the beach 
 
Council raised the issue that most of the land outside of the township is managed by Old 
Mapoon Aboriginal Corporation (OMAC) and therefore any ecotourism joint venture 
propositions will need to work closely with OMAC and Traditional Owners at proposed sites.  
Council was encouraging of the Cooktown family who we were advised are the Traditional 
Owners of Janie Creek area and previously responsible for the ecotourism venture at this site. 
 
The obvious site in this area for a premium joint venture eco-lodge is the Janie Creek site that 
was previously known as Camp Chivaree or Cape York Turtle Rescue Camp.  This operated 
successfully for a number of years from 2005 when it was operated by Mapoon Aboriginal 
Shire Council and offered safari tented accommodation and the opportunity for tourists to 
participate in turtle research at the site.  However, it was closed due to a native title dispute 
(Chester et al., 2012).  Since then it was used as a camp site for a time, but recently it has been 
closed by OMAC who are responsible for the land at this site due to problems with tourists 
abusing the area (Robyn Bartlett, pers. comm.). 
 
Cape York Turtle Research Camp was largely seasonal from June to October (Chester et al., 
2012).  Facilities were of a good standard and included hot showers but not en suite bathrooms.  
Maximum camp capacity was 12 guests and it received approximately 200 visitors per annum.  
The major drawcard of this experience was the close encounters with marine turtles in the 
nesting season, the Indigenous experience of getting to know local rangers and elders, the 
remote wilderness location and the opportunity to actively participate in conservation activities 
such as counting turtle eggs, measuring and weighing turtles, installing exclusion devices to 
protect turtle nests and collecting fishing nets and rubbish from beaches.  The camp also 
provided the opportunity to learn about traditional Aboriginal culture. Sunsets over the ocean 
are another feature of this area, being on the western side of Cape York.  Price was 
$425/person/night with minimum 2 night stay.  The experience was highly rated by visitors 
and commonly described as ‘life changing’ (Chester et al., 2012). 
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Photo: The former Cape York Turtle Research Camp (or Camp Chivaree), credit: tripadvisor 

Further discussion is required with both OMAC and Traditional Owners to determine if the 
community is ready to move forward with tourism at this site and whether they would consider 
a top end joint venture option.  This site has considerable potential to be re-developed for high 
end eco-tourism due to the turtle nesting and scenic properties of the area, an excellent ranger 
group, as well as having good access to an airport (Weipa and Mapoon). Assuming that the 
community does want to move forward, we suggest it would be a good candidate for a 
discussion with a luxury tourism partner as a potential joint venture site. 

Janie Creek, Mapoon 

Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 Janie Creek, formerly Cape York Turtle Research 
Camp, offers a highly scenic beach location with high 
numbers of turtles between July and October providing 
an exciting attraction.  Previously this was a profitable 
safari camp, but it has since been closed due to internal 
disputes over land ownership.  This site has good 
potential for engagement as part of a tourism experience 
with Indigenous land and sea rangers.  

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Two daily return Qantas flights from Cairns to Weipa (1 
hr 15 mins duration) followed by 1.5hour drive on well- 
maintained wide gravel road driving at 80 km/hr or short 
scenic flight from Weipa to Mapoon airport by charter 
or helicopter. From here it is a short drive (less than half 
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hour) from Mapoon airport through town of Mapoon, 
via Cullen Point. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 Native title has been determined. Land in key tourism 
areas outside Mapoon township is owned by OMAC. 
TOs at this site wish to run the camp but are restricted 
by OMAC.  Further discussion is required with OMAC 
to determine interest in taking a JV tourism project 
forward and to determine if previous disputes over land 
have been or can now be resolved. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/importance 
for conservation 

3 High environmental sensitivity due to large numbers of 
endangered nesting turtles.  A high end ecotourism 
lodge with low numbers of tourists would be a good fit 
for this area as it would avoid it being over-run and 
damaged by large numbers of campers. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 Local TOs and council are both keen to see tourism 
develop in an environmentally and culturally sensitive 
way.  Mapoon is not a poor community due to being part 
of the WCCA and receiving benefits from Rio Tinto. 
People tend to be friendly, school attendance is high 
(90%) and there is little crime.  The community is 
looking for alternatives to mining for future jobs. 
Indigenous land and sea ranger program is popular as 
some people are motivated to get out on country (men 
and women).  All this provides an encouraging 
environment for development of a luxury ecotourism 
development to provide local employment with low 
environmental impacts. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

2 Currently limited in Mapoon area to a couple of 
campsites & basic council run accommodation in town. 
Weipa has several hotels and is 1.5 hour drive away. 
Mapoon is not on the typical travellers’ path/radar in 
Cape York.  If Cape York Turtle Research Camp was to 
be re-developed as a premium eco-lodge this would 
certainly put the area on the tourist map.  The ability for 
tourists to experience endangered turtles up close as part 
of a real world Indigenous research and monitoring 
project would be a major attraction if managed properly. 

Community capacity 2 Community would benefit from hospitality training as 
part of a JV lodge.  Some community members have 
worked in tourism as part of the previous camp and 
others who have left may return if there are 
opportunities.  The area has an excellent Indigenous 
ranger program which could be capitalised on to be part 
of an ecotourism lodge and to receive benefits from it. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

2 Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council is supportive of 
tourism.  OMAC is supportive of JV tourism that is up-
market, controlled low numbers and low impact. 
Traditional owners are keen to see tourism develop. 
Discussions between these groups needs to happen 
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before agreement is reached to move forward as a 
unified body. 

Governance structure 2 OMAC has a CEO based in Cairns.  The native title 
holders in the Mokwiri clan group (led by Charles 
Budby) have a reasonable governance structure, but 
internal politics may inhibit negotiations. 
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Weipa 
 
Weipa includes the suburbs of Rocky Point, Trunding, Nanum and Evans Landing and has 
been developed to accommodate the workforce of Rio Tinto since 1965.  The presence of the 
large scale bauxite mine at Weipa owned and run by Rio Tinto is a major feature of the 
landscape around Weipa and brings with it pros and cons in relation to potential luxury tourism 
development.  On the positive side, infrastructure, roads and the airport are well developed due 
to the considerable financial benefits brought in by the mine.  However, in relation to nature-
based tourism the presence of a large mine does detract from the sense of wilderness as one 
flies into the area on the direct flight from Cairns due to the major impact on the landscape.  
This is visible from many of the roads around Weipa as well so a nature based eco-tourism 
experience would have to be carefully considered.   
 
Weipa is essentially a mining town and Rio Tinto is responsible for it, but discharges this 
management role to the Weipa Town Authority, which has an elected Chairman (rather than a 
mayor), 4 elected councillors, one appointed by the Alngith Traditional Owners and two 
appointed by Rio Tinto.  The WTA is keen to diversify employment opportunities for people 
in the region not only in the small area for which it is responsible in the town but also in other 
areas over which it has a strong influence, such as Napranum and Mapoon.  Therefore in this 
analysis we are considering not only the small town area of Weipa but some nearby sites east 
of it that were discussed with the WTA and Traditional Owners in Weipa.  Weipa has an 
important support role in helping develop tourism in the surrounding council areas, including 
Napranum and Mapoon.  Mapoon is considered separately. 
 
Weipa operates differently to other councils in Cape York due to the mining influence.  There 
is an ILUA over the mining lease areas in and around Weipa and this agreement is between 
Rio Tinto and 11 Traditional Owner groups and 4 shire councils (Aurukun, Napranum, Mapoon 
and New Mapoon).  The agreement is known as the Western Cape Communities Co-Existence 
Agreement (WCCCA) and led to the development of the Western Cape Communities Trust 
and Co-ordinating Committee. The WCCCA recognises traditional ownership of the land and 
provides for many benefits including employment, training, protection of cultural heritage and 
sites, cultural awareness, support for ranger programs, educational bursaries, relinquishment 
of land and a royalty stream to charities for community benefit (WCCCA website). 

 
Photo: Sunsets in Weipa are magnificent as this is one of the few parts of Queensland where the sun sets over 
the ocean 
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There are a number of existing hotels in Weipa, none of which appear to be above 4 star 
standard, as well as a very popular caravan park and campsite which has 4 beachfront villas 
and a five-bedroom house that are above the general standard of accommodation locally.  The 
town has a population of just over 4000 people and reasonable capacity as a result of the 
presence of the mine, although there is nothing available of a luxury standard in tourism.  The 
Weipa Town Authority, which manages the town, is encouraging of tourism in and beyond the 
town of Weipa as it is looking to find job opportunities for local people other than in the mining 
sector, especially among younger generations, both now and beyond the term of the mine 
agreements.  However, WTA is aware of and noted that it can be difficult reaching agreements 
within Traditional Owner groups locally due to internal disputes which can prevent tourism 
developments progressing beyond the initial idea.   
 
During the discussions that led to this report, WTA representatives highlighted the importance 
of business skills training in any tourism development.  Local tourism operators expressed 
concerns about lack of reliability of local staff and the short window for a tourism season 
between April and October.  The high environmental impact of the increasing numbers of 
camping tourists due to the lack of ablutions and rubbish facilities was highlighted as a major 
issue for the whole region.  The possibility of an entry fee to Cape York was discussed and 
agreed to be a positive option to help pay for the costs of preventing this environmental damage. 
 
Charles Budby of Mokwiri Aboriginal Corporation attended a meeting with WTA and the 
consultant and said that he sees tourism as the big player to eventually take over from mining 
in the traditional lands near Weipa.  He stated that country management, cultural burning and 
plant and wildlife regrowth should be encouraged.  The site at Stones Crossing is one that 
Budby described as having potential for a campsite or other tourism that they would be open 
to considering.  It is approx. 1 hour drive from Weipa on the Wenlock River.  Agreement of 
the PBC would be needed in order to progress any joint venture tourism operation in this area. 
 

 
Photo: The Wenlock River, near Weipa, has some interesting spots that would be worth exploring for luxury 
tourism, as it has an abundance of wildlife 
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Councillor Jaime Gane who is also a Director of Far North Fishing Weipa has attempted to 
begin the process of developing a comfortable fishing camp in a joint venture partnership with 
Traditional Owners of the Mokwiri clan.  An application was made by the Ganes to Mokwiri 
Aboriginal Corporation and a business plan submitted.  This process has been hampered by 
some miscommunications and misunderstandings, but appears to be moving to the next stage 
of discussions. 

Photo: Billy’s Lagoon (credit: Jaime Gane) 

The other main PBC in this area, the Malarush clan, were invited to discuss the potential 
tourism opportunities but did not attend on the day.  This is not to say they are not interested, 
but it could not be determined as part of this study. 

There is excellent fishing, birding and crocodile spotting opportunities in and around the 
estuarine and marine habitats at Weipa.  Unique species such as palm cockatoos, northern 
quolls, red goshawks and numerous species of dolphins and turtles are visible in the area, but 
do require inside knowledge and time to see. 
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Photo: Black-necked stork, commonly known as a jabiru, spotted on the shore near a hotel in Weipa 
 

 
Photo: Salt water crocodile, one of about 6 spotted on a two hour cruise of a creek close to Weipa. 
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Photo: Blue-winged kookaburra, a unique species of kookaburra only found in inland northern Australia.  
Sightings are common in Weipa. 
 
 
Possible sites on Mokwiri Lands at Billy’s Lagoon, Stones Crossing, Wenlock River (not 
sighted) 
 
Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score 
 

Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

2 While there is some excellent wildlife sightings to be 
had in and near Weipa town, including dolphins and 
palm cockatoos, the visual impact of the mine is 
impossible to escape.  For a wilderness experience and 
a high-end eco-lodge, any operation would need to be 
far enough away from the mine to give the impression 
of wild nature, but many eco-tourists will still have 
mixed feelings about this.  The area has a good range of 
wildlife including palm cockatoos and outstanding 
sunsets over the ocean which should be marketed as a 
great attraction. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Two daily return Qantas flights from Cairns to Weipa (1 
hr 15 mins duration) make any potential tourism 
ventures within an hour’s drive of the town a good 
option. Flights are reasonably priced and operated by 
Qantas Link.  Roads in the area are of a high standard 
due to the mining operation and there is a basic shopping 
centre in the town. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

1 The land tenure around Weipa is complicated and rather 
messy.  While native title has been determined in the 
area managed by the Mokwiri Aboriginal Corporation, 
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it is not clear if internal disputes have been resolved or 
if the will expressed to develop tourism can be 
translated into action.  There is also a conflict with 
OMAC in that it is not recognised by Mokwiri. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/importance 
for conservation 

2 The area has already been highly impacted by the mine 
and is being re-vegetated in some areas. There are some 
endangered species that require special attention for 
conservation. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 Weipa Town Authority and Mokwiri Aboriginal 
Council representatives expressed a willingness towards 
developing appropriate tourism that aligns with the 
values of TOs, however it is not clear if land tenure 
disputes have been resolved sufficiently to move 
forward with a tourism venture yet.  

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

3 Compared to many other parts of Cape York, Weipa’s 
tourism industry has a reasonable level of development.  
The town has several budget and mid-range hotels, a 
caravan park and campsite. The Weipa caravan park 
operates at high occupancy and also has several 
comfortable beach front cabins and a house that can be 
hired for exclusive use.  The overall tourism standard 
for accommodation could be improved to attract tourists 
to make the trip into Weipa and enjoy the famous 
western Cape York sunsets. Fishing and birding are the 
main reasons for visiting the area. Boating along the 
estuaries also allows excellent crocodile spotting 
opportunities and the chance to see old shell middens 
left by previous generations of Indigenous people.  
There are thought to be sawfish at Stones Crossing. 

Community capacity 2 With the strong focus on mining, training has taken this 
direction rather than tourism to date.  Community has 
some capacity in hospitality due to the presence of 
hotels in Weipa, but would benefit from training as part 
of a high end JV lodge.   

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 Weipa Town Authority is supportive of Indigenous 
tourism and would like to see it develop as an alternative 
to mining sector.  Traditional owners are keen to see 
tourism develop. 

Governance structure 3 Any joint venture partnership would need to engage in 
community consultation with either the Mokwiri or 
Malarush clans as appropriate to the site.  It is not clear 
but has been suggested that internal disputes may pose 
an impediment to reaching an agreement. 
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Lockhart River 
 
Lockhart River has considerable potential for luxury tourism, as yet un-reaped.  Other than a 
campsite at Chuulangan Campgrounds and Bird Tracker (Indigenous birding guide, Chris 
Dean), there is very limited Indigenous tourism and this is an area of opportunity.  The Kutini-
Payamu (Iron Range) National Park is right next to Lockhart River, and while the national park 
is part of Cook Shire, the Lockhart River community is the group most likely to generate 
tourism benefits from its close proximity. 

Left: Palm cockatoo (credit: Kelvin Marshall) 
Above: Female eclectus parrot (credit: Kelvin Marshall).  The 
only places you can see these species in Australia is in Cape 
York and Iron Range National Park draws birders in just to 
see them. 
 
 

 
Photo: The Green Tree Python, native to Cape York Peninsula and Papua New Guinea (credit: Kelvin Marshall) 
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Photo: Common spotted cuscus – the only place to see this species in Australia is Cape York Peninsula and Iron 
Range National Park is famous for them (credit: Jane McPherson, Greenhoose) 
 
There are a few private, non-Indigenous landholders who have established basic 
accommodation in the area at Portland Roads (which is actually in Cook Shire) and bordering 
Kutini-Payamu National Park catering to tourists and in particular bird-watchers, naturalists 
and fishermen.  These properties are of a good standard for the mid-range market.   
 
Greenhoose is a mid-range, owner-run lodge with 19 rooms and a communal kitchen and 
dining area.  The owners are friendly and provide a very good service, although the rooms 
would benefit from some renovations to give it a more modern flair and the owners are planning 
to upgrade some rooms.  For the price of $150/night for a private ensuite room, however it is 
very good value, and the owners conveyed that most of their guests would prefer not to pay 
more for higher luxury levels in the rooms.  Rooms have satellite television and air conditioning 
and are constructed from dongers and shipping containers.  The lodge has been painted green 
to blend into the forest and it adjoins the Kutini-Payamu National Park, thus with its natural 
habitat setting appeals to birders and naturalists.  The lodge also hosts visiting scientists and 
film-makers.  
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Photo: Greenhoose, Lockhart River accommodation bordering Iron Range National Park, aerial view (credit: 
Greenhoose) 
 

 
Photo:  Greenhoose double ensuite room (credit: Greenhoose) 
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Portland House is located approximately half an hour drive from Lockhart River township in 
the small coastal village of Portland Roads and offers good quality, self-contained 
accommodation for up to nine people (five bedrooms).  While considered in this section due to 
its close proximity to Lockhart River, it is actually in Cook Shire.  This is an ideal location for 
birders and fishermen looking for a private residence while in this remote area, close to both 
the ocean and the Kutini-Payamu National Park.  The owner manages a café next to the house 
which can provide some meals for guests.  Price is $105/person/night. 
 

    
Photo: Portland House main area, Portland Roads, Lockhart River 
 
The Lockhart River Aboriginal Shire Council has developed Iron Range Cabins at the airport 
next to the town. This accommodation is predominantly used by visiting government workers 
seeking convenient accommodation close to town and the airport for work purposes rather than 
tourism. 
 

 
Photo: Iron Range Cabins, next to the Lockhart River airport 
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Photo: Inside a room at Iron Range Cabins, Lockhart River airport 
 
Lockhart River’s stand-out elements for potential top-end tourism compared to other places in 
the Cape and even Australia are the unique species found here, including palm cockatoos, 
eclectus parrots, cuscuses and green pythons, and the high number of endemics.  The area is 
also on the Great Barrier Reef and has good access to excellent coral reef fishing, snorkelling 
and diving.  There is also high habitat diversity in and around the national park. 
 
It is important to note, however, that these species are not easy to see.  To truly experience the 
wildlife of this region it is necessary to be guided by someone who really knows the area.  This 
fits in well with an African-style, joint-venture luxury tourism lodge as this is highly service-
oriented and requires full time Indigenous guides to take care of guests over a 3 night stay. 
 
Indigenous guide, Chris Dean, runs Bird Tracker based in Lockhart River, offering guided 
wildlife tours in the national park and surrounds.  Lockhart River also has an Indigenous ranger 
program that could potentially be linked into luxury tourism development.  Building local 
capacity to provide expert wildlife guiding and conservation experiences would need to be a 
major part of any development. 
 
The focus of Lockhart River Council in recent times has been on improving employment 
through construction, infrastructure development and roads.  Council now employs 
approximately 100 of the roughly 750 residents (Dave Clarke, pers. comm.).  Council conveyed 
that certain families in the area are interested in tourism, while others are not and would prefer 
that tourists did not come to their areas.  Telephone and 3G communication is not of a good 
standard. 
 
The fact that the land at Lockhart River beyond the council’s land has not been determined 
under the Native Title Act may be contributing to what was perceived as a reluctance to move 
forward with tourism, perhaps due to lack of long term security over the land.  There also 
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appeared to be a lack of cohesion within the community due partly to the fact that there are five 
clans/language groups within the area.  The Lockhart River CEO pointed out local challenges 
related to high unemployment (especially for girls). 
 
The area was severely impacted by Cyclone Trevor in 2019 and in particular the habitats at 
Kutini-Payamu National Park still bear the brunt of this damage.  Bushfires followed the 
cyclone, which had opened up forest, causing further damage. 
 
Chilli Beach is a famous beach in the National Park known to 4x4 enthusiasts and campers 
which many tourists make the trip to as part of their Cape York expedition.  Currently the only 
area used by visitors is in the National Park at state managed camping facilities.  There is a 
palm-tree lined beach and large boulders in the shallow waters close in-shore which make for 
a picturesque setting and it feels a million miles from anywhere.   
 

 
Photo: Chilli Beach, Iron Range National Park, Lockhart River 
 
However, it was pointed out by Council that there is a large tract of this beach south of and 
adjoining the park which is not in the National Park and is actually council-land.  This area 
was suggested as a potential site for a joint venture luxury lodge that could potentially work in 
partnership with Lockhart River Aboriginal Shire Council. 
 
There is also an area of Freehold land very close to the national park which is know as ‘3 ways’ 
where previously a bomb exploded during WW2, when the area was used as a base for 
American soldiers fighting the Japanese, since which time it has been a cleared grassy area 
beside the rainforest.  This land is privately owned and could be a good site for a luxury lodge 
in close proximity to the park.  While it is right next to Lockhart River shire, it is actually 
located in Cook Shire. 
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Photo: Quintel Beach, Lockhart River 
 
Mayor Wayne Butcher also suggested another area further south in Lockhart River area which 
is only accessible by helicopter or boat but which he believed would be an interesting site for 
tourism.  The site was not investigated in this study due to the short time frame and 
inaccessibility of the site.  It is in land managed by the Traditional Owners of the Kulla Land 
Trust. 
 
There is a strong Indigenous art scene in Lockhart River and it is home to the famous ‘Art 
Gang’ which has received international recognition for its unique work across generations.  
This would be a great asset as part of any luxury tourism development. 
 

  
Photo: Artwork by Fiona Omeenyo (credit: Lockhart River Art website) 
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Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 From an ecotourism perspective, the unique wildlife of 
Lockhart River, large number of endemic species and 
proximity to Kutini-Payamu National Park are the 
major drawcards of this area, along with appealing, 
remote, palm-lined beaches.  The strong Indigenous art 
scene is also an asset and could be linked to both 
outfitting of a luxury lodge and providing a cultural 
experience for tourists.  Existing lodges cater to a mid-
range market and there is no luxury offering.  The fact 
that there is an Indigenous guide offering specialist 
birding tours and an Indigenous ranger team is a good 
start and should be capitalised upon through further 
capacity building to strengthen capacity for delivering 
tourism and providing jobs.  Due to the fact that this 
area has similarities to the Daintree/Wet Tropics 
environment which is more accessible to the average 
tourist and within driving distance of Cairns (rainforest, 
cassowaries, remote-feeling beaches, Indigenous and 
reef tours available) the focus should be on the species 
that can only be seen in this area (e.g. Palm cockatoos, 
green pythons, cuscuses) and efforts should be made to 
enhance the wildlife guiding around spotting these 
species for this niche market, given the difficulty in 
finding them without guidance. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

2 Skytrans offers 5 flights per week between Cairns and 
Lockhart River, however these are very expensive (at 
least $1000 return) and have a limited number of 
timings.  Lockhart River is 800km north of Cairns and 
most tourists access the area as part of the 4x4 drive 
route to the tip of Cape York.  Once at Lockhart River, 
the national park is a short drive (less than half hour) 
and gravel roads are of a reasonable standard.  The high 
cost of flights is a disincentive to tourists, so perhaps in 
the short term the focus should be on those driving to 
the tip and diverting them beyond the Chilli Beach 
camping experience.  Lockhart River has a good 
supermarket, but 3G communication is quite poor in 
this area. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

1 Lockhart River area has not yet had Native Title 
determined.  There is some LRASC land that has 
potential for joint venture development adjoining the 
national park.  Further discussions are needed to 
determine other areas that might have potential for 
luxury tourism through conversations with Traditional 
Owners.  Our perception is that while the LRASC is 
interested in the idea of luxury, joint venture tourism 
and would prefer not to have mass market camping 
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style tourism in the area, there is the need for capacity 
building and education to bring this community on 
board to the concept.  Further discussions and 
explorations are warranted.  Another option is the 
potential for a luxury lodge in the park itself in a 4-way 
joint venture between the Department of National 
Parks, Cook and Lockhart River Aboriginal Councils, 
and Traditional Owners in close proximity. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/conservation 
importance 

3 Due to the high levels of biodiversity and endemism in 
Kutini-Payamu National Park, this is a highly sensitive 
area and very important for biodiversity conservation. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

2 Further discussions are required but during our site visit 
there was not a strong sense that in general the 
Indigenous community was not fully open to or ready 
for tourism.  This may be because they do not want the 
kind of mass tourism currently offered at campsites 
across the region and would prefer to keep it to 
themselves to reconnect with Country and for cultural 
reasons.  It may also be because the priorities of council 
to date have been to lift capacity in other areas, which 
they have done successfully with their focus on 
construction, infrastructure and roads, leading to a 
substantial increase in council turnover.  There are 
individuals working on tourism related projects 
however and further discussions are needed to look into 
the possibilities. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

2 There are three mid-range options for accommodation 
in the area and no campsites in town.  The Art Centre 
is an interesting attraction. The main attraction to the 
area is the Iron Range National Park and its unique 
wildlife, along with famous camping beaches such as 
Chilli Beach.  The area is largely undeveloped for 
tourism. 

Community capacity 2 This community is really at the early stages of capacity 
for tourism as few Indigenous people are employed in 
tourism, with a couple of notable exceptions.  Local 
non-Indigenous tourism operators expressed that they 
have tried to employ Indigenous staff but have faced 
issues with reliability which they put down to the 
dependency on state-derived income. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

1 LRASC is keen on the kind of tourism that brings 
genuine socio-economic benefits and jobs to the region, 
but is strongly against mass market camping style 
tourism that is seen as causing environmental impacts 
and not bringing benefits to the local community.  
Discussions with Council suggested tourism is not a 
high priority yet as there are other priorities to get in 
order first (infrastructure, roads, housing, 
communications). 
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Governance structure 3 LRASC has a strong council and a mayor with 
considerable enthusiasm for developing sustainable 
tourism in the area.  A joint venture with LRASC might 
be possible in the council land just south of Kutini-
Payamu National Park.  However there are probably 
other opportunities with Aboriginal Trusts and 
Corporations in other parts of LR shire that can be 
investigated and the governance structure of these 
potential partners is not known at this stage. 
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Pormpuraaw 
 
Located just south of the Edward River, Pormpuraaw is a beautiful coastal location with 
abundant potential for nature and culture based top-end tourism.  This area is not well known 
and the council does not want mass market tourism in the form of hundreds of 4x4 campers.  
With stunning west coast sunsets over the ocean, large populations of birds including brolgas 
and black-necked storks, and abundant, visible saltwater crocodiles, the area is also known for 
having excellent fishing.  The airport is right next to the beach and it would only be a short 
drive to several potentially very good locations for an eco-friendly luxury lodge either at the 
beach or overlooking nearby salt pans and waterholes.  There is a crocodile farm right next to 
the town which could be used as a tourist attraction with Indigenous guides. 
 

 
Photo: Views of the Mitchell River on the flight into Pormpuraaw 
 
Pormpuraaw has an excellent Indigenous ranger group that has been responsible for increasing 
feral pig control through a combination of helicopter shooting, ongoing monitoring and the use 
of unique pig-proof cages over nests.  This has led to a 400% increase in marine turtle hatchling 
success in the area, a wonderful success story.  There is a marine turtle nesting beach 
approximately 70km north of Pormuraaw that has approximately 200 nests during the nesting 
season between May and September, which is accessible with a 4x4 only.  The rangers also 
remove marine debris which is used by resident artists, some of whom are globally famous and 
have exhibited their works as far afield as New York and Europe.  The combination of 
Indigenous rangers and artists could be highly complimentary to any top-end luxury tourism 
operation. 
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Photo: One of the Indigenous rangers showing the cages that protect turtle nests 
 

 
Photo: Brolgas are sighted in large numbers at the beach close to the town of Pormpuraaw at low tide 
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Photo: Pormpuraaw has an excellent art centre with world renowned Indigenous artists whose work is in high 
demand globally.  Use of marine debris washed up on beaches is a central element of many of their artworks. 
 

 
Photo: Pormpuraaw Art and Culture Centre 
 
There does not appear be a willingness to commit to a potential joint venture luxury tourism 
operation as of yet, which may perhaps be due to a lack of understanding of the potential 
benefits to the community that such a controlled operation could bring to the area without the 
negative side-effects of mass market, camping tourism.  It may also be that the focus is on 
ensuring that local connections to Country are strong and that tourism is seen as 4x4 camping 
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style tourism with limited benefits to Indigenous people and high environmental impacts rather 
than the type of tourism proposed here.  A luxury joint venture tourism operation could work 
in conjunction with the Indigenous rangers and artists, combined with the extraordinary natural 
environment, to bring genuine sustainable development to this area, including potentially 
funding towards the ranger and art programs.  Further conversations are necessary to explain 
how such a concept could work. 
 

 
Photo: Corellas are a common species in Pormpuraaw and provide great wildlife photography opportunities 
 
Pompuraaw has not had Native Title determined by the federal government, but the land is 
managed under a Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT) and has been since the mid 1980s, thus 
enabling the Council to enter into an agreement for use of the land if it is aligned with the 
purpose of the trust. 
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Photo: Spears and animal skulls on display at Pormpuraaw Art and Cultural Centre 
 
Currently there is limited camping available at two main campsites (Chapman River and 
Mungkan River) on a permit basis at $55/vehicle/night in this area from May to October, both 
with basic ablution facilities.  The approx. $25,000 profit from these camping fees is divided 
three-ways between the ranger programme, the Traditional Owners and the Pormpuraaw 
Aboriginal Shire Council.   
 
There is a mid-range, secure boutique hotel in town, the Eddie Davey Guesthouse, which is 
primarily used for visiting government workers and is in good condition.  It has 11 self-
contained rooms starting from $210/night on a single basis with a central breezeway.  Three 
Indigenous ladies are currently employed on a casual basis to manage the guesthouse and there 
are plans to expand it. 
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Photo: Eddie Davey Guesthouse is the only built accommodation in this area and is used primarily by visiting 
government and NGO workers rather than tourists 
 

 
Photo: The breezeway at Eddie Davey Guesthouse, Pormpuraaw 
 
The focus of the Council to date has been on sustainability and service production 
improvements, such as development of a library, Centrelink and solar power for council offices 
as part of a council refurbishment. 
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Photo: Black-necked stork (jabiru) in flight at a waterhole near Pormpuraaw 
 
 
Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score 
 

Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 Pormpuraaw has many extremely appealing features 
from the perspective of exclusive, luxury tourism: (1) 
the sense of wilderness and abundant wildlife and scenic 
landscapes, (2) authentic Indigenous culture with 
opportunities to showcase through the ranger and art 
programs, (3) the fact that it hasn’t been over-run by 
mass market camper traffic and is not on the standard 
tourist trail for 4x4 travellers (not on the PDR) is an 
advantage from a luxury tourism perspective as it 
creates the sense of exclusivity away from the crowds. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

2 Pormpuraaw has a good airport and is just over an hour 
flight from Cairns, with Skytrans 3 times per week.  
Roads are of a decent quality although 4x4 access to the 
more remote parts.  The town itself has a good 
supermarket with ATM.  The area with the nesting 
turtles is approx. 70km north and by 4x4 only, so this 
may be more appropriately used as a day visit site with 
Indigenous guide/ranger as part of a unique lodge 
experience, as opposed to the site for a lodge itself. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 Pormpuraaw region does not have Native Title 
determined, however the land is managed by the council 
under a Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT).  It would be 
important to flesh out how security of land tenure may 
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be affected for tourism partners should Native Title be 
granted in future. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/potential 
conservation impact 

3 There is a strong sense of wilderness in this region that 
should be preserved at all costs.  Avoiding mass market 
tourism and associated environmental damage is 
essential.  This pristine coastline is an important turtle 
nesting area. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

1 There is the sense that this community is not yet open to 
tourism, partly due perhaps to the perception that 
tourism = mass market, large numbers of campers with 
little regard for environment.  Further discussions are 
needed to allow for an understanding of how a top end 
lodge might work in partnership with the community. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

1 Camping tourists coming to the area tend to come for 
the fishing.  The high potential for tourism around the 
Indigenous art, cultural experiences, birding and nature 
photography has not really been explored.  

Community capacity 1 Limited with regards to tourism as it hasn’t been done 
in this area at any scale other than basic camping, 
however locals are keen to connect with Country and 
create art, suggesting that if these elements were 
integrated into a tourism operation there is potential for 
capacity building and training to diversify work 
opportunities. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

1 This community would require significant investment of 
council time and a commitment to genuinely being in 
partnership with a tourism operator to create a high end 
tourism operation.  Council may not be at the right stage 
for this yet. 

Governance structure 3 Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council is governed 
under the same management arrangements as other shire 
councils in Queensland with elected Mayor, Deputy 
Mayor, councillors and employed CEO. 
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Photo: Whistling kites are abundant in Pormpuraaw and provide great photographic opportunities 
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Kowanyama 
 
Kowanyama, meaning ‘place of many rivers’, stood out in this assessment because of the 
relatively high capacity and drive of the Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire Council and local 
partners to achieve sustainable development in the area, which could prove a good foundation 
for a high-end tourism project in a joint-venture partnership.  Kowanyama is easily accessible 
from Cairns on a flight of duration just over one hour, three times a week.  There is a good 
Indigenous ranger program, a strong culture of art, culture and history, including an extensive 
artifacts collection managed by Vivian Sinammon.  The area is in the Mitchell River Delta 
which is an area of spectacular scenic beauty, large, flowing rivers, stunning waterholes full of 
birdlife and untamed beaches with excellent fishing.  Kowanyama has significant potential for 
a joint venture, luxury tourism partnership which should be explored further, selling the 
quintessential outback nature and cultural experience.   
 

 
Photo: An exhibit at Kowanyama’s artifacts museum showing the former traditional lifestyle of local residents 
 
The Kowanyama Land and Natural Resource Management Office has developed strategic 
plans since the early 1990s with regular revisions to guide the people of Kowanyama to manage 
their lands, waters and culture their own way.  There is an extensive body of documents held 
by the Land Office in relation to the natural and cultural resources and management in this 
area.      
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Photo: Aerial photo of the area flying over Kowanyama towards Pormpuraaw, part of the Mitchell River Delta 
 
The Council pointed out that they have been successful in their application for funds from the 
State government’s Growing Indigenous Tourism Fund for development of camping and tours 
with respect to two properties in the region, Oriners and Seftons.   
 
To date, most tourists in the area have been campers, 4x4 enthusiasts and fishermen.  There are 
several campsites in Kowanyama managed by the Abm Elgoring Ambung Aboriginal 
Corporation RNTBC/PBC.  These are on the Topsy River (northern campsites), Shelfo, Bull 
Crossing and Surprise Creek.  All are only accessible by 4x4 vehicle and do not have facilities.   
 
There is also a very basic, self-contained guesthouse in Kowanyama, the Kowanyama River 
House, with 17 air-conditioned rooms.  This is used primarily by visiting government and NGO 
workers. 
 

 
Photo: Kowanyama River House 
 
Kowanyama has had Native Title recognised since 2009 and the community is keen to explore 
opportunities around tourism. 
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Photo: A sacred tree in Kowanyama known as the footprints tree, important in local culture and story telling 
 
The lagoons and rivers in the area provide habitat to a rich diversity of wildlife, including two 
species of macropods (agile and northern nailtail wallabies), little red and black flying foxes 
and a wide diversity of birdlife, including a vast quantity of birds which congregate in this area 
during the wet season (Jan-April).  There are 564 recorded plant and animal species in the 
region (Dept. Environment & Science Qld, 2013).  The endangered crimson finch is a resident 
of Kowanyama, as are the critically endangered great knot and eastern curlew.  While access 
and heat may pose challenges in the wet season for tourism, this time of year should not be 
ruled out because of the large numbers of migratory birds that appear that time, providing an 
incredible spectacle in the vast wetlands. 
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Photo: Crimson finch, classified as Endangered under Qld state legislation (credit: Birdlife Australia) 
 

 
Photo: A picturesque waterhole in Kowanyama region 
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The fact that this community has one corporation holding both the Native Title and Aboriginal 
Freehold land means that it would be able to move forward with a sense of unified direction, 
should they decide to.  However, an ILUA would still be needed to obtain a tourism lease, 
therefore Kowanyama would benefit from the simplified ILUA process currently being 
developed by Cape York Land Council and the Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation 
to enable them to simply (and at a much lower cost) partner with a tourism company. 
 
 
Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score 
 

Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

2 The Mitchell River Delta is a beautiful area and 
provides for a rich biodiversity, accessible by 4x4, by 
air and boat.  Lagoons with abundant birdlife and 
crocodiles provide an additional attraction and this area 
could be sold as a true ‘outback’ Cape York experience.  
The cultural side of Kowanyama, in particular the 
historical archive, is an interesting element that should 
be brought into any tourism development.  It is possible 
that there are other sites not visited during this study that 
could provide even better prospects for high end tourism 
and which would upgrade Kowanyama in this category 
to ‘High’.     

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 The town itself is located 30km inland from the ocean 
but is accessible in the dry season by road.  Roads in the 
area are of a reasonable quality.  Thrice-weekly flights 
from Cairns with Skytrans make Kowanyama a highly 
accessible location using commercial flights.  The two 
properties which the Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire 
Council have nominated for tourism development are 
located closer to Laura than Kowanyama, therefore 
might best be combined with a tourism package from 
this area with Indigenous rock art.   

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

3 Kowanyama has had Native Title determined for over a 
decade and the PBC responsible for the area’s 
management is Abm Elgoring Ambung Aboriginal 
Corporation RNTBC, which currently manages the 
campsites.  Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire Council 
appears to be confident that the community wants to 
move ahead with tourism and is interested in exploring 
the possibility of high-end joint venture tourism as a 
vehicle for sustainable development in the shire. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/impact 

3 Kowanyama is part of the Mitchell River Fan 
Aggregation which is a nationally important (DIWA) 
wetland and is known to provide habitat for several 
endangered species, including the crimson finch.  
Kowanyama has challenges around management of 
feral horses and pigs which are causing quite a lot of 
damage to natural habitats and native species.  The 
ranger programme is responsible for mitigation of these 
threats.  Reducing the impact of feral species in order to 
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improve the natural values of lagoons and river systems 
would be very important in the development of high-end 
tourism.  The right tourism partnership could ensure that 
funding is raised through the operation towards the 
management of feral species and local conservation 
efforts to ensure the integrity of the Mitchell River fan 
is protected. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 This community is interested in and keen to develop 
tourism in a way that is ecologically sustainable and 
culturally sensitive. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

2 The main pull of this area is the remote camping, 4x4 
and fishing at the moment.  This could be expanded to 
showcase Indigenous culture, rangers’ conservation 
work and local art. Kowanyama is not well known as a 
tourist destination and would require specific 
marketing. 

Community capacity 2 There is some capacity for tourism and a reasonably 
sized population compared to other parts of the Cape, 
but overall an in-house training program would be 
essential as part of a high-end joint venture lodge to 
ensure that over time local people are able to be 
employed in all levels of lodge management, from bar-
tending to lodge management and tour guiding. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 The Kowanyama ASC is extremely supportive of the 
right kind of tourism that fits with the values of the 
community and has independently sought funding to 
develop this. 

Governance structure 3 Kowanyama ASC has a highly competent team of 
councillors, Mayor and CEO, that have shown a 
willingness to reach out to TOs to explore the potential 
for top-end tourism.  The PBC has not been included in 
discussions for this study. 
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Northern Peninsula Area (NPA) 
Located at the very tip of Cape York Peninsula, with some of the most picturesque scenery in 
the region, the Northern Peninsula Area has a number of options for accommodation ranging 
from unpowered campsites to a 4 star lodge.   

The Cape York Peninsula Lodge is one of the higher quality lodgings in Cape York and is 
located in the small township of Bamaga.  Cape York Peninsula Lodge has 18 air conditioned 
ensuite rooms, 2 suites, 6 studios and 5 new cabins, and has its own restaurant.  This is owned 
by Bamaga Enterprises Ltd (BEL), a not-for-profit and community-owned organisation which 
works towards the betterment of the local Indigenous community of Bamaga.  This 
organisation also owns the local BP station and the Bamaga Tavern.   

Photo: Cape York Peninsula Lodge room with ensuite and kitchenette (credit: Cape York Peninsula Lodge website) 

BEL has contributed millions of dollars over the years to health, education and social 
development projects locally and the Cape York Peninsula Lodge is a unique enterprise in the 
sense that it is run by an Indigenous not-for-profit organisation.  However, the CEO advised 
that the lodge itself does not make a profit due to the high running costs and the limitation of 
the approx. $200/night budget of most visiting government workers.  The nightly rate would 
need to be increased for this to be profitable.   

To date tourists have tended to stay in campsites and at Cape York Camping Punsand Bay 
rather than at the lodge, however the lodge has been heavily booked for the 2021 season by 
large tourism bus companies such as AAPT, so this may be changing.  There is clearly a solid 
demand for tourist accommodation at the tip as this is the grand finale and overall aim for many 
of the 4x4 drive tourists to reach this point in their holiday before heading back south.  It is 
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also a point where travellers might be tempted to splurge on some extra comfort after roughing 
it in campsites on the way up. 

There are several campsites in the area; all are privately owned by non-Indigenous people and 
some also offer built accommodation from budget to rustic mid-range as part of their 
operations.  These include Loyalty Beach Campground and Fishing Lodge, Seisia Holiday Park 
and Alau Campground (Umagico).  All have excellent beach front locations. 

Photo: Beachfront campsites at Seisia Holiday Park overlooking the Torres Strait 

Photo: Loyalty Beach rustic self-catering accommodation for up to 6 people in the Beach House (credit: Loyalty 
Beach website) 
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Cape York Camping Punsand Bay, has a wide range of accommodation and powered and 
unpowered campsites, located 5km from the tip of Cape York.  This is a popular place for 4x4 
campers to stay and offers good facilities for those looking for air conditioned rooms, a pool 
and a restaurant and bar.  With its close proximity to the tip, this is a preferred option for many 
drive tourists. 
 

 
Photo: Cape York Camping Punsand Bay offers a range of accommodation options, including beach-front tents 
(communal ablutions). 
 

 
Photo: Cape York Camping Punsand Bay’s more recently built air-conditioned units are set back from the beach 
in an area away from the camping area. 
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Roko Island is a pearl farm that also offers safari glamping and tours.  Safari tents can take up 
to 4 people and there are communal ablutions.  Prices start at $240/tent/night for couples. 
Reviews for the experience are very good, suggesting that the remote island glamping 
experience is something that people are willing to pay extra for that extra comfort along with 
a unique experience. 

Photo: Roko Island accommodation is in non-ensuite safari tents (credit: Roko Island website) 

Northern Peninsula Aboriginal Regional Council’s priorities at present are on housing and 
economic development, of which tourism could be one avenue.  The NPARC showed a strong 
interest in the Indigenous joint venture tourism model that led to the development of 
Damaraland Camp in Namibia. 

There is a potentially interesting opportunity to re-develop a luxury lodge near the once iconic 
Pajinka Wilderness Resort in a joint venture partnership with the local Indigenous people, the 
Gudang/Yadhaykenu.  Native Title has not been determined in this area yet, but several 
Traditional Owners from the area at the tip of Cape York who have recently been handed back 
the title deeds of this area met with the consultant to talk about possible tourism opportunities, 
including the Chair of the Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation.  This is the area with 
the now derelict Pajinka Wilderness Resort located close to the tip of Cape York, a major 
attraction for visitors to the region.  This area is actually in the Torres Shires Council’s area, 
although it is closer to the centre of Bamaga on the mainland than it is to Thursday Island.  The 
NPA and Torres Straits councils have arrangements for co-managing areas like this. 
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Photo: The former Pajinka Wilderness Resort, which the Gudang/Yadhaykenu people remove and convert to a 
kiosk with nearby campsite for tourists. 
 
The TOs present at the meeting explained that they have applied for the state government’s 
Growing Indigenous Tourism grant to clear the site of the old derelict buildings and have plans 
in place to create a campsite and kiosk initially.  During these discussions they expressed that 
further down the track they are interested in looking at potential for a joint venture luxury 
tourism lodge.  The area over which they have the title deed (Aboriginal Freehold) is 212 ha.  
The TOs present at this meeting pointed out the need for a long contract period (ten years being 
suggested as a good amount of time), adequate training and upskilling of younger people from 
the community to run and manage the lodge as part of any kind of development or partnership, 
and the desire for local tour guiding as part of such an operation or linked to it.  It was discussed 
that the camping area and luxury lodge should not be located close to each other and it was 
thought that there was enough land to do this.  The TOs expressed a desire to continue this 
conversation and liked the concept of the joint venture approach used at Damaraland Camp, 
Namibia.  In addition to a NPARC representative, the following TOs were present at this initial 
discussion:  Michael Solomon (chair), Amy McKeown, Pauline Lifu, Nalanga Nona, Seriat 
and Normia Young.   
 
Further discussions are warranted to understand this community’s wishes for the area, to flesh 
out ideas on how a joint-venture partnership might work and central elements needed for its 
success, and to plan a way forward that meets the Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal 
Corporation’s vision for tourism as part of present and future sustainable management of 
Country. 
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Photo: The Tip of Cape York, traditional lands under Native Title of the Gudang/Yadhaykenu people, and a must-
visit on any tourist’s Cape York tourism experience. 

Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 The Northern Peninsula area is a place of stunning 
beaches, iconic views over the Torres Strait and a 
unique blend of Indigenous mainland and islander 
cultures and clan groups that could bring a lot to the 
table in terms of cultural experiences for tourists 
(dance, art, bush tucker walks).  The marine 
environment hosts a variety of life including turtles, 
sharks and dugongs and there is excellent fishing.  The 
pearling history and the opportunity to participate to 
some extent in local pearling operations is a unique 
offering in this part of Cape York, due to the close 
connection to the Torres Strait.  The tip of Cape York 
is considered the grand finale of the Cape York 4x4 
driving tourist experience.  The sense of remoteness 
and adventure in this part of Cape York is quite unique 
as a tourism proposition. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 There are three small centres at the tip of Cape York of 
which Bamaga township is the main one with a well-
stocked grocery store, bakery, small department store, 
tavern and other facilities.  There is another good 
grocery store at Seisia, a short drive away, close to 
beach-front camping accommodation, and a fuel 
station.  Daily flights between Cairns and Bamaga are 
available with Rex from Monday-Friday (not 
weekends).  However, there is also the option to fly 
commercially daily from Cairns to Horn Island airport 
with Qantas Link and catch the Peddels ferry across to 
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Seisia.  This area is ideal for scenic flights by helicopter 
and there are two companies (Cairns-based) that offer 
this.  The dirt road from Bamaga to the tip is in 
reasonable condition and no trouble for a 4x4 vehicle in 
the dry season.  4x4 vehicle is essential for getting 
around this area in general, including to the waterfalls 
at Jardine National Park which is a full day trip. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 After a long road, the Gudang/Yadhaykenu people 
acquired the right to use their land at the tip at the end 
of 2019 with the allocation of Aboriginal Freehold land 
to their corporation by State Member Cynthia Lui.  
They do not yet have Native Title determination.  The 
Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation is 
interested in developing tourism in their area as a means 
of job creation for younger generations.  They have 
expressed this in person, but also in their application for 
the Growing Indigenous Tourism fund which paves the 
way for them to clear the former Pajinka Wilderness 
Lodge buildings to start taking steps to commercialise 
the site.  Further discussions are now needed to look at 
how a joint venture might work.  

Environmental 
sensitivity/conservation 
importance 

3 The marine and terrestrial environment in this area is 
relatively pristine and provides habitat for several 
vulnerable and endangered species, including dugongs 
and marine turtles.  The northern part of Cape York 
north of the Jardine River is one of the few parts of 
Australia that is not in any way impacted by large scale 
commercial mining or agriculture.  There is a strong 
sense of wilderness in this region that should be 
preserved for future generations to enjoy.  Highly-
controlled, low-impact, low-numbers, high-end tourism 
is one way that environmental values can be sustainably 
maintained by providing an income for land 
management by local Indigenous people and their 
chosen partners.  There is a serious risk that a number 
of stakeholders mentioned in relation to the growing 
numbers of drive-tourists visiting this region with 
regards to their growing environmental impact due to 
the small amount of control and their low contribution 
to the Indigenous economy.  Existing tourism currently 
does not showcase the unique Indigenous culture of this 
region so visitors rarely leave without having connected 
to the Traditional Owners of the land in a positive way.  
This is a huge missed opportunity.  

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 There is a strong desire to develop tourism in a way that 
delivers real benefits to the Traditional Owners in this 
area.  Further discussions should focus on the benefits 
of Indigenous joint venture tourism, with examples in 
successful operations such as found in Namibia and 
Botswana. 
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Existing 
tourism/attractions 

3 The tip of Cape York is in itself a major attraction to 
this area and an important part of the whole Cape York 
experience (many say it’s a bucket list experience). 
Fishing and boating in the Torres Strait, the Jardine 
River National Park’s famous waterfalls (Eliot and 
Fruit Bat Falls), and day visits to the Torres Strait to see 
World War 2 historic sites, pearling operations and 
island hopping all provide for a diverse tourist 
experience in this part of Cape York that could easily 
fill 3-4 days.  There are a range of budget-mid range 
accommodation options available in Bamaga and 
Seisia. 

Community capacity 2 Currently relatively low but there is some capacity for 
tourism because of past history and TOs would like to 
develop capacity with focused in house training.  It was 
noted that some local people (now in their 50s) who 
previously worked at the Pajinka Wilderness Lodge 
may still be in the area and have the capacity to help 
build capacity of others to work in a luxury lodge. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

2 NPARC is keen to support TOs develop tourism in the 
area to provide for an improvement in employment and 
overall economic development of the area. The federal 
member, Cynthia Lui, announced the handover of the 
land to the Gudang/Yadhaykenu people in 2019 and 
stated her support for this community to redevelop 
tourism. 

Governance structure 3 Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Council has an 
elected chair and elders who sit on the council as a 
decision making body.  Further conversations are 
required to ensure that TOs are all on board and that 
internal disputes would not threaten any joint venture 
development around luxury tourism. 
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Torres Strait 
 
Located at the interface of the Coral and Arafura Seas, stretching over 150km from the tip of 
Cape York Peninsula to the south west coast of Papua New Guinea, the Torres Strait is one of 
the richest and most intact ecological and cultural regions on the planet (TSRA, 2016).  The 
Torres Strait is primarily a seascape, with 91% of the area being open seas (TSRA, 2016).  The 
region has approximately 1,200 coral reefs in its warm eastern waters and extensive sea grass 
habitats in the western part, both in very good condition (NERP, 2016).  The relatively shallow 
marine habitats of this area are relatively pristine and support significant populations of 
dugongs, green and flatback turtles (species of conservation concern), in addition to sharks, 
fish and many invertebrate species.  Research research by Johnson et al (2015) suggests the 
region could be a coral reef biodiversity hotspot.  
 

  
Photo: Nurse shark, Torres Strait (credit: John Rainbird, TSRA) 
 
There are 300 islands in the Torres Strait, of which only 17 are inhabited by people (TSRA, 
2016), so there is a strong sense of wilderness.  The region was once the land bridge joining 
Papua New Guinea and mainland Australia, and as such it contains species from both countries 
and a high number of endemics. 
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Photo: One of the inhabited Torres Strait islands (credit: John Rainbird, TSRA) 
 
Torres Strait is recognised as the dugong capital of the world, with an estimated healthy and 
relatively stable population of more than 12,000 (Johnson et al, 2015).  In other parts of 
Queensland dugong numbers have been depleted since European settlement, so the Torres 
Strait is now one of the best places to see this species. 
 

 
Photo: The Torres Strait is a dugong hotspot (credit: D. Perrine, copyright Commonwealth of 
Australia (GBRMPA) 
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The Torres Strait has one of the highest proportions of Indigenous people in Australia and the 
people have practiced traditional land and sea management in accordance with traditional laws 
for millennia.  The population is small (approx. 9800 people) and dispersed across the islands, 
with just over a third living on Thursday Island and the inner islands (TSRA, 2016).  The Torres 
Strait Islander people are of Melanesian origin, but there are also Aboriginal Traditional 
Owners in the region, which includes some communities on the Northern Peninsula Area of 
Cape York (at Bamaga and Seisia).  There is a rich culture in the region, with many stories 
passed down through the generations orally.  Turtles and dugongs have a special spiritual 
significance to these communities.  This is a huge asset in terms of luxury tourism potential 
and sharing the cultural richness of the Torres Strait Islander people must be a key part of any 
luxury tourism development.  The Gabi-Titui Art and Cultural Centre exhibits some of the 
historical artifacts and artworks from the people of this region on Thursday Island. 

Figure: Map of Torres Strait region (credit: Torres Strait Regional Authority) 

With its picturesque islands, shallow turquoise waters, waterfalls, sandy beaches, amazing 
sunsets and unique Islander culture, the Torres Strait islands have long held an allure for 
tourists seeking to get off the beaten track.  Despite its clear appeal, the Torres Strait has had 
limited tourist development, other than several 3-4 star mid-range hotels on the larger islands, 
Thursday and Horn Island, and more recently the boutique style upper mid-range Island Villas. 
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Photo: Sunset over Thursday Island.  Sunsets in the Torres Strait are absolutely stunning. 
 
To consider the potential for luxury tourism in the Torres Strait would require more time and 
budget than was available in this study, as there are many islands beyond the better known ones 
of Horn and Thursday that tourists usually visit during short stays of a few days, coming on 
cruise ships or by plane, or as day visitors coming from Bamaga as part of their 4x4 Cape York 
driving experience.  Prince of Wales Island is one that was suggested by a number of local 
people as having particular tourism potential, perhaps due to its proximity to the infrastructure 
hubs of Thursday and Horn Island, but also due to its picturesque beaches.  This is not to rule 
out others as much more investigation is needed to explore potential at other sites.  Further, 
only Torres Shires Council area was considered in this study, but there are undoubtedly many 
wonderful options in TSIRC area further afield in the region (including, for example, Poruma 
Island).  What is clear is that the whole region has very high potential for luxury tourism and 
requires further investigation into potential sites, willingness of communities and the types of 
tourism partners and joint ventures that might work best in this region. 
 
The Torres Shires Council is interested in developing tourism that is culturally appropriate and 
environmentally sensitive and open to suggestions as to how this might occur in partnership 
with local communities.   
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Photo: Torres Strait beaches are relatively pristine (credit: John Rainbird) 

The Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation expressed a desire to talk about the 
opportunities around luxury tourism and could relate to the history of Indigenous people in 
Namibia.  Their representative, Milton Savage, suggested a possible site on Prince of Wales 
(PoW) Island that could have potential, an old station, but also said there are many sites with 
potential in the area.  The Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation highlighted that PoW 
island has many sacred, culturally significant places that need to be protected and emphasised 
the need for employment for younger generations.  There is a strong will and a desire for 
tourism jobs, as well as an openness to work with a partner to help develop such an operation. 
The Kaurareg NTAC is the PBC for PoW and several nearby islands and 98% of POW has 
received Native Title Determination. 

The Torres Strait Regional Economic Investment Strategy identifies tourism as one of its five 
areas of business opportunity, representing tangible business ideas that are worth considering 
further subject to expressions of interest from the community to the Torres Strait Regional 
Authority for assistance.  This strategy seeks to support tourism enterprises that capitalise on 
the region’s emerging markets and tourist accommodation enterprise development (TSRA, 
2015). 
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Photo: Wongai Beach Hotel, Horn Island, studio room 
 

 
Photo: The two-bedroom, self-contained Island Villas, Thursday Island 
 
Poruma Island Resort was a luxury, two-chalet resort located on Poruma Island, an 
approximately 40 minute flight from Horn Island.  Each of the rooms was right on the beach 
front, had its own plunge pool and was fully serviced.  The resort has not been in operation for 
some time and further research is needed to determine why it was not sustained.  Reasons that 
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have been put forward are that there was insufficient numbers of rooms and guests to make the 
operation commercially viable, along with a high manager wage.  This community put forward 
a grant application to the Growing Indigenous Tourism fund but was unsuccessful at stage 2 in 
securing funding.  However, the proposal for this development is quite well developed and 
with some work, funds and the right partner in tourism it could become something exceptional. 
 
Sydney Morning Herald 2008 article on Poruma Island Resort 
 
The cost of building is high in the Torres Strait islands, however there are good amenities on 
Thursday and Horn Island.  Horn Island has the main airport, which has daily flights on Qantas 
to Cairns (approx. 1 hour and 45 minutes).  Both of these two main islands have shops 
providing groceries and basic goods.  Transport between these two islands is provided by 
McDonalds Charter Boats (ferry & bus service) on a regular basis daily.  To get to the other 
islands, charter boats, helicopters and light aircraft charters are required. 
 
Other challenges to tourism development in the Torres Strait identified by the Torres Strait 
Regional Investment Strategy include: 
 

● The remote location and lack of close proximity to key markets 
● The need for a tourism product, including accommodation, that is of a quality that 

satisfies international and Australian visitors, and leads to good word of mouth and 
reviews 

● High cost of air transport  
● Limited accommodation and dining options, catering largely to visiting government 

workers 
● Inadequately skilled and flexible workforce to provide high tourist service 
● Lack of education among some communities as to the benefits of tourism 
● Inadequate representation in the Tropical North Queensland brand and marketing from 

Tourism Tropical North Queensland 

 
All of these challenges can be overcome with the right support and commitment to developing 
sustainable tourism in the region, capitalising on the area’s unique natural and cultural capital. 
 

 
Photo: Experiencing the Torres Strait islands involves lots of time spent on the water as most of the area is marine 
(Photo: John Rainbird) 
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Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 Stunning beaches, azure blue waters, islands with 
waterfalls, unique traditional islander culture, WW2 
history and museums – the Torres Strait islands have a 
lot to offer as a tourist destination.  Currently limited by 
the standard of accommodation on offer, which tends to 
be of a 3-4 star level, the area seems ripe for a luxury 
joint venture that combines training with a lodge in 
partnership with a local community.  Further research is 
needed to determine appropriate sites and communities 
to take this forward.  A number of local spokespeople 
have suggested Prince of Wales Island should be on the 
shortlist of islands to consider for luxury tourism. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Daily flights run on Qantas between Cairns and Horn 
Island and are of approx. 1 hour 45 minute duration.  To 
get to Thursday Island from Bamaga/Seisa on the 
mainland, Peddels ferry runs twice daily ferries (1.5 
hours).  Roads on Thursday and Horn Island are of a 
good standard.  Reaching the other islands requires 
charters of boats, helicopters or small planes.  Flying 
over the picturesque island region is a highlight of any 
tourist experience.  There are reasonable shops on both 
Horn and Thursday Island.  Prince of Wales can be 
accessed by private boat charter and is only a short 
distance from Thursday Island (15 minutes). 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 Some islands in the Torres Strait have had Native Title 
determined and the majority of Prince of Wales Island 
has had Native Title determined.  This needs to be 
looked at on a site by site basis as the area is extensive.  

Environmental 
sensitivity/importance 
for conservation 

3 The Torres Strait islands have high levels of species 
richness and endemism.  The area was once a land 
bridge between Papua New Guinea and mainland 
Australia and has remnants of both ecosystems.  Due to 
its low human population and the fact that only 18 of the 
247 islands in the region are inhabited, there is a high 
wilderness value.  The region has large areas of largely 
pristine coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangroves which 
provide important habitats (NERP, 2014).  The area also 
has high cultural significance and is very different to the 
rest of Australia. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 There is a strong desire to embrace the potential of 
tourism in this region from conversations with the 
council and two of the major Aboriginal Corporations 
responsible for Prince of Wales Island. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

3 Island life and culture, fishing and boating, hiking and 
waterfalls, marine wildlife, pearling operations and 
WW2 history are all drawcards to the Torres Strait 
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region.  Existing tourism is largely limited to a few 3-4 
star hotels on the major islands, most in need of 
refurbishment to modern standards.  The Gab-Titui art 
and culture centre on Thursday Island was built in 2004 
and is of a high standard. The WW2 museum on Horn 
Island is a tourist attraction that is spoken highly of by 
visitors.  Tourism is fairly limited and largely 
undeveloped in the Torres Strait to date in spite of the 
considerable natural and cultural attractions in the 
region. 

Community capacity 2 Capacity building would be needed to lift the standard 
of hospitality in the region, but some communities do 
have some experience in higher end tourism (e.g. 
Paruma Island Resort).  It may also be possible to draw 
back Torres Strait Islanders with hospitality experience 
who have left the region and are living in Cairns and 
further south.  It is expected that due to the existing 
tourism on Thursday and Horn Island a capacity 
building training effort would yield good results among 
the local population. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 Support for economic development in the region is 
provided by the Torres Strait Regional Authority and the 
Torres Shires Council.  Both are supportive of tourism 
if it achieves benefits for the local communities, but 
emphasised the importance of close liaison with 
Traditional Owners at any potential sites.   

Governance structure 3 The Torres Strait’s jurisdictional and governance 
arrangements, while complex, are well developed and 
provide a good foundation for potentially collaborative 
partnerships.  PBCs have been set up for most of the 
islands in the Torres Strait.  This would need to be 
looked at in the next stage of this project, looking at 
specific governance structures of PBCs in relation to TO 
wishes at any particular sites that show potential for 
luxury tourism development. 
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Cook 
 
Cook shire encompasses an area of 106,000 square kilometres and is the largest shire in the 
Cape York region.  The main township is Cooktown, in which about half the population of the 
shire live, with smaller population centres at Ayton, Coen, Lakeland, Laura, Lizard Island, 
Marton, Portland Roads and Rossville (FNQROC). Almost 5000 people reside in Cook Shire 
(FNQROC, 2020). 
 

 
Figure: Map of Cook Shire shown in grey (credit: FNQROC website) 
 
Cook Shire has a number of excellent tourist attractions, including the Great Barrier Reef and 
several popular islands with luxury accommodation (Lizard and Haggerston Islands), Jardine 
River National Park, Kutini-Payamu (Iron Range) National Park, the Wet Tropics World 
Heritage area, the Quinkan Indigenous rock art galleries and Cooktown itself, a historic and 
quirky tourist town with its own character.  Cooktown was named after Captain James Cook, 
who, in 1770, beached his vessel on reefs near the Endeavour River, which the town overlooks.  
The town is a popular place for fishermen and there are a number of fishing charter companies 
and a range of accommodation options. 
 
Agriculture, forestry and fishing employs more people (13.5%) in Cook shire than any other 
sector, with accommodation and food services coming a close second, with 11.8% of 
employment (FNQROC, 2016).  The relative proportion of the population that identifies as 
having Aboriginal ancestry is much lower in Cook shire compared to others in the Cape York 
region, approximately 10% (FNQROC, 2016).   
 
Cooktown itself has a range of accommodation options, ranging from campsites to luxury 
apartments.  There are several caravan parks which have both powered campsites and budget-
mid range self-contained cabins and units, such as Cooktown Holiday Park (from $49/night for 
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a powered campsite to $179 for a two bedroom unit) and Cooktown Orchid Travellers Park 
(from $38/night).  At the other end of the spectrum there is the luxurious Cooktown Harbour 
View Luxury Apartments from $495/night for a three-bedroom apartment.  Milkwood Lodge, 
boutique eco-style accommodation on the outskirts of Cooktown, is located in a natural setting 
with bush views.  The six wooden cabins are in the process of being upgraded due to a recent 
changing of ownership and are very good value at $150/night.   

Photo: Cooktown Holiday Park two-bedroom unit interior (credit: Cooktown Holiday Park website) 
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Photo: Cooktown Harbour View Luxury Apartments, lounge interior (credit: booking.com) 

Photo: Milkwood Lodge, cabin interior 
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The Sovereign Hotel is a larger hotel in the centre of town offering 38 rooms from $199/night 
for a standard hotel room and good facilities (restaurant, bar and pool).  There are two other 
larger hotels in Cooktown, the Seaview and the River of Gold Motel, both of which offer 3-4 
star standard hotel rooms.  

Hillcrest Guest House (from $75/night for a single room) is a tastefully renovated 
Queenslander home with seven room types to choose from which specialises in high tea at their 
in-house restaurant.  Rista-la-Vista (from $220/night) offers two room options as part of a 
house, both rooms with sea views, and Kingfisher Cabin has a single room from $260/night.   

Beyond Cooktown, there are a few lodges that specialise in more boutique-style, nature-based 
experiences in wooden cabins.  Mungumby Lodge offers self-contained cabins and a main 
lodge dining area about 25 minutes drive south of Cooktown in Rossville with a focus on 
exploring the surrounding World Heritage rainforest ($180/night).   Further north, about 3.5 
hours north-west of Cooktown, Lotusbird Lodge has ten pole-style cabins overlooking a lagoon 
rich with birdlife and crocodiles and is located very close to the Lakefield National Park 
($330/person/night including all meals).  Lotusbird Lodge is a popular choice for touring bus 
companies such as APT and Outback Spirit and it is already fully booked out for 2021.  This 
is quite encouraging for the prospect of selling a higher level of comfort (at higher prices) in a 
nature setting for other parts of Cape York. 

Photo: Mungumby Lodge cabin, a nature escape located 25 minutes drive south of Cooktown 

The Endeavour Valley is another hub for tourism in Cook shire, a short distance from 
Cooktown, offering several options for camping, cabins and basic farm stay accommodation. 

Chuulangun Campgrounds offers very affordable camping on the Wenlock River not far off 
the PDR from $10/night on the traditional lands of the Kuuku l’yu Northern Kaanju people. 
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There are a couple of budget places to stay in Coen on the PDR:  the Coen Guesthouse and the 
Coen Exchange.  The latter also offers camping. 

Laura and Lakeland offer basic accommodation and camping options for tourists to experience 
the highlight of this region, the ancient Quinkan Indigenous rock art galleries. Experiencing 
this rock art is one of the highlights of any visit to Cape York, however even many local North 
Queenslanders have never seen this unique part of the world.  The area has immense potential 
to attract international and Australian luxury travellers as the 20,000 year old Indigenous rock 
art is truly exceptional and is on the National Heritage Register.  This area could be promoted 
as Queensland’s equivalent of Kings Canyon and really completes the Cape York experience 
as a truly Australian tourism offering.  The rock art of this area is listed by UNESCO as among 
the top 10 rock art sites in the world.  It is a perfect place to develop the higher end of 
Indigenous tourism because of the immense cultural value of this landscape and the ancient art, 
as well as the spiritual connection that one feels in this place, perhaps due to the strong sense 
of wilderness. The location is also quite close to Cairns and guests can fly in by helicopter to 
the site, or drive via Laura (approx. 5.5 hours). 

The Ang Gnarra Aboriginal Corporation is the trustee of the traditional lands of the Ang Gnarra 
people in and around the town of Laura.  From 2021, the Ang Gnarra Aboriginal Corporation 
will co-ordinate and run the internationally-recognised Laura Dance Festival annually in July, 
showcasing a celebration of Aboriginal culture from Indigenous people across the region.  The 
corporation is in the early stages of developing tourism around their rock art and culture and 
have acquired the Quinkan Art and Cultural Centre in which they plan to have an art gallery 
showcasing the work of local Indigenous artists.  They also plan to run tours from here.   

There is a very high demand for accommodation during the Laura Dance Festival which is 
currently not met by existing accommodation in Laura and most people camp.  Approximately 
9000 people descend on Laura for the annual dance festival and there is a gate fee of 
$180/person (3 day entry).  The corporation has engaged a company to supply 100 tents with 
beds on the site in 2021.  There is also an airport at Laura which the corporation would like to 
be able to use to offer day trips for tourists in small aircraft from Cairns. 

There seems to be an extraordinary opportunity with the huge drawcard of the National 
Heritage listed Quinkan rock art, the Laura Dance Festival and the present lack of 
accommodation of a high standard in the area to develop a joint venture partnership with the 
community in this area.  Further discussions are warranted with the Ang Gnarra Aboriginal 
Corporation and Traditional Owners in the area to discuss the possibilities.  There does seem 
to be an interest in exploring this and the site of Jawalbinna has been put forward as one 
possible site where there has previously been cabin accommodation at the rock art which could 
be rejuvenated and taken up by the community should it become available for sale. 
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Photo: Laura’s sandstone escarpment and the view from Jarramali Rock Art Tours’ campsite. 

There is another clear area of opportunity to co-develop luxury tourism in Jarramali Rock 
ArtTours, run by Indigenous guide and Traditional Owner Johnny Murison.  Jarramali offers 
excellent day and overnight tours in a privately leased area overlooking the sandstone cliffs of 
the Laura escarpment, within walking distance to a Quinkan art gallery.  The land is informally 
leased by Jarramali on the Wilburjubur Aboriginal Land Trust and has the support of the 
Western Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation which is the PBC for the area.  Johnny Murison is a 
Traditional Owner of this area through his Grandmother’s lineage.  Murison has invested 
significant time and money into developing the tourism business and site and has applied for 
funding to build more comfortable lodgings for tourists, however as yet has not been successful 
in securing investment.  He is extremely driven to connect people of both Indigenous and non-
Indigenous backgrounds to Country and to make Jarramali a success, while also acting as a 
true custodian of Country by taking care of the environment and rock art sites.  

The accommodation at the Jarramali site is basic camping style, with three tents and a shared 
bathroom.  There are plans afoot to lift the standard of accommodation to offer cabins with 
ensuites, and Murison prepared a funding proposal for this for the Growing Indigenous 
Tourism Fund that made it to stage 2 but was not successful.  The location of this site is quite 
exceptional, with incredible views over the escarpment, and the standard of guiding provided 
by Johnny Murison is extremely professional.  Jarramali Rock Art Tours have been featured 
on television and popular media and listed as one of Tourism Australia’s ‘Discover Aboriginal 
Experiences’ list.  This is a clear situation where sufficient funding would help a clearly 
motivated Indigenous tourism operator develop his business to provide the more luxurious 
standard of accommodation that the region currently lacks in a place that will attract 
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international and national tourists.  Murison also lacks the funds to put the verbal lease over 
his current investment into a legally binding agreement, which could be part of a larger joint-
venture arrangement to take this operation to the next level. 

Photo: Johnny Murison shares cultural knowledge of the Quinkan rock art at Jarramali Rock Art Tours near Laura 

Normanby Station, operated by Vince and Cliff Normanby, is a working cattle station owned 
and run by the Traditional Owners of this area.  Bookings for their guided rock art tours on the 
station are through Culture Connect, but the brothers are focused on caring for Country through 
re-establishing cultural burning and erosion control, while also giving talks to school children 
in Victoria and locally about their culture and caring for Country.  They have plans for a 
campsite on the property, but are not yet ready to explore developing tourism beyond this at 
this stage.  They are one to watch for the future as there is scope for luxury tourism development 
with a focus on Indigenous culture and rock art if in future they look to diversify by providing 
accommodation beyond camping. 

Photo: Male agile wallaby next to the school in Laura 
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Further off the beaten track in Cook shire, along or near the Penninsula Development Road are 
a number of camping options that are popular with the 4x4 drive market, including Bramwell 
Tourist Park, Hann River Roadhouse, Merluna Station, Musgrave Roadhouse and Moreton 
Telegraph Station.  These tend to be campsites on working cattle farms and Bramwell Tourist 
Park also has musical entertainment of an evening during the main tourist season. 

About 60km south of Cooktown towards the Bloomfield track (near Wujal Wujal) in Ayton is 
another hub of tourism focused on visitors looking to experience waterfalls, rainforest, fishing 
and beaches in close proximity.  There are a number of accommodation and tour options in 
Bloomfield ranging from camping at Bloomfield Beach Camp (from $32/night/couple) to the 
more luxurious full house holiday rental on private farmland for up to 8 people ($350/night).   

At the very top of the luxury end in Cape York region are Lizard Island and Haggerston Island, 
both of which offer top-notch luxury accommodation on an all inclusive basis, providing 
private Great Barrier Reef island experiences for guests from $2039/night and $1400/night 
respectively. 

Photo: Lizard Island villa (credit: Lizard Island website) 

While challenged by a lack of food and dining options and in some cases, a lack of welcoming 
service, Cooktown itself has real potential to become a hub of tourism in the Cape York region 
and would benefit from more new, luxurious or upgraded accommodation to capture the market 
willing to pay more than $200/night.  During the peak season, local caravan parks reach high 
capacity, but the market is highly seasonal, and also aligned to peaks in the fishing season.  A 
more luxurious, boutique style lodge in close proximity to Cooktown would tap into a market 
that is also more willing to pay for specialist tours (e.g. fishing, history, Indigenous culture) 
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that could also benefit nearby communities in Hope Vale and Wujal Wujal.  Visitors who stay 
at Lizard Island, for example, may then be tempted to spend a couple of nights in Cooktown 
experiencing life in a remote, Cape York town, if there was high quality accommodation and 
dining options available for a mainland tourism experience to complement their time on the 
Great Barrier Reef. 

But the real stand-out opportunity that emerged from this study was the Quinkan rock art area 
near Laura, which has a lot of potential for the development of a joint venture luxury tourism 
lodge or for local Indigenous entrepreneurs to be supported to develop this.  This area could be 
a brilliant selling point for the whole of Cape York, drawing international visitors to the region. 
For a cultural, spiritual and nature experience, this area has huge potential and it is within reach 
of both Cooktown (1.5 hour drive) and Cairns (4 hour drive), easily accessible by helicopter 
from Cairns (half hour flight).  The fact that the Laura Dance Festival already draws in a huge 
crowd is something that could be capitalised on as well.  As a hub for Cape York Indigenous 
culture, art and dance, which the community is keen to share, this should be encouraged and 
supported. 

There are other possibilities for joint venture luxury tourism in Cook Shire but due to the sheer 
size of the region it was not all investigated during this study.  There is considerable scope to 
explore it further and look at other options, including but not limited to the area managed by 
the Lama Lama rangers, Chuulangan area, Olkola area and opportunities linked to the Jardine 
River and Kutu Payami (Iron Range) National Parks.  These are all a bit harder to get to than 
Cooktown/Laura areas, but the accessibility could be looked at through places like Coen and 
Lockhart River which both have commercial flight options from Cairns. 

Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 It varies throughout the region, but focusing on the 
Quinkan Art area in and around Laura, capitalising on 
the success of the Laura Dance Festival, this area in 
particular has huge potential for luxury tourism, selling 
it as a place to experience the real Australia through the 
eyes of the first Australians.  Cooktown and nearby 
Endeavour River may also provide alternatives for top-
end tourists due to their scenic appeal but currently this 
is under-developed.   

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Cairns provides a natural gateway for visitors coming to 
Cook Shire as it is only a 4 hour drive away.  There are 
short daily flights between Cairns and Cooktown with 
two airlines: Hinterland and Skytrans.  Laura also has an 
airport but does not receive commercial flights.  Charter 
flights for small planes and helicopter flights are 
possible.  Jarramali Rock Art Tours already hosts 
visitors who fly in to their site by helicopter (1.5 hours 
from Laura and only otherwise accessible by a rough 
4x4 track).  Laura has a basic general store, a petrol 
station and a local pub/hotel.  Once re-opened the 
Quinkan Art and Cultural Centre will be an added 
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attraction where tourists can buy local Indigenous art 
and souvenirs. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 This varies a great deal across the Cook shire as it is so 
vast.  Sites need to be looked at on a case by case basis. 
The site of Jarramali Rock Art Tours currently has a 
lease that is not protected by law.  The Traditional 
Owner who runs this operation states that he has the 
support of the community and a defacto lease with the 
Wulburjubur Aboriginal Land Trust.  Support is needed 
to enable the legal requirements to be put in place to 
ensure security of tenure in what is already a growing 
Indigenous tourism enterprise with an excellent product. 
The Ang-Gnarra Aboriginal Corporation does not own 
Jowalbinna, the site at which they suggested a luxury 
lodge joint venture might be established with them in 
future, however we understand they have first rights to 
buy it from the owners. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/impact 

3 The Quinkan rock art is recognised by UNESCO and is 
on the National Heritage Register.  Its protection is of 
paramount importance, highlighting the importance of 
avoiding mass market tourism that leads to degradation 
of this culturally-significant area. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 The Cook Shire Council recognises the importance for 
tourism for their local economy and is keen to see it 
develop and maximise its potential.  The Cooktown 
Chamber of Commerce includes local tourism operators 
and it is seen as a key driver of sustainable development, 
not just in Cooktown, but beyond in the shire.  At Laura, 
there are some very driven individuals such as Johnny 
Murison, who is already a great ambassador for 
Indigenous tourism in Cape York, but there are 
currently not many opportunities for tourism 
employment and a great need for hospitality capacity 
building and service training.  With Ang-Gnarra 
Aboriginal Corporation now taking ownership of the 
Quinkan Art and Cultural Centre and the Laura Dance 
Festival, this shows a recognition of the need for tourism 
to bolster the local economy and provide jobs in this 
community. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

3 There is a good basis for expanding and improving the 
tourism industry in Cook Shire, focusing on (but not 
limited to) specialised Indigenous cultural tours, 
Captain Cook historical tours, fishing, nature/hiking and 
the Quinkan rock art. 

Community capacity 2 Capacity varies a lot across the shire, from a reasonable 
capacity to deliver mid-range and budget tourism in 
Cooktown to less capacity in more rural areas such as 
Laura.  The area would be a great base for a Cape York 
Tourism and Hospitality Training Centre, with a view to 
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providing employees for emerging higher end tourism 
operations. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 Again this varies across the shire, but capacity is 
probably highest in and near Cooktown due to the larger 
population size.  Cooktown Shire Council has quite 
good capacity and drive to see tourism develop as one 
of their key economic development areas. Cook Shire 
Council commissioned the Cook Shire Tourism 
Strategy in July 2012 which provided detailed directives 
for the council to move forward with key actions for 
tourism development. 

Governance structure 3 Cook Shire Council has good governance and could 
work in conjunction with relevant PBCs in chosen sites 
at the next stage, looking more closely at a shortlist of 
tourism sites.  Ang-Gnarra Aboriginal Council has good 
capacity and is looking to enhance this as part of its early 
growth phase.   
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Hope Vale 

Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council has excellent potential for a joint venture luxury tourism 
development and is a very good prospect in the region. This is partly because it has the land 
tenure and security in place that could make this a reality more easily than in other areas.  Hope 
Vale has Native Title determined and the land tenure is Aboriginal Freehold.  Only the town 
itself is under DOGIT.  Cape York Land Council is working with Hope Vale Congress 
Aboriginal Corporation, the designated PBC for the area, to develop a simplified ILUA process 
which will make future developments and partnerships easier and less expensive to get off the 
ground, providing a necessary incentive for potential business partners and local entrepreneurs. 

There is good support from council for tourism.  The Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council’s 
Economic Development Strategy includes tourism as one of its five pillars.  It seeks to raise 
the profile of the region and build capacity of individuals and businesses and extend tourism, 
innovation and sustainability reach.  Collaborating with tourism peak bodies is also part of the 
strategy (HVASC 2018). 

Hope Vale is located 46 km west of Cooktown and is less than a half hour drive away, with a 
population of approximately 1500 people.  The area is home to 13 traditional clan groups who 
mostly speak Guugu Yimithirr and other related language, in addition to English (HVASC 
website).  The area is known for its famous coloured sands at Elim Beach, and Elim Beach 
campsite is about 500m or a short 4x4 only drive across the beach to get there. 

Photo: The coloured sands landscape of Elim Beach is what draws people to this area (credit: FNQ magazine) 

Hope Vale area has a rich culture and history.  It was originally established in 1886 by the 
Lutheran Church as the Cape Bedford Mission at Elim Beach.  The population was evacuated 
in World War 2 when the military interned the German Luthern missionaries, leading to more 
than 28 deaths due to disease.  More than a quarter of the population died over the next 8 years, 
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until in 1949 the town was re-established as a Lutheran Mission again and the families began 
to return.   

Photo: Views over Hope Vale shire 

The Hope Vale Art and Culture Centre welcomes tourists, sells local art and provides 
information on the local area.  The centre sometimes hosts public talks, workshops and dance 
performances.  This is a feature of Hope Vale that could be capitalised on for luxury tourism 
travellers. 

The Gaamay Traditional Owners in 2014 launched the concept of the Cape York Dreaming 
Track, with the goal of creating an interlinking tourist walking track with a range of iconic 
experiences from the Daintree to the tip of Cape York.  The project received seed funding from 
the federal and state governments and is supported by Balkanu (Cape York Development 
Corporation Pty Ltd).  While it was not possible to visit this site during this study, it is an area 
that should be investigated as to whether a luxury joint venture lodge could form part of the 
plans and accentuate current development concepts. 

Following positive discussions with Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council, it was discussed that 
the next stage would be to facilitate a conversation with the Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal 
Corporation to explain the concept of a luxury joint venture tourism development and see if 
there is interest and will to pursue it.  The landscape around Hope Vale certainly has good 
potential with its range of habitats and strong sense of wilderness and there are local people 
keen to share culture, including one of Cape York region’s youngest elected councillors, 
Keithean Bowen (@hunting_the_homelands), who has a strong Instagram following around 
his marine and coastal bush tucker videos. 

Hope Vale’s coast is very close to the Great Barrier Reef, and in particular to the famous 
‘ribbon reefs’.  It is a relatively short distance to Lizard Island by sea, which might provide 
another opportunity to link in with top end travellers visiting this area. 
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Photo: Views of beach at Hope Vale 

Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 Stunning, largely pristine beaches, coastal bushland on 
white sands, and the famous coloured sands make for a 
highly marketable landscape for nature lovers.  A key 
part of any tourism development here must be 
Indigenous cultural tourism, showcasing the bush tucker 
experience and perhaps linking traditional bush food 
collection to a top-end dining experience.  The area also 
has excellent bush walking, birding and fishing. 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Hope Vale is less than half hour drive from Cooktown 
or 4.5 hours from Cairns.  Tourists can either drive in or 
fly from Cairns to Cooktown on one of two commercial 
airline options, followed by a short and scenic transfer 
drive.  The coloured sands are only accessible by 4x4 
and at low tide and 4x4 is recommended to get around 
the region outside Hope Vale town itself.  We have been 
advised by council that the road to the coloured sands 
area will soon be sealed.  We would recommend guided 
tours in comfortable 4x4 vehicles.  Hope Vale has a shop 
and a fuel station, but Cooktown is only a short drive 
away for additional shops.  The nearest major shopping 
centre (Coles or Woolworths) is in Mareeba (3.5 hours 
drive). 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

3 Native Title has been determined and the land is 
Aboriginal Freehold and managed by the Hope Vale 
Congress Aboriginal Corporation, a combination that 
provides a reasonable level of security for a joint 
venture partnership to build on.  Cape York Land 
Council is currently working with HVCAC to develop a 
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simplified ILUA process which will make this the first 
community in the Cape to have it in place, significantly 
reducing both costs and time required to develop a joint 
venture partnership.   

Environmental 
sensitivity/impact 

3 The coloured sands and Cape Bedford areas have 
particular cultural significance to the Indigenous people 
of this area and any non-complementary activities such 
as silica mining can have severe impacts on the 
environmental integrity of existing natural habitats. 
High end tourism which minimises environmental 
impacts, protects cultural sites and minimises numbers 
of tourists/vehicles using the area would be optimal in 
this situation. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 Opinion of HVCAC has not yet been sought, but the 
council indicates there is a strong desire and will to 
develop tourism in the area that is environmentally and 
culturally sensitive, while generating economic 
opportunities and jobs for the next generation. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

3 The coloured sands is an attraction to the area already, 
but there are other areas in the region that are also very 
scenic.  Coupled with Indigenous cultural experiences, 
an attractive lodge that combines nature, culture and 
history through the eyes of the Traditional Owners could 
be a strong drawcard to the area. 

Community capacity 3 There is some capacity in the region as there is already 
an Indigenous managed campsite at Elim beach, but also 
there is a reasonable number of people who have 
experience and education gained from time spent in 
towns further south. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 This community receives considerable support from 
Cape York Land Council and Balkanu (Cape York 
Development Corporation Pty Ltd), and the council 
itself identifies tourism as a key part of its economic 
development strategy moving forward. 

Governance structure 3 Further research is needed to understand the strength 
and unity of the PBC for the Hope Vale area, the 
HVCAC, which should be the next stage of discussions. 
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Wujal Wujal 
 
Wujal Wujal bears the unique location of being in between two UNESCO World Heritage 
areas, the Wet Tropics Rainforest and the Great Barrier Reef.  It is perhaps best known for its 
beautiful waterfalls, in particular the spectacular Bloomfield Falls, which has special cultural 
and spiritual significance to the rainforest Indigenous people of this area.  Wujal Wujal shire 
covers a very small area (less than 20 square kilometres) on the Bloomfield River and has a 
population of around 300 people.  The town of Wujal Wujal is about 3.5 hours from Cairns 
along the scenic Bloomfield Track (4x4 only) through the Daintree rainforest or 4.5 hours 
inland on State Route 81 via Lakeland and Mareeba, and has a grocery shop and fuel station.   
 
There is an excellent art centre in Wujal Wujal, the Bana Yirriji Art and Cultural Centre, 
located beside the river, which shares the traditions of the Eastern Kuku Yalanji people of this 
area through artworks and crafts. Nationally and internationally renowned, the unique art of 
the ‘rainforest people’ draws on inspiration from the surrounding rainforests, mountains, 
wildlife, rivers and waterfalls.  There is a community run café linked to the art centre, which is 
currently closed. 
 

 
Photo: Francis Walker provides guided tours of Bloomfield Falls with a focus on the cultural significance of the 
area to visiting tourists  
 
Tourism in Wujal Wujal shire focuses on the natural environment, Indigenous art and culture.  
Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council is keen to develop tourism as an avenue for jobs for 
youth, but pointed out that it is grant dependent.  The Walker sisters, Francis and Kathleen, are 
a core part of the tourism offering in Wujal Wujal, offering specialist guided tours to 
Bloomfield Falls and nearby rainforest, with a focus on sharing Indigenous knowledge, history 
and stories.  Driven to become independent of welfare, Francis Walker developed these tours 
and has been running them for many years, after getting her family on board to the idea.  For a 
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time, the Walker sisters worked with the nearby (now closed) Bloomfield Wilderness Lodge, 
then run by Peppers, however their tours were optional for guests so were not on a regular 
basis.  The lodge later changed ownership and then closed in 2015.  The Walker sisters now 
offer tours more widely to the public, although there tends to be more interest from 
international rather than domestic travellers.  They receive more regular bookings from 
Outback Spirit and D’arcy of Daintree tours.  The Walker family also runs 5 day experiences 
for school students from Melbourne. They have been approached to undertake joint ventures 
in the past, but did not have the start-up capital to effectively partner, in spite of their strong 
motivation to build their tours into a sustainable family business.   

The Council has received $1 million in funding from the Queensland government in 2019 as 
part of the Building Our Regions program which they plan to use to build the infrastructure of 
a basic tented camp.  This will include 8 tents, including 2 family tents and 1 with disability 
access, shared bathroom facilities and a camp kitchen/dining area.  Activities suggested were 
bush walking, waterfall tours and crocodile spotting by boat.  The tourist development is in the 
early stages of planning and it is not yet known how it will operate in terms of capacity building 
and training of staff, marketing, pricing, bookings etc.   

The close proximity of a number of mid-range cabins and safari tents in the Bloomfield area 
will be strong competition for Wujal Wujal’s tented camp.  If it does not offer a higher standard 
of accommodation than others nearby and/or something truly unique, it will be hard for it to 
compete.  Capitalising on the unique Indigenous tours offered by the Walker sisters seems a 
natural way to help it stand out from the others, but the standard of service and accommodation 
will still have to be of equal or higher standard than others and/or find its unique place in the 
market in the Bloomfield area to draw in visitors driving the Bloomfield Track.   

Additional funding could be sought to build ensuite bathrooms for each tent and lift the comfort 
levels for senior travellers.  Wujal Wujal ASC could also look at sourcing a joint venture 
partner to help lift the standard of current plans through further financial input and undertake 
the marketing, bookings and training.  A $1 million grant may build the basic infrastructure of 
a tented camp, but this is just one part of a tourism operation and success depends on being 
able to provide a high standard of accommodation and service, successful marketing and 
sourcing of tourists and an effective online booking system.  Wujal Wujal’s tented camp would 
be a good candidate for a joint venture partnership, but this is not planned for at this stage. 

Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

2 Bloomfield Falls is the main drawcard of Wujal Wujal 
area, along with the warm and friendly tours by the 
Walker sisters who share their Indigenous culture and 
knowledge.  But the area sits between the two World 
Heritage areas of the Daintree rainforest and the Great 
Barrier Reef, the only place in Cape York to be able to 
offer this.  The question is how to differentiate itself 
from Cape Tribulation and Daintree further south, 
which already has well established tourism, including 
Indigenous tours.  A top notch, authentic lodge that is 
run in partnership between the Indigenous community 
and an experienced tourism partner with the same values 
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would be one way to draw people to the area and to help 
it stand out from its competitors south of it and north in 
Bloomfield.  This would be an ideal place to look at 
developing an all-women run luxury camp in 
partnership with the Walker family, along the lines of 
Dunia Camp in Tanzania. (NB. The potential for 
tourism is high in Wujal Wujal, but the rating of medium 
was allocated to the steep competition in the area and 
the need to distinguish itself). 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Wujal Wujal is an adventurous drive from Cairns 
through the stunning Daintree rainforest along the 4x4 
only Bloomfield Track, a journey of about 3.5 hours, or 
a longer 4.5 hour journey inland via Mareeba.  
Alternatively travellers can fly commercially from 
Cairns to Cooktown and it is a 1 hour drive south. There 
may also be the option of the Bloomfield River airport 
for light aircraft and helicopters (previously used for 
Bloomfield Wilderness Lodge).  Wujal Wujal is in a 
good location for tourism, being so close to Cairns and 
Cooktown. 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

2 Wujal Wujal is part of Cape York Land Council’s One 
Claim and is in the process towards Native Title 
Determination, but is not there yet.  The land tenure is 
State Unallocated Land.  The council is moving forward 
with its own ecolodge with state funding, but has not 
considered partners at present. 

Environmental 
sensitivity/potential 
conservation impact 

3 Being in the Wet Tropics World Heritage area and right 
next to the Great Barrier Reef, the potential for 
environmental impacts from non-sustainable 
development is high.  Wujal Wujal provides habitat for 
many nationally important species, including 
Cassowaries. 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 The Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council and Walker 
sisters have both taken steps to grow tourism in Wujal 
Wujal area and there is a sense that this is the direction 
the community wants to go in. 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

1 Bloomfield Falls is the main attraction at present, but 
there are lots in the near vicinity of Wujal Wujal shire 
(just outside), such as Roaring Meg Falls, a sacred site 
on the CREB track, and Weary Bay, the site where 
Captain Cook’s ship, the Endeavour, hit the reef.  The 
Walker sisters are the main Indigenous tour operators in 
Wujal Wujal.  The council’s new ecolodge is planned to 
be built by mid-2021. The Bana Yirriji Art and Cultural 
Centre and community-run café is another highlight of 
Wujal Wujal. (NB. WW was given a rating of low in 
this category because there is no accommodation there 
as yet.) 
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Community capacity 2 The Walker sisters have been running Indigenous 
cultural tours for many, many years and are in a position 
to train others. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

2 Wujal Wujal ASC is supportive of tourism, but the 
region requires proper financial support and training to 
really develop a top notch tourism operation that reflects 
the rich culture and natural environment. 

Governance structure 3 WWASC is responsible for tourism development in the 
shire and good governance with elected councillors and 
employed CEO. 
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A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF SITES’ POTENTIAL FOR SUCCESSFUL 
LUXURY JOINT VENTURE TOURISM 

1 = Emerging 
2 = Good 
3 = Very good 

Ma Wei LR Por Kow NP TS Coo HV WW 
Features & 
Marketability of 
place 

3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 

Accessibility 
(town, airport, 
roads) 

3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Security: Land 
Tenure/Ownership 

2 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 

Environmental 
sensitivity/conserv
ation impact 

3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Community 
Openness to 
Tourism 

3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 

Community 
capacity 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Support/enabling 
environment 

2 3 1 1 3 2 3 3 3 2 

Governance 
structure 

2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

TOTAL 22 22 19 19 24 24 25 25 26 19 

All parts of Cape York and Torres Strait that were considered in this study ranked highly for 
features and marketability and had something unique to bring to the table.  In this category we 
were looking for elements that would make an area stand out in the highly competitive tourism 
marketplace for Australia that includes famous places like Uluru, Kings Canyon and Kakadu. 
Those that stood out as having potential for a truly iconic Australian experience that could draw 
in high end international and national tourists in particular were: 

(1) Mapoon, for its close proximity of the turtles on pristine beaches with the potential 
tourism link to the Mapoon Indigenous Ranger group,  

(2) Lockhart River, for its close proximity to Iron Range National Park and its unique 
wildlife, especially palm cockatoos, green pythons and cuscuses, (contingent on good 
guiding), 

(3) Pormpuraaw for its sense of wilderness, Indigenous art and abundant, visible wildlife 
on beaches, lagoons and salt pans, 
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(4) Torres Strait and NPA for the culture, iconic islands and azure blue waters, unique 
culture and location at the very top of Australia, and  

(5) Hope Vale for its coloured sands, pristine coastal landscape and potential for cultural 
tours around coastal bush tucker. 

Those that received a rating of 2 received this not because they didn’t have strong features 
worthy of tourism, but because there were secondary factors affecting its marketability, such 
as the presence of the mine at Weipa, strong competition for a similar product in the case of 
Wujal Wujal, which is close to Daintree and Cape Tribulation.  In the case of Kowanyama, 
only a small area was seen close to the town, but it is likely that there are many more places 
that were not seen that have a lot of potential for luxury tourism further afield.  In particular 
the two properties at Kowanyama that have just received funding from the State Government’s 
Growing Indigenous Tourism Fund, Oriners and Sefton, have yet to be looked at and may hold 
considerable potential.  Olkola area was also not sighted in this study and is one that should be 
followed up as this community has considerable capacity and is already running Indigenous 
tours in a joint venture with the Australian Conservation Foundation (previously with Intrepid 
Travel).  Areas in this category rated ‘2’ may need to come up with particularly unique elements 
to help sell them as part of an Australian high-end tourism package.   

Cape York and Torres Strait is much more accessible than many people realise now with the 
operation of several short commercial airlines offering daily flights to most places.  The 
southern part of Cook Shire and Wujal Wujal are both easy and scenic half-day drives. 
Lockhart River received a lower score than the others only because of the flights being more 
expensive than others and the fact that the current airline schedule forces travellers to take a 
very long route back to Cairns of about 5 hours (with several stops across Cape York) compared 
to the direct short flight there from Cairns.  The alternative to drive from Cairns to Lockhart 
River is a journey of 10 hours.   

Land security is one of the most difficult aspects of developing a joint venture luxury tourism 
lodge in Cape York and Torres Strait.  Native Title has not been determined in many parts yet 
and any lease over Aboriginal Freehold land or DOGIT (council) land requires an ILUA, which 
is a very expensive and timely process.  Several reports prior to this one have noted the major 
challenge of land tenure in encouraging entrepreneurship and business partnerships in the 
region (EcoSustainability, 2012).  Hope Vale and Kowanyama are probably the best options in 
terms of moving forward on this, because the PBC for each area represents the interest of the 
Traditional Owners and both have had Native Title determined on land that is Aboriginal 
Freehold beyond the towns.  Hope Vale may be the best prospect immediately as Cape York 
Land Council is working with Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation to develop a 
simplified ILUA process that will be less costly, time and money wise, for any interested joint 
venture tourism partners.  There may also be solid ground to move forward on in terms of land 
security in Torres Strait depending on which area is being looked at; this needs to be considered 
in more detail than was possible in this study. 

All of Cape York is extremely sensitive to environmental damage and there are many habitats 
and species of national conservation significance, in addition to World Heritage listed 
rainforests and reef on the eastern side.  The wetlands of the Mitchell River fan are very 
significant for conservation.  North of the Jardine River there is no agriculture or mining and 
human impacts are extremely low, an increasingly rare feature in the modern world.  Weipa 
ranked lower than the others in this regard only because the area is already heavily impacted 
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by the bauxite mine, but this area does have numerous threatened species and an independent 
team of researchers in place to monitor them. 

All councils were open to the idea of tourism and conceptually liked the idea of the Damaraland 
Camp approach with a high-end joint venture tourism lodge, with quite a few preferring this 
approach rather than the mass market, camping and 4x4 tourism that dominates the Cape York 
scene at present.  A number of people interviewed expressed concerns about the growing 
numbers of drive tourists, the lack of facilities (leading to widespread rubbish and toilet paper 
in some areas during peak season), the environmental impacts because of driving off road and 
particularly on beaches that may have turtle nests, and the relatively low level of income 
derived from existing tourism for Indigenous communities. Campsites are the most common 
form of tourism in the region and require little management, but the income is very low and 
when in high numbers the environmental impact can be considerable.  In contrast, a high-end 
tourism lodge would provide significantly more employment in the local community, a training 
program to lift local capacity in hospitality, greater income for the community through a lease 
fee and percentage of bed nights, and would have much lower environmental impact because 
conservation is core to operations.   

In the Namibian model, some of the funds raised by tourism are directly used to manage the 
area for conservation of habitat and for education and health projects that help the community. 
In the Cape York/Torres Strait version, perhaps some of the funds raised could help pay for 
Indigenous ranger programs and Caring for Country, helping to make them less reliant on 
government grants to operate.  The community will need to decide for itself how best to 
distribute funds in a transparent and open way, in order to ensure that there is agreement on 
what is most urgently needed locally.  It may be scholarships for young people, funding for 
Caring for Country or upgrades to existing facilities, like health care centres.   

There is a need for education in the communities to help people understand how this kind of 
tourism can be central to sustainable development in rural and remote areas like theirs.  But it 
will also require that communities are open to working with partners to help them lift capacity 
until the operation becomes financially profitable and local staff are able to run it independently 
(or with less input from the tourism partner).  There is a nervousness about working with 
partners in some areas of Cape York, which no doubt stems from the recent history since 
colonial times.   

The key to overcoming this is education, and perhaps the opportunity to see first hand and talk 
to other Indigenous people who have benefited from such joint ventures elsewhere.  In the case 
of Damaraland Camp, after the original ten year contract was up, the community was running 
the day to day operations of the camp on their own due to the effective training program.  The 
original plan had been for the infrastructure and running of the camp to be handed over to the 
community at that time.  However, at this point Torra Conservancy decided that they wanted 
the lease to be renewed with Wilderness Safaris so that they could benefit from the company’s 
international marketing and booking systems, and continue to be part of the company’s skills 
development and capacity building programs.  The partnership continues to this day. 

Almost all shires considered in this study had some accommodation available for tourists, 
except for Wujal Wujal, which has good tours operated by the Walker family, but is just in the 
process of establishing their first tented camp.  The baseline for most communities is a 
combination of campsites (with or without bathroom facilities) and budget cabins as part of a 
lodge.  The campsites tend to be used by 4x4 drive tourists, whereas the built accommodation 
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is utilised predominantly by visiting government workers.  The highest quality accommodation 
available in the region is Lizard Island, followed by Haggerston Island.  The major population 
centres of Thursday and Horn Island, Cooktown and Weipa all have several budget and mid-
range hotels, but lack high-end accommodation.  The greatest variety of accommodation is in 
the largest shire, Cook, which has the full range of options from camping and caravan parks, 
including several on large cattle farms along the Peninsula Development Road, some boutique 
style eco-lodges focused on nature (Lotus Bird Lodge, Mungumby Lodge, Milkwood Lodge) 
and the two top end island lodges on the Great Barrier Reef.  

Almost half (46%) of the accommodation available in Cape York and Torres Strait that was 
open as at November 2020 was camping and caravan parks, some of which offered budget-mid 
range air-conditioned rooms (Table 1).  Almost a third (30%) was budget and mid-range motel 
accommodation or motel-style cabins.  Only 2% were considered luxury, top end 
accommodation and the remaining 21% were other types of accommodation, such as eco-
lodges (eg. Mungumby, Lotusbird Lodges), farmstays or houseboats. 

Table 1: Accommodation types in Cape York and Torres Strait (Dec 2020) 

The table above shows that there is a real shortage of luxury level accommodation on mainland 
Cape York and Torres Strait that would be needed to draw in tourists willing to pay anything 
above mid-range rates.  Other than Lizard and Haggerston Islands, there are very few places 
charging more than $300/night.  These are in the upper end of the existing market, excluding 
the two top end properties, and include Cooktown Harbour View Luxury Apartments, Island 
Villas on Thursday Island, Bloomfield Escape, Lotusbird Lodge and the house at Loyalty 
Beach Campground and Fishing Lodge.  There are no properties charging between $500 and 
$700 per night. 

Community capacity for high end tourism is fairly low throughout the region because there has 
not been any top end lodges on the mainland offering in house training programs.  Youth who 
study hospitality outside the region are more likely to get jobs in centres further south because 
of the lack of opportunities in the region.  Previously, Pajinka Lodge could have provided an 
opportunity for hospitality training but this did not happen.  The lack of capacity among the 
community who took on the Pajinka Lodge may have been a large part of the reason why it 
failed.  Any luxury tourism development on the Cape needs to include an in-house training 
program to ensure that the local population is developing all the skills needed to run it 
independently in the future and to draw back community members who have left and acquired 
training in hospitality externally.  This is the great value that a joint venture partnership would 
bring to this area as capacity building and training is a key part of the Namibian joint venture 
model.  Without this, it is nearly impossible to meet the standards of accommodation and 
service required for tourists paying upwards of $500/person/night. 

No. %
Motels/motel-style cabins 25 30
Camping/caravan parks 38 46
Ecolodges/bush cabins 7 8
Holiday house/farmstay/houseboat 11 13
Luxury >$1000/night 2 2
Total 83 100
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For a joint venture luxury tourism venture to work there needs to be strong local support from 
the council and relevant PBC.  Some communities that received low scores for this received 
them because there are other priorities ahead of tourism in the development of their area (e.g. 
construction, infrastructure, financial systems) and they are not yet ready to pursue that path. 
It may also be because the community values keeping the area to themselves at this stage and 
is focusing on developing local connections to Country, rather than tourism at this stage.  Most 
councils did support the idea of the community moving forward with tourism development and 
several had already taken this further, with tourism being a key part of their shire’s economic 
development plans and having applied for grants to make it happen.  In the case of Kowanyama, 
the council has been successful in raising funds from the state government’s Growing 
Indigenous Tourism fund to trial tourism on two properties in their area, which is extremely 
encouraging. 

Determining the level and effectiveness of governance was quite difficult as this is subjective 
to some extent and needs to be looked at in more detail than was possible in this study. 
However, councils and PBCs having elected mayors and councillors/members provides a good 
foundation to partner with a luxury tourism operator.  The most challenging situation in terms 
of governance was presented by Mapoon as even though this area has had Native Title 
determined, the Traditional Owners are not all represented by Old Mapoon Aboriginal 
Corporation (OMAC), which is the organisation responsible for the land.  This could make the 
process of obtaining an ILUA more lengthy in this situation until any tensions are resolved. 
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THE OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGES AROUND LUXURY JOINT 
VENTURE TOURISM IN CAPE YORK AND TORRES STRAIT 

Seasonality & Remoteness 

Tourism in Cape York and Torres Strait appears to have developed organically in one main 
direction, with 4x4 drive tourism and camping being what the region is now known for.  But 
the region isn’t equipped with the infrastructure or capacity to manage the growing numbers 
of drive tourists coming up from the south and there are local concerns about the environmental 
impacts and lack of benefits flowing back to Indigenous communities from this type of tourism. 
An overall strategic vision for the region should include the great potential to manage this and 
expand the market to include premium tourism in exclusive areas.  This must include the 
provision of incentives for companies who can provide suitable long term, capacity-building 
partnerships based on shared values with Indigenous communities. 

Previous investigations into tourism in Cape York and Torres Strait have pointed out the 
challenges of operations in the region.  The seasonality of the region, with hot, wet seasons that 
can inhibit drive tourism between November and May and reduces the tourism season to 6-8 
months of the year. This can be overcome with fly-in, fly-out, high-end tourism, as it has in 
parts of Africa that have similar seasonal constraints.  Namibia’s temperatures regularly pass 
40 degrees Celcius in the summer months and Botswana’s safari camps have been built to 
accommodate the annual flood in the Okavango Delta; both countries have ‘green’ seasons 
where prices are lower than during the cool, dry, winter peak season.  Building rooms that are 
thermo-regulated using the latest technology (e.g. air conditioning, heat resistant roofs), 
preference for fly-in guests and use of on-site 4x4 vehicles on set roads that are known and 
used only by accomplished guides, and encouraging guests to take advantage of the benefits of 
the ‘green’ season such as greater numbers of migratory birds in the seasonal wetlands and 
impressive thunderstorms and sunsets, are some ways this can be overcome.   

Cyclones are a feature of the region and are predicted to become more frequent and higher 
intensity with climate change. Lodges/camps need to be built to be cyclone-rated and meet 
council approval.  Costs of building are much higher in remote areas like the Torres Strait 
islands.  This needs to be factored into initial start-up costs and applied to the price charged to 
guests. 

In places where the costs of flights are quite high due to the remoteness, this is even more 
reason why these areas are well suited to high-end guests who are prepared to pay more for the 
overall experience.  We do not feel that existing prices of return flights from Cairns to Horn 
Island, for example, are exorbitant (approx. $600 at time of publication), particularly with 
budget airlines offering cheap flights between Cairns and Sydney/Melbourne. 

Capacity Building & Welfare Dependency 

The issue of community dependency on government income and how this affects work ethics 
in some communities was something that was raised by a number of tourism operators in the 
region.  The existence of welfare payments reduces the incentive to work to some extent and 
this does differ from Africa where there is no such government welfare system.  Similar issues 
have been observed among the Klingut people of Canada, but these were overcome enabling 
those who want to work to take the jobs they like (e.g. guiding is popular) and focusing on 
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providing the funds through the tourism lease to create jobs that are preferred by community 
members such as community game guards (Dennis Sizemore, pers. comm.).   

In Cape York and Torres Strait, the ideal scenario would be to be able to train local people to 
run lodges and tourism operations, with the percentage of Indigenous employment increasing 
by 10% each year, but this won’t happen overnight and not everyone wants to work in tourism. 
However, connecting to Country and caring for Country is very important to many people in 
these communities, and the right tourism partnership can produce substantial funds that could 
lead to employment of more people to be rangers to care for Country.  Ranger programs always 
need more funding in these areas and are currently dependent on ongoing grants.  A number of 
Traditional Owners indicated that long term agreements were what was needed, such as the 
original 10-year Damaraland Camp agreement between Torra Conservancy and Wilderness 
Safaris.   

What is needed is an international sustainable development approach to the region that 
combines effective community capacity building, nature conservation and eco-tourism 
partnerships with Indigenous communities that are there for the long haul, helping people with 
the whole package from marketing and bookings through to capacity building and training. 
Government grants that only pay for the infrastructure of a camp and do not provide for the 
whole package to make tourism work are essentially setting these communities up to fail.  This 
is why we feel the Namibian model would be effective in Cape York and Torres Strait and 
stress the importance of bringing in a strong tourism partner with the same value set as the 
local communities of the region.  Such a tourism partner is not just all about commercial profits. 
While these businesses must be commercially sustainable and for-profit in order to have 
longevity, the indicators of improvements in nature conservation and community employment 
and capacity are just as important as the dollars. 

Government support in the form of funding could take the form more like what is used in the 
Northern Territory to get Indigenous enterprises off the ground, but serious funds are needed 
to build remote lodges and $1 million grants are not likely to cut it beyond basic infrastructure 
for a mid-range camp.  The Queensland Government could consider an Indigenous Innovation 
Fund to support the development of at least one high-end joint venture lodge in Cape 
York/Torres Strait that can receive matched funding from Indigenous Business Australia.  This 
will need to provide substantial funding (grants up to $3 million each based on the business 
plan and model) to enable infrastructure development alongside proper local training and 
employment to be undertaken by a tourism joint venture partner. Cicada Lodge for example 
involved a $3 million grant from the NT government fund, matched by IBA.  However, a 
strong, private-sector tourism partner must still be part of the operation, at least for the first ten 
years, to bring in the market and build capacity.  The commitment of such a joint venture 
partner should be a major factor in the allowance of government funding. 

Native Title and Land Tenure 

The first and underlying basis to create long term security over a lease in a partnership between 
an Indigenous community and a tourism company is that the area should have Native Title 
determined and a PBC in place that ideally represents the interests and wishes of the Traditional 
Owners in that area.  A lease can be done without this, but there is significantly higher risk for 
a tourism company if the Traditional Owners of an area have not been legally recognised under 
the Native Title Act.   
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In some cases, Native Title may be determined but the Traditional Owners may not all be 
represented by the state-appointed PBC.  For example, in Mapoon, where Old Mapoon 
Aboriginal Corporation is the land owner by law, it does not represent the interests of all the 
Traditional Owners in the area, including the Mokwiri Aboriginal Corporation.  While the Janie 
Creek site, formerly Cape York Turtle Research Camp, has great potential as the site of a luxury 
tourism joint venture safari camp, it is not clear if the representative groups can come together 
in a unified way to make this a reality as of yet.  It certainly makes it more difficult to undertake 
the ILUA process without unity and a clear sense of agreed purpose among all of the 
Indigenous community in an area, which would add time and expense. 

Once a site has been decided upon, the first step in a joint venture partnership with a luxury 
tourism company is for the company to request a lease over the chosen land.  Ideally the land 
should be Aboriginal Freehold land, enabling it to be used for tourism purposes.  A joint 
venture could also occur with a lease over DOGIT land for which a council is responsible, if 
the proposed development fits within the rules of the DOGIT.  The tourism company then 
makes a proposal outlining the way the operation will work, including the term of the lease and 
the benefits, such as the number of people who will be employed, the training program and the 
lease payment and/or percentage of bed nights.  This proposal is given to the land owner, 
usually the PBC for an area, requesting Native Title Consent. 

The next stage is for the Indigenous community to meet with the tourism company and to 
negotiate the terms of the agreement.    If the PBC agrees to grant Native Title consent, 
following agreement from the Traditional Owners in its area, it can then grant a lease, 
conditional on all other requirements being met and consents given (eg. Council planning, 
finance etc). 

Throughout this study the high level of difficulty of the process of going down the path of 
trying to undertake a joint venture enterprise has been raised time and time again by people in 
Cape York, from Councils, business people and those who have tried and failed in the past. 
This issue has been pointed out in several reports in the past decade (Donald, 2010; 
EcoSustainability, 2012) and is a major impediment to the sustainable development of Cape 
York and Torres Strait that inhibits investment and entrepreneurship.  The current process of 
obtaining Native Title consent through an ILUA is unreasonably difficult and very expensive, 
and should be simplified to make it easier for businesses to develop enterprises in partnership 
with Indigenous land owners in Queensland.  The process is significantly more streamlined in 
the Northern Territory, which may be why Indigenous tourism is so much more developed in 
this state.  The current process is very off-putting to not only tourism companies from outside 
the Cape who want to work in partnership with Indigenous communities but even to 
particularly enterprising Indigenous individuals from the region who want to set up and build 
their own tourism operations.  It is absolutely imperative that these hurdles are lowered in order 
to achieve any level of sustainable development in Cape York and Torres Strait.  

One other limitation is that local government planning can be an issue in some places, with the 
minimum lot size outside the townships being in the realm of 100 hectares and may not be 
zoned for tourism (Shannon Byrne, CYLC, pers. comm.).  Local councils will need to get 
behind any proposals to be developed by ensuring that their planning schemes do not throw off 
potential tourism partners with the size and designation of the lots. 

Bearing this in mind, a good foundation for moving forward with a luxury tourism partnership 
is (a) Native Title determination and (b) Aboriginal freehold land that is managed by a 
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PBC/RNTC.  Aside from the many other factors that have been considered in this report, if a 
community does not have this it makes it harder to obtain an ILUA in what is already a difficult 
process.  The communities of Hope Vale (Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation) and 
Kowanyama (Abm-Elgoring Ambung Aboriginal Corporation) are two areas that we believe 
could comfortably move to the next stage of discussions.  Each has Native Title determined 
and has Aboriginal Freehold land that is managed by the same PBC.    

With regards to the area on which Pajinka sits (Cape York tip site, part of Torres Shires 
Council) we understand that Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation does not yet have 
Native Title determination, but the corporation has been handed back the Aboriginal Freehold 
land at this site, which means that there is a longer process involved in its ILUA.  Native Title 
has been determined in certain parts of the Torres Strait but not all, so any proposals for 
particular areas need to be looked at in detail, but there are a number of islands with Native 
Title determined and cohesive communities that are in a position to move forward (e.g. most 
of Prince of Wales island, Poruma island). 

The Cape York Land Council is currently working with Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal 
Corporation to develop a model for a simplified ILUA process that will enable them to go into 
partnerships with possible tourism companies in a simpler and less expensive way than others. 
The same model could be adopted in Kowanyama and other areas and we would suggest this 
process be funded by state government to incentivise tourism companies to work with 
Indigenous communities in these areas to develop their potential as centres of cultural and 
natural tourist attraction.  Ideally this process would be rolled out across Cape York and Torres 
Strait to incentivise joint venture partnerships and Indigenous enterprises in line with the 
communities’ visions for their Country.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are several regional council areas that have stood out as having immediate potential to 
move to the next level of discussions around development of a luxury tourism joint venture 
partnership, and others that are not far behind.  These are Hope Vale, Kowanayama, Cook 
(especially Laura area), Torres Strait and Northern Peninsula.  Some councils do not seem 
particularly keen or are not ready to move forward with the kind of joint venture tourism project 
that is being proposed here yet.   

We recommend that the shires that have received high scores in this analysis be given a chance 
to move to the next stage of community discussions to look more closely at feasibility for joint 
venture luxury tourism development at particular sites.  NPARC and Torres Strait are closely 
linked and should work in partnership with each other to develop a tourism strategy for the 
region, such as a Cape York Tip/Torres Strait Islands package.  This could be considered Stage 
2 of the TCICA Tourism Project, with the aim of providing an awareness program about joint 
venture tourism, working through how the process would work with specific communities who 
are willing and identifying key sites and partners.   

This next stage could also include gauging interest and feedback from interested private 
tourism partners and starting the process of establishing the right partner organisation and 
funding bodies.  Development of an exemplary luxury, Indigenous tourism lodge in partnership 
with an experienced tourism company that shares the values of the Indigenous community will 
provide an example that others in the region can follow.  Ideally, if there was two or three eco-
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lodges under the same banner/brand they could be marketed as a geographic package for the 
region and be offered as a 9 night tour (with 3 nights at each lodge in 3 different areas).   

Choice of the right tourism partner should consider the company’s track record globally in 
ecologically sustainable tourism and community development, ability to market the lodge/s to 
a well- established client list in Australia and abroad, capacity to manage bookings, and ability 
to provide a training program in house for local staff for every level of running a tourism 
operation, in addition to the dollars and cents of the lease fee and percentage of bed nights. 
The tourism partner must share the values of the Indigenous community around the importance 
of Caring for Country, respecting culture and heritage, and be as interested in promoting 
sustainable development in the region as in creating a sustainable business model.   

Cape York and Torres Strait should be marketed as a truly epic and authentic experience of 
Australia and it needs to have recognition and support from peak tourism bodies.  It is the only 
place in the country where two World Heritage areas meet, the reef and the rainforest, a place 
where traditional Indigenous culture is still strong and practiced (and where tourists can learn 
and participate in it if they wish), a place with wildlife species not found anywhere else in the 
country, (such as the iconic palm cockatoo), a place of true wilderness, with few people and 
plenty of bush and beach all to yourself, a place of deep spiritual connection to ancient Country, 
the most northern part of the nation and a bucket list destination combined with the remnants 
of the land bridge that once connected Australia to Papua New Guinea, a place that even to 
many southern, city-dwelling Australians feels so ‘exotic’ and far away that it almost feels like 
going overseas, without actually needing a passport.  Peak tourism bodies such as Tourism 
Australia, Tourism Events Queensland and Tourism Tropical North Queensland should include 
the region in marketing wherever possible to give it a chance to stand out from the rest and 
encourage Indigenous tourism.   

TTNQ is supportive of Indigenous tourism in the Cape and Torres Strait but its main focus is 
Cairns and the Great Barrier Reef and their view is that there is not adequate product available 
for them to be able to market the area effectively at this stage.  TTNQ also recommended the 
joint venture approach for the region as something that could be effective to get product off the 
ground if communities are willing.  This would provide them with a bookable product that can 
be marketed not only with TTNQ, but at TEQ and TA, to back up marketing by the joint venture 
partner.   

Approximately 90,000 drive tourists make the trip to Cape York every year and this is 
increasing, (Mark Olsen, pers. comm.).  To reduce the impacts of these tourists and increase 
the benefits back to Indigenous communities in the region, we recommend that the area adopt 
an entry fee which can be paid online prior to entering the area.  TCICA could manage funds 
from this to provide better facilities (ablutions) and signage to reduce environmental impacts 
from mass market camping and caravans, but it could also be used to help the region promote 
itself as its tourism offerings grow beyond 4x4 drive tourism and camping.    

Many lessons can be learned from the last two decades of community-based, luxury tourism in 
southern and eastern Africa, but there are also examples of successful and failed joint ventures 
and luxury lodges with Indigenous communities in northern Australia that can be learned from. 
We recommend a follow up analysis of selected top-end, Indigenous owned and managed (or 
co-managed) lodges in Queensland, Northern Territory and Western Australia to provide a 
solid basis for ensuring that mistakes are not repeated and that good foundations are laid for 
success.  Discussions with those who have been involved in some of these ventures in the past 
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suggests that a lack of adequate training is a major factor determining success, but it may also 
be linked to the way the business is set up and the business models.  Learnings from Pajinka 
and Poruma in the region should be looked at in detail to ensure the same mistakes aren’t 
repeated. 

For example, Cicada lodge is owned by the Jawoyn Association which represents the Jawoyn 
people, but the operation is run by a tourism company which the Jawoyn Association set up. 
The Northern Territory Government granted this group a $3 million grant, which was then 
matched by Indigenous Business Australia to enable the substantial costs of building a high-
end lodge to be met (Rick Murray, pers. comm.).  The Association eventually bought out IBA’s 
share and a large proportion of the staff are now Indigenous from the local area.   

Another example is Karijini Eco-retreat, located in Karijini National Park, which is 100% 
Indigenous owned by Gumala Enterprises Pty Ltd, the business arm of the Gumala Aboriginal 
Corporation, in the Pilbara region of Western Australia.  Others that could be considered are 
Kooljaman at Cape Leveque on Bardi Jawi country, Wilpena Pound Resort in South Australia’s 
Flinders Ranges National Park, owned and operated by the Adnyamathanha Traditional 
Owners and Banu Banu Beach Retreat at Bremer Island off the East Arnhem Land coast in the 
Northern Territory, built in partnership with the Yolgnu people. 

One possibility would be for a selection of Indigenous leaders from the region to join a TCICA 
learning expedition to look at successful joint ventures in other parts of Australia or even in 
Africa, where we have had offers to host a group like this.  It is much easier to develop an 
operation of this nature if you have seen it yourself first hand and spoken to people who are 
running them.  It was also suggested by TTNQ that they may be able to connect successful 
Indigenous tourism operators in the NT (e.g. Bremer Island) with TCICA and key communities 
that want to move forward to enable knowledge sharing. 

The potential for a joint venture, luxury tourism operation in Cape York and Torres Strait is 
high, but often an atmosphere of negativity prevails whenever this concept is raised.  This is 
likely because of the known challenges mentioned above around land tenure, funding and 
capacity, and past failures, which have created a sentiment of it being too hard to even pursue. 
The need to simplify the process of obtaining a lease in Indigenous communities in Cape York 
and Torres Strait is vitally important in helping the region move forward and develop 
sustainably. Looking through a prism of international sustainable development and applying 
the approach used in parts of Africa to alleviate poverty, provide employment, conserve nature 
and develop long term socio-economic benefits for communities, shines a new light on this 
area.  All of these challenges can be overcome with the right premium ecotourism partner, a 
willing, driven and unified Indigenous community, and sufficient support from government at 
multiple levels. 
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Appendix 1 

This summary is based on a belated site inspection at Mornington Island in March 2021 as part 
of the TCICA Tourism Project and is intended to be included in the report Imagining the Future 
for Indigenous Tourism : Cape York and Torres Strait (Matson, 2020).  Stage 1 of this project 
was funded by the Queensland Government’s Remote Area Board Program for the Torres Cape 
Indigenous Councils Alliance (TCICA).  Mornington Aboriginal Shire Council is a member of 
TCICA. 

Mornington Island : “Gununa” 

At 1002 square kilometres, Mornington Island or ‘Gununa’, as it is known to the Lardil people, 
is the largest of the 22 islands in the Wellesley Island Group in the Gulf of Carpentaria.  The 
island is home to the Lardil people, who are the Traditional Owners of the land.  Most of the 
island’s residents live in the small town of Gununa in the south west of the island. 
Approximately 86% of the population of 1231 people as at June 2020 identify as Aboriginal 
or Torres Strait Islander peoples, (The State of Queensland 2021).  The population is 
considered to be of high socio-economic disadvantage compared to the rest of the state (the 
median personal income of $18,304/year is almost half that of the average Queenslander), has 
a much higher crime rate (almost ten times the state’s average rate), high (23.1%) 
unemployment (three times that of the state average) and is very remote.  Over half of the jobs 
on Mornington Island are provided by public administration and safety and education and 
training. 

Map showing the Wellesley Island sea claim area (credit: Birri Investor EOI) 
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There is currently no tourism on the island, but the community is very keen to develop the right 
kind of tourism for the island and its people.  Since the termination of the lease for the Birri 
Fishing Lodge in 2016, the only visitors’ accommodation is owned and managed by the 
Mornington Island Aboriginal Council and is largely used by government workers rather than 
tourists.  This comprises 8 self-contained, air-conditioned cabins located on a block beside the 
council and more basic workers’ accommodation in air-conditioned dongas with en suites in 
another part of town.  The community is actively seeking an appropriate investment/operating 
partner to take over the management of the Birri fishing lodge site, which has some old 
infrastructure that could be resurrected and renovated.   

Exterior of cabin owned and managed by the council 
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Interior of cabin owned and managed by council 
 
 
The main tourist season will most likely be between May and October due to the climate, 
however this could be expanded with air-conditioned rooms being provided.  Outside this 
period daytime temperatures can go into the high 30s and some areas are cut off due to the wet 
season.  Average night time temperatures during the winter months are around 17 degrees 
Celsius, with average day time temperatures around 26 degrees (Bureau of Meteorology 2021). 
 
The land is largely flat with a maximum elevation of 150m.  The habitats range from windswept 
beaches lined with Casuarinas (pine trees) to large salt pans and tea tree swamps, from 
freshwater creeks and Melaleuca-fringed lagoons to rugged cliffs overlooking the Gulf and 
other islands.  There are feral pigs on the island, but unlike the mainland they have not learned 
to eat nesting turtles’ eggs and do not pose a major threat as yet.  Pigs are a food source for the 
local people and are hunted.  There are no cane toads on the island, one of the few parts of 
northern Australia where this is the case. There are believed to be only a few crocodiles resident 
on the island and no recorded cases of crocodile attacks of people. 
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The beach on the northern side of the island 

A view of the coastline on the south side of the island showing some of the more rugged cliff areas 
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Vulnerable dugongs and several species of endangered marine turtles live in the shallow seas 
and sea grass beds around the island.  Recent surveys suggest there may be 3000-5000 dugongs 
in the area and they are an important species for the local people and a food source (CLCAC). 
This is thought to be the third largest dugong population in Australia.   

Turtles in this region are genetically distinct from those in Eastern Australia (CLCAC).  A 
study of green turtle movements by Kennett (2004) found that these animals migrated only 
within the Gulf of Carpentaria, not beyond it, with implications for the importance of 
Indigenous management of turtles in the region.  Mornington Island’s beaches have vital 
marine turtles’ nesting sites, with a peak nesting period around September.  The beaches on the 
north side in particular, where the Birri Fishing Lodge used to be, have a major problem with 
litter as bottles, plastic and fishing gear washes up on the shore from Asia.  This will require 
ongoing and extensive clean up efforts to keep the area in a pristine state.   

Sea eagle on Mornington Island beach 

There are thought to be 114 species of birds including the Arafura fantail (only found in 
northern Australia and southern PNG), beach stone curlews (Vulnerable, EPBC), brolgas and 
sea eagles, providing an array of opportunities for bird-watching, particularly during the 
summer months when migratory species from the north use the island’s habitats.  Twenty-eight 
bird species are listed under the Japan-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement and 31 under the 
China-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement.  Other nearby islands in the Wellesley group 
managed by the Indigenous rangers have important bird areas. 

Commonly sighted species on land include goannas, agile wallabies and frilled-neck lizards, 
all of which are good attractions for tourists and have interesting natural history and cultural 
stories attached to them. 
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Three species of dophins (bottlenose, Irrawaddy and Indo-Pacific humpback) have been 
recorded in the waters near the island.  Six of the seven species of marine turtles are found in 
the waters of the Wellesley Islands.   

Frilled-neck lizard by a road on Mornington Island 

The Lardil, Gangalidda, Yangkaal and Kaiadilt people obtained Native Title determination of 
the 22 Wellesley Islands in 2008, recognising non-exclusive rights to land and waters, 
including the right to fish, hunt and gather natural resources.   

There is a successful and productive Land and Sea Ranger program, the Wellesley Island 
Rangers, which recently has been granted significant funding to expand their conservation and 
management program beyond Mornington Island to other islands in the Wellesley group. The 
rangers are a huge asset in any potential tourism focusing on nature and photographic tourism. 
They conduct conservation and management activities such as cultural burning, removal of 
introduced flora and fauna and biodiversity monitoring throughout the year. 
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A few of the Mornington Island Rangers – left to right: Thomas ‘Tommy’ Wilson (also Chair of the CLCAC), Justin 
Chong and Clifford Yarrak. 

Site Visit & Tourism Opportunity 

Following discussions in February 2020 by phone and in person with the Mornington Island 
Council, Gulf Regional Aboriginal Council (GRAC) and the Carpentaria Land Council 
Aboriginal Council (CLCAC) in person, in March 2021 a site assessment of the island was 
made, guided by Mayor Kyle Yanner and the Indigenous rangers.  A brief presentation was 
given to the CLCAC board on the opportunity for African safari style tourism in a joint venture 
arrangement.  At the board meeting there was a generally positive response from the board 
members towards the concept of a joint venture with a suitable tourism partner that shares the 
values of the community and provides employment and the opportunity to share culture and 
country.  There was good interest and a lot of questions about how to do it.  This community’s 
leadership has a strong desire to conserve Country and Culture and is particularly open to the 
concept of a lease partnership if it helps achieve their goals.    

The goals of the Lardil people in relation to the Birri tourism proposal are as follows (Birri 
EOI, Inspired by Marketing, 2019): 

• Attract a tourism investor and operator for the Birri Fishing Lodge on Mornington
Island

• Support the investor operator towards a successful and sustainable fishing operation
through a win-win partnership agreement

• Build the capacity of the local community and create employment opportunities with it
• Generate an income for the local community
• Foster a tourism operation that:
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o Engages visitors in local culture and on-country protocols
o Ensures long term sustainable fishing practices
o Ensures local community privacy

The previous lease for the Birri fishing lodge was for over fifteen years to 2015.  It provided a 
lease fee but no local employment or opportunities for cultural tours.  The community had 
some concerns about the sustainability of the fishing operation.  The community wishes to 
enter into future tourism agreements to ensure that benefits flow back to the people, not just a 
lease fee but opportunities for jobs, training and cultural exchange.   They want to ensure that 
the natural environment is conserved.  The former Birri lodge has fallen into significant 
disrepair and is thoroughly overgrown, however some infrastructure may be salvaged (e.g. 
sheds). 

The former Birri Fishing Paradise (old photo) (Birri EOI, 2019) which has now fallen into disrepair and is quite 
over-grown. 

There is a strong artistic community on the island and an excellent gallery exhibiting local 
artist’s work.  Some artists are making a good living through the sale of their art and are 
internationally-renowned.  There is also an excellent traditional dance troupe that has toured 
nationally.   
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Mornington Island dancers (credit: Lomas Amini) 

There are regular daily flights between Cairns and Mornington Island (via a short stop in 
Normanton) of almost 3 hours duration with Rex Airlines.  There are also daily Rex flights 
between Mount Isa, Bourketown and Mornington Island.  There is a dirt airstrip at the former 
Birri Fishing Lodge site that can be used for charters.  Aircraft can be chartered from Cairns 
direct to the Birri airstrip.  There is also a helicopter company based in Normanton, Gulf 
Helicopters, which may be able to provide a scenic transfer service from Normanton to a more 
remote site on Mornington Island. 

The island has a grocery store stocked with a good range of supplies including fresh produce. 
A market garden has been previously attempted and there are conversations going on about re-
developing it for local and tourist consumption. 

The Birri Fishing Lodge site is probably more suited to a mid-range fishing operation than to 
an African safari style luxury camp due to the close proximity of people and dwellings.  But 
there is no reason why the community could not have both a fishing operation in one part of 
the island closer to the township and a more remote wilderness African-style camp catering to 
more high-end clients. 

One approach the community might consider is a mobile safari camp operation focused around 
the turtle nesting season, possibly located somewhere near the nesting beaches around White 
Cliffs.  This area was not accessible during the site visit but rangers describe it as an epicentre 
for turtle nesting and its remoteness and location away from people would give it strong appeal 
for nature-focused tourists.  It also appears to have a striking landscape that could form a good 
base for an up-market, seasonal safari camp. 
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A fresh water waterhole at Mornington Island that is a popular swimming spot for locals.  These areas attract 
significant bird life and would be great for canoeing, swimming and bird watching. 
 

 
Lagoon with abundant lily pads and bird life on the island 
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One possibility is that guests could be accommodated for up to 6 months of the year in 6-10 
solar powered, large glamping tents on built wooden decks close to the beach.  These tents and 
their contents could be put into storage containers for the half of the year that tourism is limited 
and then put back up in May for the new season.  This avoids the heavy economic losses of 
maintaining a camp in low season and removes the risk of cyclone/weather damage, while also 
keeping environmental impacts low (leave only footprints approach to the maximum extent 
possible).  Guests could have the opportunity to experience turtle nesting and babies hatching 
with the Indigenous rangers/guides sharing stories of their culture and the importance of turtle 
conservation.  They may have the opportunity to participate in any research or management 
work being done by the rangers if interested.    Alternatively, in the off-season the camp could 
be offered at lower rates for fishing clients. 

Local art could decorate the rooms and be available for purchase.  The Mornington Island 
traditional dance troupe could be employed to perform for camp guests twice a week on their 
final night (working on a 3 night stay minimum for guests) as a means of providing further 
income for local dancers and keeping this custom alive.  Activities could involve night time 
walks on the beach to look for nesting turtles and day activities such as birding, canoeing (in 
freshwater lagoons and in the sea due to low crocodile numbers) and the art centre could be 
visited on the way to the airport at the end of a trip to give people the chance to buy souvenirs. 
Bush tucker walks guided by a local guide would be an essential part of a guest stay, and the 
chance to catch their own food the traditional way with a guide and then cook it on the beach 
would be a great experience for visitors.   

The whole safari should be guided by local Indigenous guides from the moment the guests land 
at the airport to the moment they fly out, so that only sites that are allowed to be visited by the 
community are included in activities.  This was mentioned as an important issue for local 
people to avoid sacred sites being visited by accident.  Local Indigenous guides should 
undertake a guide training course such as Savannah Guides in Cairns to improve their guiding 
skills and get ready for guest management.  In-house training should also be provided by the 
joint venture partner.   

The history and stories of the Lardil people should be key to the whole experience for visitors 
and guides will need to be fully across how to share these stories by the campfire.  There should 
be a no-hunting policy in a designated wildlife reserve area on the land and sea (non-hunting) 
around the proposed high-end safari camp area so as to help habituate wildlife and make it 
easier for people to see and capture in photographs. 
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The art centre at Mornington Island, “Mirnidyan Gununa” is large and extensive and some local artists are 
internationally renowned.   

Art from different islands reflects different artistic styles 
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Factors affecting JV 
Potential 

Score Comments 

Features & 
Marketability of place 

3 From a safari tourism point of view, one of the top 
marketing features of Gununa is the high density of 
marine turtles nesting between the months of August 
and October, with a peak in September.  The Indigenous 
rangers are enthusiastic about sharing their work and 
research on turtles as part of a tourism experience and 
this combination of Indigenous ranger expertise and a 
close-up experience with turtles is a strong attraction not 
available elsewhere in Northern Queensland at the 
moment.  The area also experiences the ‘Morning 
Glory’ cloud phenomenon at certain times of year which 
could be an added attraction.  Outside the township there 
is a strong sense of being on a remote and wild island 
far from the rest of the world.  The soft sandy beaches 
and clear shallow waters, while not the typical palm-
fringed style that many travellers associate with 
holidays, are picturesque and extend for many 
kilometres.  The rubbish (primarily bottles) floating 
down from Asia and littering the beaches require a 
concerted effort to clean up regularly, but could be an 
opportunity to involve the local community in 
environmental conservation and also to engage the 
outside world in voluntourism.  The landscape is largely 
flat, but there is some habitat diversity (e.g. woodlands 
of different tree species, salt pans, beaches) and there 
are some rocky cliffs that provide good views over the 
ocean at particular vantage points.  There are beautiful 
natural lagoons with attractive lily pads, rivers and 
creeks, and few crocodiles resident on the island so 
much of the island’s waters allow for recreational 
swimming. The island attracts a range of shorebirds and 
migratory birds during the summer months which would 
appeal to the birding market.  Frill-necked lizards, 
goannas and agile wallabies are regularly seen and have 
great appeal to wildlife photographers.  Due to the 
extensive sea grass beds there is a good population of 
dugongs and turtles, but the rangers say that there are 
also other species such as manta rays, porpoises and 
whales seen which would provide good viewings and 
could possibly involve a glass bottom boat or 
snorkelling.  The fishing is excellent and there is no 
commercial fishing causing depletion of fish stocks. 
There has been no mining on the island and only a little 
agriculture (previously there were some cattle) so 
human impacts are very low.  Pigs and brumbies are 
present but in low numbers and pigs have not learned to 
eat turtle eggs yet, plus they are a food source for the 
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local people so numbers are low.  There is the 
opportunity to explore neighbouring islands in the 
Wellesley group by boat or helicopter (e.g. Benthic 
Island with its traditional fish traps) for ‘island hopping’ 
for picnic full or half day trips.   
 

Accessibility (town, 
airport, roads) 

3 Daily flights with Rex operate from Cairns via 
Normanton (CNS-NOR 1.5 hours, short stop in 
Normanton, 0.5 hour flight to the island).  This could 
also be a charter flight by caravan from Cairns direct to 
the island.  Main roads are in good condition but many 
are impassable in the wet season.  There is a shop in 
town with a good range of food supplies but larger 
grocery orders may need to be freighted in by air on the 
regular Rex flights from either Cairns or Mount Isa 
which have large shopping centres.  There is a 
conversation going on locally about redeveloping the 
market garden on the island which could provide fresh 
produce for a safari camp and more jobs. 
 

Security of Land 
Tenure/Ownership & 
Drive/Will  

3 The Lardil people are the Traditional Owners of Gununa 
and Native Title has been determined for the island.  
There are several families across the island, each of 
which has rights to their own land.  Any joint venture 
arrangement would need to be negotiated with the 
family who are the traditional owners on the land that is 
being considered as a safari camp site as well as the 
leadership on the island (Mornington Island Council, 
GRAC and CLCAC).  This community has a 
particularly strong desire to see tourism get off the 
ground to provide opportunities for income and 
employment.  They are extremely proud of their country 
and culture and want to see it protected and respected.  
There are strong ties to Country, many stories and 
sacred sites, and elders are teaching the next generation 
about language, totems, art and dance to keep culture 
strong. 
 

Importance for 
conservation 

3 Being an island largely cut off from the mainland and 
spared major impacts from mining and agriculture, the 
island has high biodiversity values.  It is being impacted 
by climate change (higher tides, some beach erosion and 
tree die off) and beach litter drifted in from Asia from 
the ocean.  There are no cane toads on the island and the 
main feral species, pigs, have not yet learned to eat turtle 
eggs, unlike others on the mainland.  There are 
significant sea grass beds for endangered dugongs and 
important turtle nesting sites for all 6 species of turtles.  
The turtles in the Gulf region do not go outside the 
region but rather migrate within it.  Recently in 
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partnership with scientists the rangers discovered a new 
species of planigale (native rodent) and have received 
funding to begin managing the Wellesley islands 
beyond Mornington to the other island.  The 
conservation work currently being done on the island by 
the Indigenous ranger group provides optimism for a 
good link to ecotourism, particularly if there is interest 
in rangers becoming specialist Indigenous guides. 
 

Community Openness 
to Tourism 

3 The community has been actively looking for a joint 
venture partner to take over the management of the old 
Birri fishing lodge for some time.  The old lodge is now 
largely taken over by the forest and has become rusted, 
but some buildings, sheds and other infrastructure could 
be resurrected and renovated.  There is a strong desire 
for tourism as there are few other economic activities to 
generate income and jobs on the island and with the 
right kind of tourism (non-consumptive) it is seen as 
compatible with the conservation-minded nature of the 
local people.  The ranger group is keen to be involved 
in tourism and the leadership is actively looking for the 
right joint venture partner to take this forward.  The 
previous Birri fishing lodge provided a lease fee but no 
jobs for local people and was not owned and managed 
by the local Indigenous people.  This is something that 
the community want to see improved in the next 
iteration of tourism, to ensure there are jobs and skills 
development for community members, potentially as a 
joint venture. 
 

Existing 
tourism/attractions 

1 Currently the only accommodation available is the 
council managed air-conditioned en-suite cabins in 
town ($250/night) and basic workers accommodation in 
dongas ($150/night), both of which are largely used by 
government workers.   Mornington Island is not well 
known to the rest of Australia (apart from fishermen as 
it is an excellent fishing destination) and it is unknown 
to international tourism markets.   To attract tourists to 
an unknown destination would take considerable 
investment of resource and efforts starting from scratch.  
However, that’s not to say that it couldn’t generate a 
reputation for being a very special combination of 
wilderness, strong culture (including dance and art) and 
a place to experience turtle conservation with 
Indigenous rangers in the future and the Morning Glory 
cloud phenomenon.   With the right support and tourism 
partner it has a lot of excellent elements that could put 
Mornington on the map as a tourism destination. 
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It is a highly seasonal environment (wet and dry with 
two shoulder seasons), but the best time for turtle 
experiences is August-October (peaking in September). 
The tourism season could be from April-November, but 
shoulder seasons outside turtle nesting would need to 
charge a lower price and focus on other guided activities 
such as birding, fishing, bush tucker and nature walks, 
sunsets over the ocean and canoeing. 

Community capacity 1 The community would greatly benefit from an in-house 
training program as is typical of the African joint 
venture luxury safari model as there is limited tourism 
capacity at present on the island.  However, people from 
the community who have moved away from the island 
to get hospitality or other work may be tempted to move 
back if tourism jobs became available. 

Support/enabling 
environment 

3 The current council is extremely supportive of tourism 
under the leadership of Mayor Kyle Yanner.  The 
presence of GRAC and CLCAC as guiding forces in this 
community provides an additional level of support and 
with the support of these boards this forms a good 
foundation and enabling environment for the right kind 
of tourism. 

Governance structure 3 The Traditional Owners and Native Title owners are 
known and fall under the GRAC PBC (which covers the 
22 Wellesley islands) which has 12 directors including 
the chair person, Michael Gavaner, and has a 
constitution governing the organisation.  GRAC falls 
under the banner of CLCAC.  There is clarity around the 
traditional owners and a strong sense of the importance 
of following cultural protocols especially in relation to 
permissions to enter other families’ land. 

Overall score 23 
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Sunsets on Mornington Island can be spectacular 

Sources: 

Carpentaria Land Council Aboriginal CorporationThuwathu/Bujimulla Indigenous Protected 
Area – Management Plan  

 "Climate Statistics for Mornington Island". Climate statistics for Australian locations. Bureau 
of Meteorology 2021.  

Inches, David (2019).  Birri Expression of Interest. Inspired by Marketing. 

Kennett, R, Munungurritj, N & Yunupingu, D.  2004.  Migration patterns of marine turtles in 
the Gulf of Carpentaria, northern Australia: Implications for Aboriginal management.  
Wildlife Research 31(3): 241-248. 
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     Appendix 2

Stage 2: TCICA Tourism Project - Hope Vale and Cook Shires

During Stage 1 of the TCICA Tourism Project, Hope Vale and Cook shires were shortlisted 
from the assessment across the region as having particular potential to move forward with 
an African‐style joint venture safari camp.   In Stage 2, the focus  is on building community 
awareness  around  the  joint  venture, high‐end  tourism  approach  as modelled  in parts of 
Africa and looking at feasibility of particular sites with communities on country. 

During a site visit in late May 2021, the consultant was able to spend time on country with 
Traditional Owners from various parts of Hope Vale and Cook shires, with support from these 
Councils to investigate key sites suggested by them.  Prior to the site visit, the CEO of the 
Ang‐Gnarra  Aboriginal  Council  advised  that  they  did  not  want  to  move  forward  with 
conversations  around  a  joint‐venture  safari  camp  at  this  stage  as  they were  focused  on 
building existing  Indigenous  tours around Quinkan art sites and  the Laura dance  festival.  
Therefore the rock art region around Laura was not included in this site visit, although it is 
considered to be an area of high potential for this approach to tourism. 

Hope Vale 

Hope Vale  is a  largely  Indigenous community of approximately 1500 people  located 46km 
north of Cooktown.  It is a region known for its beautiful natural landscapes including white 
sand and stony beaches, mountain ranges, rivers,  lakes and woodlands.   There are 13 clan 
groups in the area who speak mostly Guugu Yimithirr and other related languages in addition 
to English.  Most people are Christian and the top religion in Hope Vale is Lutheran (almost 
80%  of  the  population).    Mining  provides  employment  for  approximately  10%  of  the 
population,  but  the  majority  employment  sector  is  public  administration  and  services 
(approximately half of all employment). 

There  is  currently  a  silica  mine  owned  by  Cape  Flattery  Silica  Mines,  a  subsidiary  of 
Mitsubishi, at Cape Flattery and there has been a proposal for another mine nearby at Nob 
Point  by  Diatreme  Resources  that  the  Hope  Vale  Congress  Aboriginal  Corporation  is 
considering  with  the  community.    There  is  a  concern  among  some  members  of  the 
community that the proposed mining will impact on the potential for eco‐cultural tourism in 
the  region  in  the  future, and given  that  the proposed mine  is a 15 year project,  that  the 
benefits will not be as  long  lived as tourism could be for future generations and there are 
concerns related to environmental and ground water impacts.  There is a need to provide a 
viable and economically sustainable alternative to the mines that will provide jobs, training 
and  income  for  local  community members, which  is why  this  community  is  taking  the 
opportunity  of  a  high‐end  joint  venture  safari  lodge  seriously  and  wants  to  take  the 
conversations forward. 

Site visits were made to both the region behind Elim Beach and to the traditional lands of 
the Gamay clan at the Gamay Dreaming Track.   Plans were made to discuss the high‐end 
joint venture tourism concept with the Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation but on 
arrival they were not available.  On discussion with the Mayor of Hope Vale, it was suggested 
that at this stage first discussions could be with the clans of the areas under consideration 
first. 
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Elim Beach Escarpment 

Less than half an hour drive from the township of Hope Vale on a track that comes off the 
main bitumen road to Elim Beach is an elevated site with stunning 360 degree views of ocean, 
the tourist attraction and culturally  important site of the coloured sands and surrounding 
coastal vegetation.  There is no sign of human habitation in sight at this point.  Some effort 
would need  to be  taken  to  find a place along  this escarpment  that  is  sheltered  from  the 
south‐east winds that can be quite strong during  the winter months, which would be the 
main  tourist  season.   However,  the views are  spectacular and  really highlight one of  the 
major attractions of the area, the coloured sands, away from the campers  located on the 
main beach.   The coloured sands are very  important culturally to the people of Hope Vale 
and  tied  to  ancient Dreamtime  stories,  thus  the  protection  of  this  site  is  of  paramount 
importance. 

The stunning view from the escarpment behind Elim Beach looking towards the coloured sands 
(left) 

The area is used by Hope Vale residents at certain times of year and there are several beach 
shacks along the coast. Elim Beach campsite is popular with visiting campers.  This could be 
one issue with this site in that while it is very accessible to an airport (Cooktown), has good 
roads all the way and there is an IGA shopping centre in Cooktown and both groceries and 
fuel available in Hope Vale township, it is not a wilderness in the sense that both tourists and 
local people do use the area.   An exclusive use area would have to be zoned for high end 
tourism for the area around the lodge and ideally a nature reserve area.   
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The local hosts of this site visit were Hope Vale Councillor Keithean Bowen and Cape Melville, 
Flinders and Howick ranger Lucas Creek.  They described species that can be seen in this area 
including dingos, occasionally emus, Torres Strait pigeons, sulphur‐crested and red‐tailed 
black cockatoos  (both cockatoo species are are on the Hope Vale flag).     Hope Vale has a 
number  of  species  of  conservation  concern  including  two  species  listed  as  Critically 
Endangered, the curlew sandpiper and eastern curlew, two species listed as Endangered, the 
northern  quoll  and  lesser  sand  plover,  and  five  Vulnerable  species,  the  bare‐rumped 
sheathtail  bat, Western  Alaskan  bar‐tailed  godwit,  greater  sand  plover,  white‐throated 
needletail and green turtle. 

The Great Barrier Reef can be accessed from Hope Vale however it would need to be looked 
at as to the most efficient way to get to the outer reef (possibly via Cooktown’s Endeavour 
River).   Several  islands  including Low Wooded  Island and Three  Islands National Park are 
within an hour by boat, providing fishing and snorkelling and the opportunity for an ‘island 
hopping’ activity.  Lizard Island, with its high‐end luxury lodge, is to the north‐east of Hope 
Vale, and potentially a lodge in this area could link to guests who are visiting Lizard Island to 
provide a high‐end Indigenous experience. 

Councillor Keithean Bowen has an excellent Instagram site (@hunting_the_homelands) and 
youtube site, “Hunting  the Homelands” which shows him exploring some popular  fishing 
sites on and around Elim Beach.    Keithean has unofficially guided several people on Country 
showing them traditional ways of gathering oysters, sea urchins, fish and crabs and cooking 
them on the beach and is an excellent story‐teller.  He has received very good feedback on 
these experiences.  Such experiences with local Indigenous guides could form a foundation 
for Indigenous sea‐country cultural experiences in this area. 
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Councillor Keithean Bowen with a fresh catch caught traditionally by spear off Elim Beach  in 
Hope Vale 

One other concern about this area is the proximity to the proposed mine at Nob Point if this 
goes  ahead.   Any  joint  venture  partner  in  nature  tourism would want  to  know  that  the 
community  is on board the  idea of conserving the natural environment for generations to 
come and mining the silica nearby is unlikely to be seen favourably. 
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Eucalyptus flowers in bloom near the Elim Beach escarpment site 
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Wattle flowers in bloom near the Elim Beach escarpment site 

Grevillia flower in development (‘honeycomb’) at the Elim Beach escarpment site 
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Gamay Dreaming Track  

One of the clans in the Hope Vale area that have already come some way in progressing plans 
for  tourism  is  the Gamay clan whose  land  is  located  just north of Cooktown north of  the 
Endeavour  River.    The  Gamay  Dreaming  Track  was  opened  in  2015  as  a  22  km 
hiking/mountain biking  trail with  the option of camping enroute over several days and  is 
available to book through the website Hipcamp.  More recently, the community has received 
$1.7 million in funds through Cook Shire Council to commence improvement of the road to 
provide access to the walking trail and a ranger base with ablutions, as well as some training.  
The track was originally facilitated by Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation, but this 
organisation is no longer involved and the project is being led by the Traditional Owners of 
the Gamay Clan.  The Class 5 walking track starts just north of the Endeavour River and ends 
at Nob Point.    It  is  intended to be part of more than a thousand kilometres of  Indigenous 
Dreaming Track 

We were unable to reach the track due to heavy rains just prior to the site visit however it was 
viewed from the  inland, from a nearby beach and from Cooktown.   The track can also be 
accessed by boat across the Endeavour River from Cooktown. 

View of the Gamay Walking Track from Cooktown 

Traditional owners Sha‐lane Gibson and Uncle Shane were with the consultant on site and 
stressed the importance of wanting to own and manage the tourism operation themselves, 
but acknowledged the need for joint venture partner to help build capacity to run the tourism 
operation.  The concept of the Damaraland Camp approach was discussed and it was agreed 
that this could be one approach to achieve the desired capacity among the community to 
own and manage their own operation. 
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Another  option  for  this  community  might  be  to  partner  with  a  company  involved  in 
successful walking trails such as The Maria Island Walk, owned by Experience Co.  This is a 
four‐day walking experience that is guided and provides accommodation and a wilderness 
experience in Tasmania’s Maria Island.  Partnering with this company might be one way for 
community members to learn how to run a successful operation of this kind, perhaps through 
an  exchange  or  employment  opportunities.    This might  also  allow  a  higher  number  of 
bookings to flow in if marketing was done in tandem. 
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Map of the Gamay Dreaming Track (credit @capeyorkdreamingtrack on facebook) 
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Creek crossing on the road to the Gamay Dreaming Track which funding has been received for 
to improve access for via Cook Shire Council.  This is also a special cultural site for the Gamay 
clan as  it  is where the people were taken from  in the 1940s and sent to Woorabinda, west of 
Rockhampton, where many perished due to the cold. 

The obvious focus of activities in this area would be nature walks and hiking, with mountain 
biking another option and also birding and nature photography.   Private guided, nature‐
focused  boat  trips  on  the  Endeavour  River might  be  another  option  to  see  birdlife  and 
crocodiles.  Collecting bush tucker and using it to create dishes with an Indigenous flourish is 
another option  that was put  forward by Gibson, possibly  through  the development of an 
Indigenous market garden for this purpose.   

Hope Vale’s traditional art should be front and central to any tourism experience and if there 
are Indigenous artists willing to share their culture it would be a good activity for people to 
be  able  to watch  local  artists  at work  and  potentially  purchase  items  to  take  home  as 
souvenirs.  Bush tucker walks and collection of bush foods to be used in the evening’s dinner 
would be a great way for tourists to share in the Indigenous culture.  Gibson also mentioned 
that  a Welcome  to Country  and  smoking  ceremony would be  a  good way  to  start  each 
experience. 

The Gamay Dreaming Track is very close to Hope Vale and Cooktown and this provides some 
benefits  in terms of access to supplies and the Cooktown airport.    In terms of providing a 
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wilderness experience as would be needed for a high‐end African safari style lodge it may be 
too close  to civilisation, as  is  the case with  the Elim beach site.   However, with  the  right 
placement of a lodge facing away from Cooktown and sheltered from south‐east winds this 
could be viable.  Further time spent on site with the Traditional Owners would be necessary 
to determine this. 

One of the beaches at Hope Vale showing similar terrain to the Gamay Dreaming Track with a 
combination of wooded ridges and spectacular beaches. 

Summary 

Both the Elim Beach Escarpment and Gamay Dreaming Track areas have a lot of potential 
for high‐end, joint‐venture Indigenous tourism, however the Hope Vale region is very large 
and  there  are  also  a  number  of  national  parks  that  are  Indigenous‐managed  in  joint 
management agreements that could be very good sites for this approach.  While on site the 
consultant met  with  three members  of  the  Cape Melville,  Flinders  and  Howick  Islands 
Aboriginal Corporation who were extremely interested in exploring this opportunity.  Their 
area at Cape Melville National Park and nearby  islands have very high biodiversity value 
(including turtles, dugongs and rock wallabies) and would likely provide an excellent base for 
nature tourism if access is reasonable.  I was advised that there is an airstrip in the park. 

I also met with representatives of the Muunthiwarra Aboriginal Corporation (Buubu‐Gujin) in 
Cooktown and discussed how their traditional Country might explore tourism opportunities 
at  Jack Lakes National Park.   These  areas  are more  remote  and  are  jointly managed by 
Indigenous  land  owners  and  Queensland  Parks  and  Wildlife  with  a  core  focus  on 
conservation, which  is an attractive proposition  for a nature‐based ecotourism company.  
There is undoubtedly much more to explore in this region to find that very special gem of a 
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location in a community that is excited about the possibility of entering into a joint venture 
for high‐end tourism.  Areas within national parks in this region that are joint‐managed with 
Indigenous people  should also be explored as an option  for high‐end African‐safari  style 
tourism. 

Sources: 

ABS, Census of Population and Housing, 2016, General Community Profile ‐ G51 and 
unpublished data 

Department of Environment and Science, Queensland (2013) Native animals of Hope Vale 
local government area, WetlandInfo	website, accessed 28 May 2021. Available at: 
https://wetlandinfo.des.qld.gov.au/wetlands/facts‐maps/wildlife/?AreaID=lga‐hope‐
vale&Kingdom=animals&SpeciesFilter=Native 
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Stage 2: TCICA Tourism Project - Torres Strait and the Tip of Cape York

During Stage 1 of the TCICA Tourism Project, the Torres Strait and the Tip of Australia were 
shortlisted  from  the assessment across  the  region as having particular potential  to move 
forward with an African‐style joint venture safari camp.  In Stage 2, the focus is on building 
community awareness around the joint venture, high‐end tourism approach as modelled in 
parts of Africa and looking at feasibility of particular sites with communities on country. 

During a site visit in late April 2021, the consultant was able to spend time on country with 
Kaurareg Traditional Owners from: 

Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation, which  holds  the Native Title  for Prince  of 
Wales ‘Murulug’ Island, Entrance Island and Horn Island (Chair ‐ Milton Savage and Director, 
Enid Tom); and  

Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation which  holds  the  freehold  land  at  the Tip of 
Australia, notably the former Pajinka Lodge (Chair – Michael Solomon, Deputy Chair – Trevor 
Nona,  along with  several directors  including Frank Cook  and Trevor Lifu  and Traditional 
Owner David Nomoa).  Several representatives present were also rangers for the Apudthama 
Land Trust. 

This is a summary of the conversations and observations at both sites.  Both sites fall within 
the Torres Shire Council’s  region.   Both  of  these  areas  fall within  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
Kaurareg Aboriginal Nation and a tourism package could combine the two over a week in the 
region, with 3 nights at two different safari camps, one an island camp, the other a camp at 
the Tip of Australia. 
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Map of northern tip of mainland Australia and inner Torres Strait Islands 

The Tip of Australia 

Up  to 100,000 people may now visit  the  tip of Australia every year and  it  is considered a 
bucket‐list experience for many, particularly the drive/camping/caravan market.  In the lead 
up to the site visit, the Chair of the Gudang/Yadhaykenu AC had expressed concerns in the 
media (Cairns Post, March 2019) that the Tip would be closed unless tourists paid a fee for 
entry  that  would  allow  toilet  facilities  to  be  put  in  for  the  main  tourist  season.    The 
community  currently  has  not  been  able  to  monetize  their  land,  even  though  tens  of 
thousands of tourists visit it annually.  The 211 ha freehold block that was handed back to the 
Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation  in 2019  includes  the site of  the now defunct 
Pajinka Lodge.  There may be some salvageable infrastructure at the site, but in general most 
of it needs to be cleared away so the community can move forward.   

Michael Solomon’s vision of the block is to have a caravan and camp site not far off the road 
near the Tip of Australia and also a lodge of some kind to replace the one that was there, but 
plans are not set  in stone and  the Traditional Owners are open  to discussion about  their 
options.   The potential for a high‐end, joint venture lodge along the lines of an African safari 
camp was also discussed and Solomon suggested it could be something like the permanent 
dome tents at Cockatoo Island in Sydney.  There is enough land in their title for both tourism 
types if they are well spaced away from each other and carefully zoned. 

In my view, which I shared with the Traditional Owners on site, the existing Pajinka site is not 
ideal for high‐end tourists as it is on the road and is not private, nor does it have any views.   I 
was then shown an alternative site for a high‐end safari camp next to the existing helipad 
site  on  an  area  east  of  the main  road  on  high  cliffs  overlooking  the  ocean  and Mount 
Adolphus Island out towards the Great Barrier Reef.   This site has 180 degree views of the 

Entrance Island 

The Tip 
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ocean and Torres Strait to the north.  It is an exceptional site for high‐end tourism and quite 
private as it has a separate road off the main one and the ocean and island views are stunning.  
There is a helicopter landing site on the cliffs and a reasonably sized flat area for a lodge. 

View from the helipad site to the south over a sheltered cove and beach  

View from the helipad site to the east over Mount Adolphus Island towards the Great Barrier 
Reef 
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Views from the helipad site to the north towards the Torres Strait Islands over a shallow bay 
that is rich in wildlife (visible in the water from the cliffs) 

View to the south from the helipad site 
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During about an hour spent at this site, sitting on the cliffs, we saw 6 turtles in the shallow 
water  in  the bay below and several black‐tip  reef sharks.   During  the winter months,  the 
rangers described how they see whales breaching in the sea from this excellent vantage point 
high on the cliff.   There are  important turtle and dugong habitats  in this area.   The Great 
Barrier Reef is about 40 minutes by boat from this point, according to the rangers.  The site 
reminded me of a typical African waterhole with many animals coming in, allowing tourists 
the opportunity  just  to sit and watch  in the comfort of camp with binoculars and camera 
without having to go anywhere. 

Marine turtle spotted coming up for air in a bay below the helipad site at the tip 

Black‐tip reef shark, one of several observed hunting in the bay below the helipad site 

Advice received from a luxury boat charter operator that has operated in this part of Torres 
Strait is that the best reefs are outer, which means an overnight (12 hour) boat trip from the 
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area to get to them as the inner reefs are highly subject to strong currents and murkiness.  
However, it was acknowledged that there may be some good inner reefs near these sites and 
that more research  is needed to find them.   The operator advised that there are excellent 
sand cays in the area for tourists to spend time on as part of a reef exploration.  Swimming 
near  the  Tip  of  Australia  takes  the  risk  of  encountering  crocodiles,  especially  near  the 
mainland.    Perhaps  a  glass‐bottomed  boat  may  be  a  better  way  to  experience  the 
underwater world as a result.  Particular activities need to be looked at in more detail. 

Solomon advised that there is also nearby unique traditional rock art in a cave that can be 
accessed by boat.  These show some of the ancient history of the Aboriginal people from this 
area but also the arrival of the first Europeans.    Currently this rock art site is not available to 
be looked at by tourists. 

There are very good birding areas near the site, including a waterhole that was not looked at 
on  the day but which  the  rangers described as attracting a high number of birds all year 
round.  This area has some rainforest habitat as well as dryer coastal habitat and it is home 
to several species that would appeal to birders,  including  iconic birding‐drawcards such as 
palm cockatoos and buff‐breasted paradise kingfishers that can only be seen  in far north‐
eastern Australia.   Palm cockatoos are only  found  in a  small area  in Cape York and New 
Guinea and are known for the male’s ability to ‘drum’ with a stick or seed pod on a branch to 
attract a mate.  Rangers described also frequently seeing wallabies, goannas and frill‐neck 
lizards.   

Endemic palm cockatoo seen at the tip, a favourite for birders 
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Buff‐banded Paradise Kingfisher (credit: Kelvin Marshall) 

There is excellent fishing in this region and it is already a popular destination for fishermen.  
Mount Adolphus Island is an important cultural site for the Indigenous people and also the 
site of the maritime disaster, the sinking of the Quetta, now a shipwreck that attracts divers 
to the area (but  is known for having very strong currents).   The  local people already share 
culture through cultural events during the main tourist season in Seisia, with tourists paying 
to experience traditional dance and cook‐up evenings.   

At certain times of year, particularly around September,  large numbers of turtles nest on 
beaches in this region, particularly on islands such as Crab Island, which is thought to be the 
most significant breeding  island for flatback turtles.   The rangers describe both crocodiles 
and sharks feeding on the many turtles that come in to nest and the baby turtles which hatch 
soon after.  This is an extraordinary natural event that happens annually that would need to 
be carefully protected but could form part of a tightly‐controlled tourism experience linked 
to the Indigenous ranger program.   

The Jardine River National Park is a day trip away to the south of the Tip and is well known 
for  its vast, remote wilderness values and stunning waterfalls,  including the crocodile‐free 
swimming spots, Fruit Bat and Eliot Falls. 
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Fruit Bat Falls, Jardine River National Park (credit: Tropical North Queensland) 

Eliot Falls, Jardine River National Park (credit: Tropical North Queensland) 
In my view this area has enormous potential for a low impact, nature‐focused, high‐end safari 
camp in a joint venture with the Indigenous community.  It could be managed in a similar way 
to  a  communal  conservancy  in  Namibia, with  benefits  from  strictly managed  high‐end 
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tourism flowing back to the community and enabling it to operate as a low human‐impact 
conservation reserve.   

A  long‐term  lease  agreement  would  have  to  be  negotiated  between  the  Gudang‐
Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation’s  leadership  (in consultation with  its members) and a 
tourism joint venture partner as part of an ILUA.  The community will need to take steps to 
assure  the  joint venture partner of  its capacity  for corporate governance and  transparent 
business  management  so  that  funds  achieve  a  clear  vision  to  sustainable  community 
upliftment and development and achieve conservation objectives.   Steps will need  to be 
taken to minimize the financial risk for the tourism partner and to gain their confidence for 
investment.  There needs to be a clear understanding within the community as to the details 
of the proposal and long‐term plans for the tourism project so that everything is on the table 
and  that both partners are working  towards  the  success of  the  joint venture and equally 
responsible for its success or failure.  Details of the financial arrangement (annual lease fee 
or percentage of profits), training program and growth strategy for Indigenous employment 
all need to be nutted out in conversations between the two partners.   It would be of value 
for the vision and objectives of both parties to be clearly set out and for a joint vision of the 
project to be laid out together as part of this process. 

Torres Strait Islands:  Prince of Wales ‘Murulug’ and Entrance Islands 

Prince of Wales Island ‘Muralug’ is the largest island in the Torres Strait, with an area of 204.6 
sq. km.   Entrance  Island  ‘Zuna’ was named by Captain Cook  in 1770 for  its position at the 
entry to the Torres Strait Islands and the Endeavour Strait.   Both islands have Native Title 
determined and are owned by the Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation. 
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During a helicopter fly‐over of Prince of Wales and Entrance Islands, with a couple of stops 
to  look more  closely at  two  sites,  the general  impression was of a  seascape dotted with 
islands and having very high wilderness values.   While there are some non‐native species 
such as pigs, horses and deer, there are no mining or agricultural impacts in the Torres Strait.   

Prince of Wales (204 sq. km) and the smaller Entrance Island are a short approx. 10 minute 
helicopter  flight  from  Horn  Island,  where  Qantas  flights  land  daily  from  Cairns.    The 
helicopter flight is spectacular and takes in views of the many islands and gives a sense of the 
remoteness  of  the  area.    The  accessibility  of  these  islands  to Horn  Island’s  airport  and 
Thursday  Island’s  facilities  (groceries,  fuel etc) make  it an appealing  location  in  terms of 
location.  Even though it is quite close to the main administrative centres of the Torres Strait, 
Entrance  Island  in particular feels  like a  long way away as no human  infrastructure can be 
seen from there.  Prince of Wales has quite a lot of private homes on the coast line all the way 
around and about 100 people are resident (2016), but there is almost no habitation in the rest 
of the island.   

Muralug, also  known as Prince of Wales  Island,  traditional  land of  the Kaurareg Aboriginal 
Nation,  comprises  many  kilometres  of  mountainous  wilderness  with  very  few  roads  and 
infrastructure.  

There  are  spectacular  crocodile‐free  freshwater  creeks  and  waterfalls  in  a  number  of 
locations on Prince of Wales Island, some of which are quite close to the coast but most of 
which would only be accessible by helicopter as there are few roads. 

The culture and history of the Torres Strait is extremely diverse and should be a key part of 
any tourism experience.  While the Kaurareg people are the Native Title holders, they share 
the region with people of Melanesian and Papua New Guinean background and there  is a 
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strong Japanese  influence that came  from the role of the region during World War 2 and 
during the pearling era.  The people of the Torres Strait are a sea‐faring people, tied to the 
ocean through stories, dance, fishing and hunting, and they are known for their ability to 
navigate by the stars, an ancient tradition.   Experiencing and enjoying food caught locally 
from  the  sea  that  has  been  prepared  and  cooked  the  traditional  way  over  the  fire  or 
underground in a hangi pit is a special part of any visit to the Torres Strait, but currently few 
tourists get to experience this.  Turtle and dugong are traditionally eaten by people in this 
region on a sustainable basis, alongside other sea life. 

A waterfall and significant cultural site on Mulalug,  traditional  land of  the Kaurareg people.  
Beyond the freehold lots on the coast the rest of the island can only be visited with permission 
from the Traditional Owners, the Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation. 

The cemetery on Thursday Island reflects the many cultures who have lived and died in this 
part of the world, including a large number of un‐named Japanese soldiers and pearlers.  In 
addition to the relatively recent war and pearling era, there is an important history to share 
about the arrival of the first Europeans and the forced exodus and massacres of Kaurareg 
peoples.  All of these stories and history provide ample fodder for local guides to share with 
visitors and would provide fascinating campfire conversation. 
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Japanese graves at the Thursday Island cemetery 

Each  island  has  their  own  traditional  style  of dance,  art  and  fashion  and  the  region  has 
produced globally  recognised artists,  fashion designers,  sports  stars and  television hosts.  
Perhaps the most famous piece of wearable art is the ‘Dhari’ which is a head‐dress of feathers 
from the Torres Strait pigeon and frigate bird made into an arc shape.  In short, the islands’ 
traditional cultures have a lot to offer in terms of cultural experiences for tourism and there 
is also  the Gab Titui Cultural Centre on Thursday  Island  that could be part of an activity.  
There is an operating pearl farm run by a Japanese family on Friday Island called Kazu Pearls 
that could be an attraction for visitors to such a lodge. 

Photograph of model wearing a ‘Dhari’, an important symbol of the Torres Strait that is also on 
the flag (credit: queensland.com) 
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Wabunau Geth Kaurareg Nation dance group (credit: The Healing Foundation) 

One possibility  for a  joint  venture  tourism partner might be  to  look at purchasing  some 
freehold land for an African‐style joint venture safari camp and going into a partnership with 
the Kaurareg people somewhere like Entrance Island, where such an opportunity currently 
exists as there is a beach‐front acreage for sale.  This may be seen as a potentially less risky 
investment for an external partner compared with a lease as the land site could later be sold 
if the operation was unsuccessful or it could be bought out by the Traditional Owners after 
ten years (potentially through a loan or government grant).  The partnership could involve 
an arrangement by which in‐house training and employment is provided to the Traditional 
Owners  of  the  Kaurareg  Aboriginal  Nation.   Other  local  people  could  also  be  involved 
through dance and art, for example through island community visits, helping to spread some 
of  the  community benefits  around.   An  exclusive  use  lease may be  negotiated with  the 
Kaurareg people for Entrance Island that could allow for very limited tourist numbers and a 
conservation management agreement with the Traditional Owners. 

Entrance  Island has a picturesque beach with swaying palm  trees and  it has considerable 
infrastructure  already  there  including  several  dwellings,  sheds,  generator,  solar  panel 
installations and water tanks.  It is off grid and fully self‐sufficient.  The surrounding island 
has excellent potential to carve out walking tracks for hiking.  There is a helipad right next to 
the acreage that is currently for sale.  Seeing the region from the air by helicopter would be 
a  key  part  of  any  tourist  experience  in  this  region  and  the  fishing  around  the  island  is 
excellent.   An  important  focus would be  showing guests  the  local marine  life,  especially 
turtles and dugongs.  This would be a real ‘island life’ experience on ‘island time’, greeted by 
warm and friendly locals sharing culture and customs through music, dance and stories, with 
rooms that reflect the natural setting and showcasing the art of the region. 
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View from the beach at Entrance Island.  There are two 1 acre freehold blocks here, of which one 
is for sale, surrounded by the traditional land of the Kaurareg people. 

Aerial view at low tide of the two blocks of land at Entrance Island, of which the one on the right 
with two buildings is for sale. Helicopter landing site and pontoon are visible to left of the beach. 
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Another view of Entrance Island with the two freehold blocks on the right. 

Conclusion 

Both the Tip of Australia and Entrance Island have great potential for high‐end African‐safari 
style tourism in a joint venture with the local communities.  Both groups are keen to work 
with partners who share their values around caring for Country and culture, to provide job 
opportunities and training for the youth and to encourage people who have left to return.   

Conversations  have  now  been  arranged  between  the  Kaurareg  NTAC  and  Gudang 
Yudhaykenu AC  leaders with the African safari company Natural Selection to discuss next 
steps in establishing a viable working partnership.  I strongly believe that the this could be a 
very successful combination due to the shared vision of these organisations around caring 
for Country and working with  Indigenous partners  to  improve  livelihoods  to provide  life‐
changing  tourism experiences.   The  founders of Natural Selection have many decades of 
experience between them in Botswana and Namibia delivering high end joint venture safari 
operations  in partnership with  local communities.   Both parties have agreed that they will 
come and see the sites when international borders re‐open and build on what have been to 
date good introductory conversations by phone. 

We  thank  the  Kaurareg  Native  Title  Aboriginal  Corporation  and  the  Gudang  Yadhaykenu 
Aboriginal Corporation, with support from Torres Shire Council and Northern Penninsula Area 
Regional Council (NPARC), for hosting my visit to their region.   
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Implementation 

It is recommended that TCICA work with its member councils to prioritise and advocate for 
the implementation of this strategic plan.  However, key influencers in the delivery of this 
plan should include the Department of State Development, Infrastructure, Local 
Government and Planning, the Department of Tourism, Innovation and Sport, and Tourism 
Tropical North Queensland, who all play a key role in the development of tourism and 
economic opportunity in the region. Importantly, State and Federal agencies also play a 
critical role in fostering a supportive policy environment if the region's vision for 
Indigenous‐led community‐based tourism is to be achieved.   

This plan should be implemented alongside the existing State Government‐endorsed Cape 
York Peninsula and Torres Strait Tourism Development Action Plan, which identifies a series 
of outstanding priority actions for the development of a sustainable tourism industry in 
Cape York and the Torres Strait.   

Potential partners  

The projects and actions identified below will require the support of delivery partners.  In 
addition to the key partners identified above, other partnerships that could be explored 
include: 

 Cape York Land Council

 Cape York Natural Resource Management

 Cape York Partnerships

 Department of Environment and Science

 Department of Regional Development, Manufacturing and Water

 Indigenous Business Australia

 Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation

 Land Trusts and Traditional Owner Groups

 Ministerial and Government Champions Program

 National Indigenous Australians Agency

 Office of Northern Australia

 Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate

 Torres Strait Regional Authority

 Tourism and Events Queensland

Funding sources  

Funding will need to be sought to deliver on the actions.  Potential funding programs and 
organisations include:  

 Building Better Regions Fund (Cth)

 Gambling Community Benefit Fund (State)

 Growing Indigenous Tourism Fund (State)

 Indigenous Advancement Strategy (Cth)

 Indigenous Business Australia (Cth)
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 Indigenous Economic Development Grant (State)

 Indigenous Land and Sea Corporation (Cth)

 Indigenous Tourism Fund (Cth)

 Remote Area Board program (State)

Taking Action  

Strategy 1:  Preparing the ground  
Project  Actions  Timeframe  

1. Locations defined  Ongoing discussions and site visits to confirm the 
willingness of communities / organisations to take forward 
an eco‐cultural tourism opportunity.  This may also include 
identifying opportunities to develop lodges in protected 
areas.   

2021‐2022 

2. Market testing  Set up discussions with potential joint venture partners to 
test interest in a Cape York and Torres Strait investment 
opportunities.   

2021‐2022 

3. Analysis of existing
and previous JV models 

Analyse successes and failures of existing and previous 
attempts at JV Indigenous tourism ventures in northern 
Australia so that learnings can be applied to this project to 
maximise the chances of success. 

First half 2022 

4. Feasibility and 
Business Planning 

Work with communities / organisations progressing to next 
stages to define lodge site options, potential camp layout 
and community‐led activities.   

Undertake business planning to ensure long term financial 
sustainability of lodge operations.   

Determine how governance of each Indigenous partner’s 
leadership body will ensure transparency. 

Investigate potential sources of government funding for 
the Indigenous share of the partnership (e.g. IBA, 
state/federal grants, loan with payback vs straight 
donation) 

Mid to late 2022 

5. Stakeholder 
identification and 
engagement 

Identify key stakeholders in the negotiating process 
between Indigenous community and tourism partner (e.g. 
Cape York Land Council, RNTBC, Land Trust). 

Mid to late 2022 
(as part of 
business 
planning 
process) 

6. Investor‐ready 
communities 

Ensure that any land tenure, Native Title and 
environmental legislative requirements can be readily 
addressed so that communities can attract and enter into 
legally‐binding, long term leases with joint venture 
investors.   

This should ensure that the cost of the ILUA process is not 
borne by the prospective investor and that there is a 
simplified, lower cost, lower time process taken when 
investors knock at the door.   

2022‐2023 
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Strategy 2: Making It Happen 
Project  Actions  Timeframe 

1.  Set up JV meetings between experienced tourism partners 
and Indigenous communities to commence discussions. 

Develop legally‐binding 10 year tourism leases that outline 
employment, financials & other benefits, as well as all 
expectations of both partners for the lifetime of the 
agreement. 

2022‐2023 

2.  Proponents secure all funding and financing required to 
construct camps. 

2023 

3.  Commence construction of safari camps for opening for 
2025‐6 tourist season.  

2023‐24 

4.   Commence recruitment and training of local staff.  2024‐25 
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Stage 2: TCICA Tourism Project 
 
During Stage 1 of the TCICA Tourism Project, Hope Vale and Cook shires were shortlisted 
from the assessment across the region as having particular potential to move forward with 
an African‐style joint venture safari camp.   In Stage 2, the focus  is on building community 
awareness  around  the  joint  venture, high‐end  tourism  approach  as modelled  in parts of 
Africa and looking at feasibility of particular sites with communities on country. 
 
During a site visit in late May 2021, the consultant was able to spend time on country with 
Traditional Owners from various parts of Hope Vale and Cook shires, with support from these 
Councils to investigate key sites suggested by them.  Prior to the site visit, the CEO of the 
Ang‐Gnarra  Aboriginal  Council  advised  that  they  did  not  want  to  move  forward  with 
conversations  around  a  joint‐venture  safari  camp  at  this  stage  as  they were  focused  on 
building existing  Indigenous  tours around Quinkan art sites and  the Laura dance  festival.  
Therefore the rock art region around Laura was not included in this site visit, although it is 
considered to be an area of high potential for this approach to tourism. 
 


Hope Vale 
 
Hope Vale  is a  largely  Indigenous community of approximately 1500 people  located 46km 
north of Cooktown.  It is a region known for its beautiful natural landscapes including white 
sand and stony beaches, mountain ranges, rivers,  lakes and woodlands.   There are 13 clan 
groups in the area who speak mostly Guugu Yimithirr and other related languages in addition 
to English.  Most people are Christian and the top religion in Hope Vale is Lutheran (almost 
80%  of  the  population).    Mining  provides  employment  for  approximately  10%  of  the 
population,  but  the  majority  employment  sector  is  public  administration  and  services 
(approximately half of all employment). 
 
There  is  currently  a  silica  mine  owned  by  Cape  Flattery  Silica  Mines,  a  subsidiary  of 
Mitsubishi, at Cape Flattery and there has been a proposal for another mine nearby at Nob 
Point  by  Diatreme  Resources  that  the  Hope  Vale  Congress  Aboriginal  Corporation  is 
considering  with  the  community.    There  is  a  concern  among  some  members  of  the 
community that the proposed mining will impact on the potential for eco‐cultural tourism in 
the  region  in  the  future, and given  that  the proposed mine  is a 15 year project,  that  the 
benefits will not be as  long  lived as tourism could be for future generations and there are 
concerns related to environmental and ground water impacts.  There is a need to provide a 
viable and economically sustainable alternative to the mines that will provide jobs, training 
and  income  for  local  community members, which  is why  this  community  is  taking  the 
opportunity  of  a  high‐end  joint  venture  safari  lodge  seriously  and  wants  to  take  the 
conversations forward. 
 
Site visits were made to both the region behind Elim Beach and to the traditional lands of 
the Gamay clan at the Gamay Dreaming Track.   Plans were made to discuss the high‐end 
joint venture tourism concept with the Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation but on 
arrival they were not available.  On discussion with the Mayor of Hope Vale, it was suggested 
that at this stage first discussions could be with the clans of the areas under consideration 
first. 
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Elim Beach Escarpment 
 
Less than half an hour drive from the township of Hope Vale on a track that comes off the 
main bitumen road to Elim Beach is an elevated site with stunning 360 degree views of ocean, 
the tourist attraction and culturally  important site of the coloured sands and surrounding 
coastal vegetation.  There is no sign of human habitation in sight at this point.  Some effort 
would need  to be  taken  to  find a place along  this escarpment  that  is  sheltered  from  the 
south‐east winds that can be quite strong during  the winter months, which would be the 
main  tourist  season.   However,  the views are  spectacular and  really highlight one of  the 
major attractions of the area, the coloured sands, away from the campers  located on the 
main beach.   The coloured sands are very  important culturally to the people of Hope Vale 
and  tied  to  ancient Dreamtime  stories,  thus  the  protection  of  this  site  is  of  paramount 
importance. 
 


 
The stunning view from the escarpment behind Elim Beach looking towards the coloured sands 
(left) 
 
The area is used by Hope Vale residents at certain times of year and there are several beach 
shacks along the coast. Elim Beach campsite is popular with visiting campers.  This could be 
one issue with this site in that while it is very accessible to an airport (Cooktown), has good 
roads all the way and there is an IGA shopping centre in Cooktown and both groceries and 
fuel available in Hope Vale township, it is not a wilderness in the sense that both tourists and 
local people do use the area.   An exclusive use area would have to be zoned for high end 
tourism for the area around the lodge and ideally a nature reserve area.   
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The local hosts of this site visit were Hope Vale Councillor Keithean Bowen and Cape Melville, 
Flinders and Howick ranger Lucas Creek.  They described species that can be seen in this area 
including dingos, occasionally emus, Torres Strait pigeons, sulphur‐crested and red‐tailed 
black cockatoos (both cockatoo species are are on the Hope Vale flag).     Hope Vale has a 
number  of  species  of  conservation  concern  including  two  species  listed  as  Critically 
Endangered, the curlew sandpiper and eastern curlew, two species listed as Endangered, the 
northern  quoll  and  lesser  sand  plover,  and  five  Vulnerable  species,  the  bare‐rumped 
sheathtail  bat, Western  Alaskan  bar‐tailed  godwit,  greater  sand  plover,  white‐throated 
needletail and green turtle. 
 
The Great Barrier Reef can be accessed from Hope Vale however it would need to be looked 
at as to the most efficient way to get to the outer reef (possibly via Cooktown’s Endeavour 
River).   Several  islands  including Low Wooded  Island and Three  Islands National Park are 
within an hour by boat, providing fishing and snorkelling and the opportunity for an ‘island 
hopping’ activity.  Lizard Island, with its high‐end luxury lodge, is to the north‐east of Hope 
Vale, and potentially a lodge in this area could link to guests who are visiting Lizard Island to 
provide a high‐end Indigenous experience. 
 
Councillor Keithean Bowen has an excellent Instagram site (@hunting_the_homelands) and 
youtube site, “Hunting  the Homelands” which shows him exploring some popular  fishing 
sites on and around Elim Beach.    Keithean has unofficially guided several people on Country 
showing them traditional ways of gathering oysters, sea urchins, fish and crabs and cooking 
them on the beach and is an excellent story‐teller.  He has received very good feedback on 
these experiences.  Such experiences with local Indigenous guides could form a foundation 
for Indigenous sea‐country cultural experiences in this area. 
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Councillor Keithean Bowen with a fresh catch caught traditionally by spear off Elim Beach  in 
Hope Vale 
 
One other concern about this area is the proximity to the proposed mine at Nob Point if this 
goes  ahead.   Any  joint  venture  partner  in  nature  tourism would want  to  know  that  the 
community  is on board the  idea of conserving the natural environment for generations to 
come and mining the silica nearby is unlikely to be seen favourably. 
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Eucalyptus flowers in bloom near the Elim Beach escarpment site 
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Wattle flowers in bloom near the Elim Beach escarpment site 
 


 
Grevillia flower in development (‘honeycomb’) at the Elim Beach escarpment site 
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Gamay Dreaming Track  
 
 
One of the clans in the Hope Vale area that have already come some way in progressing plans 
for  tourism  is  the Gamay clan whose  land  is  located  just north of Cooktown north of  the 
Endeavour  River.    The  Gamay  Dreaming  Track  was  opened  in  2015  as  a  22  km 
hiking/mountain biking  trail with  the option of camping enroute over several days and  is 
available to book through the website Hipcamp.  More recently, the community has received 
$1.7 million in funds through Cook Shire Council to commence improvement of the road to 
provide access to the walking trail and a ranger base with ablutions, as well as some training.  
The track was originally facilitated by Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation, but this 
organisation is no longer involved and the project is being led by the Traditional Owners of 
the Gamay Clan.  The Class 5 walking track starts just north of the Endeavour River and ends 
at Nob Point.    It  is  intended to be part of more than a thousand kilometres of  Indigenous 
Dreaming Track 
 
We were unable to reach the track due to heavy rains just prior to the site visit however it was 
viewed from the  inland, from a nearby beach and from Cooktown.   The track can also be 
accessed by boat across the Endeavour River from Cooktown. 
 


 
View of the Gamay Walking Track from Cooktown 
 
Traditional owners Sha‐lane Gibson and Uncle Shane were with the consultant on site and 
stressed the importance of wanting to own and manage the tourism operation themselves, 
but acknowledged the need for joint venture partner to help build capacity to run the tourism 
operation.  The concept of the Damaraland Camp approach was discussed and it was agreed 
that this could be one approach to achieve the desired capacity among the community to 
own and manage their own operation. 
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Another  option  for  this  community  might  be  to  partner  with  a  company  involved  in 
successful walking trails such as The Maria Island Walk, owned by Experience Co.  This is a 
four‐day walking experience that is guided and provides accommodation and a wilderness 
experience in Tasmania’s Maria Island.  Partnering with this company might be one way for 
community members to learn how to run a successful operation of this kind, perhaps through 
an  exchange  or  employment  opportunities.    This might  also  allow  a  higher  number  of 
bookings to flow in if marketing was done in tandem. 
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Map of the Gamay Dreaming Track (credit @capeyorkdreamingtrack on facebook) 
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Creek crossing on the road to the Gamay Dreaming Track which funding has been received for 
to improve access for via Cook Shire Council.  This is also a special cultural site for the Gamay 
clan as  it  is where the people were taken from  in the 1940s and sent to Woorabinda, west of 
Rockhampton, where many perished due to the cold. 
 
The obvious focus of activities in this area would be nature walks and hiking, with mountain 
biking another option and also birding and nature photography.   Private guided, nature‐
focused  boat  trips  on  the  Endeavour  River might  be  another  option  to  see  birdlife  and 
crocodiles.  Collecting bush tucker and using it to create dishes with an Indigenous flourish is 
another option  that was put  forward by Gibson, possibly  through  the development of an 
Indigenous market garden for this purpose.   
 
Hope Vale’s traditional art should be front and central to any tourism experience and if there 
are Indigenous artists willing to share their culture it would be a good activity for people to 
be  able  to watch  local  artists  at work  and  potentially  purchase  items  to  take  home  as 
souvenirs.  Bush tucker walks and collection of bush foods to be used in the evening’s dinner 
would be a great way for tourists to share in the Indigenous culture.  Gibson also mentioned 
that  a Welcome  to Country  and  smoking  ceremony would be  a  good way  to  start  each 
experience. 
 
The Gamay Dreaming Track is very close to Hope Vale and Cooktown and this provides some 
benefits  in terms of access to supplies and the Cooktown airport.    In terms of providing a 
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wilderness experience as would be needed for a high‐end African safari style lodge it may be 
too close  to civilisation, as  is  the case with  the Elim beach site.   However, with  the  right 
placement of a lodge facing away from Cooktown and sheltered from south‐east winds this 
could be viable.  Further time spent on site with the Traditional Owners would be necessary 
to determine this. 
 


 
One of the beaches at Hope Vale showing similar terrain to the Gamay Dreaming Track with a 
combination of wooded ridges and spectacular beaches. 
 
 


Summary 
 
Both the Elim Beach Escarpment and Gamay Dreaming Track areas have a lot of potential 
for high‐end, joint‐venture Indigenous tourism, however the Hope Vale region is very large 
and  there  are  also  a  number  of  national  parks  that  are  Indigenous‐managed  in  joint 
management agreements that could be very good sites for this approach.  While on site the 
consultant met  with  three members  of  the  Cape Melville,  Flinders  and  Howick  Islands 
Aboriginal Corporation who were extremely interested in exploring this opportunity.  Their 
area at Cape Melville National Park and nearby  islands have very high biodiversity value 
(including turtles, dugongs and rock wallabies) and would likely provide an excellent base for 
nature tourism if access is reasonable.  I was advised that there is an airstrip in the park. 
 
I also met with representatives of the Muunthiwarra Aboriginal Corporation (Buubu‐Gujin) in 
Cooktown and discussed how their traditional Country might explore tourism opportunities 
at  Jack Lakes National Park.   These  areas  are more  remote  and  are  jointly managed by 
Indigenous  land  owners  and  Queensland  Parks  and  Wildlife  with  a  core  focus  on 
conservation, which  is an attractive proposition  for a nature‐based ecotourism company.  
There is undoubtedly much more to explore in this region to find that very special gem of a 
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location in a community that is excited about the possibility of entering into a joint venture 
for high‐end tourism.  Areas within national parks in this region that are joint‐managed with 
Indigenous people  should also be explored as an option  for high‐end African‐safari  style 
tourism. 
 
 
Sources: 
 
ABS, Census of Population and Housing, 2016, General Community Profile ‐ G51 and 
unpublished data 
 
Department of Environment and Science, Queensland (2013) Native animals of Hope Vale 
local government area, WetlandInfo	website, accessed 28 May 2021. Available at: 
https://wetlandinfo.des.qld.gov.au/wetlands/facts‐maps/wildlife/?AreaID=lga‐hope‐
vale&Kingdom=animals&SpeciesFilter=Native 
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Stage 2: TCICA Tourism Project 
 
During Stage 1 of the TCICA Tourism Project, the Torres Strait and the Tip of Australia were 
shortlisted  from  the assessment across  the  region as having particular potential  to move 
forward with an African‐style joint venture safari camp.  In Stage 2, the focus is on building 
community awareness around the joint venture, high‐end tourism approach as modelled in 
parts of Africa and looking at feasibility of particular sites with communities on country. 
 
During a site visit in late April 2021, the consultant was able to spend time on country with 
Kaurareg Traditional Owners from: 
 
Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation, which  holds  the Native Title  for Prince  of 
Wales ‘Murulug’ Island, Entrance Island and Horn Island (Chair ‐ Milton Savage and Director, 
Enid Tom); and  
 
Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation which  holds  the  freehold  land  at  the Tip of 
Australia, notably the former Pajinka Lodge (Chair – Michael Solomon, Deputy Chair – Trevor 
Nona,  along with  several directors  including Frank Cook  and Trevor Lifu  and Traditional 
Owner David Nomoa).  Several representatives present were also rangers for the Apudthama 
Land Trust. 
 
This is a summary of the conversations and observations at both sites.  Both sites fall within 
the Torres Shire Council’s  region.   Both  of  these  areas  fall within  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
Kaurareg Aboriginal Nation and a tourism package could combine the two over a week in the 
region, with 3 nights at two different safari camps, one an island camp, the other a camp at 
the Tip of Australia. 
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Map of northern tip of mainland Australia and inner Torres Strait Islands 


The Tip of Australia 
 
Up  to 100,000 people may now visit  the  tip of Australia every year and  it  is considered a 
bucket‐list experience for many, particularly the drive/camping/caravan market.  In the lead 
up to the site visit, the Chair of the Gudang/Yadhaykenu AC had expressed concerns in the 
media (Cairns Post, March 2019) that the Tip would be closed unless tourists paid a fee for 
entry  that  would  allow  toilet  facilities  to  be  put  in  for  the  main  tourist  season.    The 
community  currently  has  not  been  able  to  monetize  their  land,  even  though  tens  of 
thousands of tourists visit it annually.  The 211 ha freehold block that was handed back to the 
Gudang/Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation  in 2019  includes  the site of  the now defunct 
Pajinka Lodge.  There may be some salvageable infrastructure at the site, but in general most 
of it needs to be cleared away so the community can move forward.   
 
Michael Solomon’s vision of the block is to have a caravan and camp site not far off the road 
near the Tip of Australia and also a lodge of some kind to replace the one that was there, but 
plans are not set  in stone and  the Traditional Owners are open  to discussion about  their 
options.   The potential for a high‐end, joint venture lodge along the lines of an African safari 
camp was also discussed and Solomon suggested it could be something like the permanent 
dome tents at Cockatoo Island in Sydney.  There is enough land in their title for both tourism 
types if they are well spaced away from each other and carefully zoned. 
 
In my view, which I shared with the Traditional Owners on site, the existing Pajinka site is not 
ideal for high‐end tourists as it is on the road and is not private, nor does it have any views.   I 
was then shown an alternative site for a high‐end safari camp next to the existing helipad 
site  on  an  area  east  of  the main  road  on  high  cliffs  overlooking  the  ocean  and Mount 
Adolphus Island out towards the Great Barrier Reef.   This site has 180 degree views of the 


Entrance Island 


The Tip 
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ocean and Torres Strait to the north.  It is an exceptional site for high‐end tourism and quite 
private as it has a separate road off the main one and the ocean and island views are stunning.  
There is a helicopter landing site on the cliffs and a reasonably sized flat area for a lodge. 
 


 
View from the helipad site to the south over a sheltered cove and beach  
 


 
View from the helipad site to the east over Mount Adolphus Island towards the Great Barrier 
Reef 
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Views from the helipad site to the north towards the Torres Strait Islands over a shallow bay 
that is rich in wildlife (visible in the water from the cliffs) 
 


 
View to the south from the helipad site 
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During about an hour spent at this site, sitting on the cliffs, we saw 6 turtles in the shallow 
water  in  the bay below and several black‐tip  reef sharks.   During  the winter months,  the 
rangers described how they see whales breaching in the sea from this excellent vantage point 
high on the cliff.   There are  important turtle and dugong habitats  in this area.   The Great 
Barrier Reef is about 40 minutes by boat from this point, according to the rangers.  The site 
reminded me of a typical African waterhole with many animals coming in, allowing tourists 
the opportunity  just  to sit and watch  in the comfort of camp with binoculars and camera 
without having to go anywhere. 
 


 
 
Marine turtle spotted coming up for air in a bay below the helipad site at the tip 
 


 
Black‐tip reef shark, one of several observed hunting in the bay below the helipad site 
 
Advice received from a luxury boat charter operator that has operated in this part of Torres 
Strait is that the best reefs are outer, which means an overnight (12 hour) boat trip from the 
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area to get to them as the inner reefs are highly subject to strong currents and murkiness.  
However, it was acknowledged that there may be some good inner reefs near these sites and 
that more research  is needed to find them.   The operator advised that there are excellent 
sand cays in the area for tourists to spend time on as part of a reef exploration.  Swimming 
near  the  Tip  of  Australia  takes  the  risk  of  encountering  crocodiles,  especially  near  the 
mainland.    Perhaps  a  glass‐bottomed  boat  may  be  a  better  way  to  experience  the 
underwater world as a result.  Particular activities need to be looked at in more detail. 
 
Solomon advised that there is also nearby unique traditional rock art in a cave that can be 
accessed by boat.  These show some of the ancient history of the Aboriginal people from this 
area but also the arrival of the first Europeans.    Currently this rock art site is not available to 
be looked at by tourists. 
 
There are very good birding areas near the site, including a waterhole that was not looked at 
on  the day but which  the  rangers described as attracting a high number of birds all year 
round.  This area has some rainforest habitat as well as dryer coastal habitat and it is home 
to several species that would appeal to birders,  including  iconic birding‐drawcards such as 
palm cockatoos and buff‐breasted paradise kingfishers that can only be seen  in far north‐
eastern Australia.   Palm cockatoos are only  found  in a  small area  in Cape York and New 
Guinea and are known for the male’s ability to ‘drum’ with a stick or seed pod on a branch to 
attract a mate.  Rangers described also frequently seeing wallabies, goannas and frill‐neck 
lizards.   
 


 
Endemic palm cockatoo seen at the tip, a favourite for birders 
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Buff‐banded Paradise Kingfisher (credit: Kelvin Marshall) 
 
There is excellent fishing in this region and it is already a popular destination for fishermen.  
Mount Adolphus Island is an important cultural site for the Indigenous people and also the 
site of the maritime disaster, the sinking of the Quetta, now a shipwreck that attracts divers 
to the area (but  is known for having very strong currents).   The  local people already share 
culture through cultural events during the main tourist season in Seisia, with tourists paying 
to experience traditional dance and cook‐up evenings.   
 
At certain times of year, particularly around September,  large numbers of turtles nest on 
beaches in this region, particularly on islands such as Crab Island, which is thought to be the 
most significant breeding  island for flatback turtles.   The rangers describe both crocodiles 
and sharks feeding on the many turtles that come in to nest and the baby turtles which hatch 
soon after.  This is an extraordinary natural event that happens annually that would need to 
be carefully protected but could form part of a tightly‐controlled tourism experience linked 
to the Indigenous ranger program.   
 
The Jardine River National Park is a day trip away to the south of the Tip and is well known 
for  its vast, remote wilderness values and stunning waterfalls,  including the crocodile‐free 
swimming spots, Fruit Bat and Eliot Falls. 
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Fruit Bat Falls, Jardine River National Park (credit: Tropical North Queensland) 
 


 
Eliot Falls, Jardine River National Park (credit: Tropical North Queensland) 
In my view this area has enormous potential for a low impact, nature‐focused, high‐end safari 
camp in a joint venture with the Indigenous community.  It could be managed in a similar way 
to  a  communal  conservancy  in  Namibia, with  benefits  from  strictly managed  high‐end 
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tourism flowing back to the community and enabling it to operate as a low human‐impact 
conservation reserve.   
 
A  long‐term  lease  agreement  would  have  to  be  negotiated  between  the  Gudang‐
Yadhaykenu Aboriginal Corporation’s  leadership  (in consultation with  its members) and a 
tourism joint venture partner as part of an ILUA.  The community will need to take steps to 
assure  the  joint venture partner of  its capacity  for corporate governance and  transparent 
business  management  so  that  funds  achieve  a  clear  vision  to  sustainable  community 
upliftment and development and achieve conservation objectives.   Steps will need  to be 
taken to minimize the financial risk for the tourism partner and to gain their confidence for 
investment.  There needs to be a clear understanding within the community as to the details 
of the proposal and long‐term plans for the tourism project so that everything is on the table 
and  that both partners are working  towards  the  success of  the  joint venture and equally 
responsible for its success or failure.  Details of the financial arrangement (annual lease fee 
or percentage of profits), training program and growth strategy for Indigenous employment 
all need to be nutted out in conversations between the two partners.   It would be of value 
for the vision and objectives of both parties to be clearly set out and for a joint vision of the 
project to be laid out together as part of this process. 
 
 


Torres Strait Islands:  Prince of Wales ‘Murulug’ and Entrance Islands 
 
 


 
 
Prince of Wales Island ‘Muralug’ is the largest island in the Torres Strait, with an area of 204.6 
sq. km.   Entrance  Island  ‘Zuna’ was named by Captain Cook  in 1770 for  its position at the 
entry to the Torres Strait Islands and the Endeavour Strait.   Both islands have Native Title 
determined and are owned by the Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation. 
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During a helicopter fly‐over of Prince of Wales and Entrance Islands, with a couple of stops 
to  look more  closely at  two  sites,  the general  impression was of a  seascape dotted with 
islands and having very high wilderness values.   While there are some non‐native species 
such as pigs, horses and deer, there are no mining or agricultural impacts in the Torres Strait.   
 
Prince of Wales (204 sq. km) and the smaller Entrance Island are a short approx. 10 minute 
helicopter  flight  from  Horn  Island,  where  Qantas  flights  land  daily  from  Cairns.    The 
helicopter flight is spectacular and takes in views of the many islands and gives a sense of the 
remoteness  of  the  area.    The  accessibility  of  these  islands  to Horn  Island’s  airport  and 
Thursday  Island’s  facilities  (groceries,  fuel etc) make  it an appealing  location  in  terms of 
location.  Even though it is quite close to the main administrative centres of the Torres Strait, 
Entrance  Island  in particular feels  like a  long way away as no human  infrastructure can be 
seen from there.  Prince of Wales has quite a lot of private homes on the coast line all the way 
around and about 100 people are resident (2016), but there is almost no habitation in the rest 
of the island.   
 


 
Muralug, also  known as Prince of Wales  Island,  traditional  land of  the Kaurareg Aboriginal 
Nation,  comprises  many  kilometres  of  mountainous  wilderness  with  very  few  roads  and 
infrastructure.  
 
There  are  spectacular  crocodile‐free  freshwater  creeks  and  waterfalls  in  a  number  of 
locations on Prince of Wales Island, some of which are quite close to the coast but most of 
which would only be accessible by helicopter as there are few roads. 
 
The culture and history of the Torres Strait is extremely diverse and should be a key part of 
any tourism experience.  While the Kaurareg people are the Native Title holders, they share 
the region with people of Melanesian and Papua New Guinean background and there  is a 
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strong Japanese  influence that came  from the role of the region during World War 2 and 
during the pearling era.  The people of the Torres Strait are a sea‐faring people, tied to the 
ocean through stories, dance, fishing and hunting, and they are known for their ability to 
navigate by the stars, an ancient tradition.   Experiencing and enjoying food caught locally 
from  the  sea  that  has  been  prepared  and  cooked  the  traditional  way  over  the  fire  or 
underground in a hangi pit is a special part of any visit to the Torres Strait, but currently few 
tourists get to experience this.  Turtle and dugong are traditionally eaten by people in this 
region on a sustainable basis, alongside other sea life. 
 


 
A waterfall and significant cultural site on Mulalug,  traditional  land of  the Kaurareg people.  
Beyond the freehold lots on the coast the rest of the island can only be visited with permission 
from the Traditional Owners, the Kaurareg Native Title Aboriginal Corporation. 
 
The cemetery on Thursday Island reflects the many cultures who have lived and died in this 
part of the world, including a large number of un‐named Japanese soldiers and pearlers.  In 
addition to the relatively recent war and pearling era, there is an important history to share 
about the arrival of the first Europeans and the forced exodus and massacres of Kaurareg 
peoples.  All of these stories and history provide ample fodder for local guides to share with 
visitors and would provide fascinating campfire conversation. 
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Japanese graves at the Thursday Island cemetery 
 
Each  island  has  their  own  traditional  style  of dance,  art  and  fashion  and  the  region  has 
produced globally  recognised artists,  fashion designers,  sports  stars and  television hosts.  
Perhaps the most famous piece of wearable art is the ‘Dhari’ which is a head‐dress of feathers 
from the Torres Strait pigeon and frigate bird made into an arc shape.  In short, the islands’ 
traditional cultures have a lot to offer in terms of cultural experiences for tourism and there 
is also  the Gab Titui Cultural Centre on Thursday  Island  that could be part of an activity.  
There is an operating pearl farm run by a Japanese family on Friday Island called Kazu Pearls 
that could be an attraction for visitors to such a lodge. 
 


 
Photograph of model wearing a ‘Dhari’, an important symbol of the Torres Strait that is also on 
the flag (credit: queensland.com) 
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Wabunau Geth Kaurareg Nation dance group (credit: The Healing Foundation) 
 
One possibility  for a  joint  venture  tourism partner might be  to  look at purchasing  some 
freehold land for an African‐style joint venture safari camp and going into a partnership with 
the Kaurareg people somewhere like Entrance Island, where such an opportunity currently 
exists as there is a beach‐front acreage for sale.  This may be seen as a potentially less risky 
investment for an external partner compared with a lease as the land site could later be sold 
if the operation was unsuccessful or it could be bought out by the Traditional Owners after 
ten years (potentially through a loan or government grant).  The partnership could involve 
an arrangement by which in‐house training and employment is provided to the Traditional 
Owners  of  the  Kaurareg  Aboriginal  Nation.   Other  local  people  could  also  be  involved 
through dance and art, for example through island community visits, helping to spread some 
of  the  community benefits  around.   An  exclusive  use  lease may be  negotiated with  the 
Kaurareg people for Entrance Island that could allow for very limited tourist numbers and a 
conservation management agreement with the Traditional Owners. 
 
Entrance  Island has a picturesque beach with swaying palm  trees and  it has considerable 
infrastructure  already  there  including  several  dwellings,  sheds,  generator,  solar  panel 
installations and water tanks.  It is off grid and fully self‐sufficient.  The surrounding island 
has excellent potential to carve out walking tracks for hiking.  There is a helipad right next to 
the acreage that is currently for sale.  Seeing the region from the air by helicopter would be 
a  key  part  of  any  tourist  experience  in  this  region  and  the  fishing  around  the  island  is 
excellent.   An  important  focus would be  showing guests  the  local marine  life,  especially 
turtles and dugongs.  This would be a real ‘island life’ experience on ‘island time’, greeted by 
warm and friendly locals sharing culture and customs through music, dance and stories, with 
rooms that reflect the natural setting and showcasing the art of the region. 
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View from the beach at Entrance Island.  There are two 1 acre freehold blocks here, of which one 
is for sale, surrounded by the traditional land of the Kaurareg people. 
 


 
Aerial view at low tide of the two blocks of land at Entrance Island, of which the one on the right 
with two buildings is for sale. Helicopter landing site and pontoon are visible to left of the beach. 
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Another view of Entrance Island with the two freehold blocks on the right. 
 
 


Conclusion 
 
Both the Tip of Australia and Entrance Island have great potential for high‐end African‐safari 
style tourism in a joint venture with the local communities.  Both groups are keen to work 
with partners who share their values around caring for Country and culture, to provide job 
opportunities and training for the youth and to encourage people who have left to return.   
 
Conversations  have  now  been  arranged  between  the  Kaurareg  NTAC  and  Gudang 
Yudhaykenu AC  leaders with the African safari company Natural Selection to discuss next 
steps in establishing a viable working partnership.  I strongly believe that the this could be a 
very successful combination due to the shared vision of these organisations around caring 
for Country and working with  Indigenous partners  to  improve  livelihoods  to provide  life‐
changing  tourism experiences.   The  founders of Natural Selection have many decades of 
experience between them in Botswana and Namibia delivering high end joint venture safari 
operations  in partnership with  local communities.   Both parties have agreed that they will 
come and see the sites when international borders re‐open and build on what have been to 
date good introductory conversations by phone. 
 
 
We  thank  the  Kaurareg  Native  Title  Aboriginal  Corporation  and  the  Gudang  Yadhaykenu 
Aboriginal Corporation, with support from Torres Shire Council and Northern Penninsula Area 
Regional Council (NPARC), for hosting my visit to their region.   
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